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Abstract 
U i b a n trame congestión is becoming a central issue in transport planning. If the 

present growth in car ovvnership and use continúes, trame jams are likely to increase 

in frequeney and extent, particularly within the central áreas of major cities. Whi ls t 

it is important to study the impact of congestión in the field, there is an urgent need 

for a fundamental understanding of the causes of congestión and the way in which 

it propagates. But , although a number of control schemes for controlling trame 

congestión exist, no comprehensive rationale for an effective dispersal strategy has 

been developed. 

This research is mainly concerned vvith the properties of incident-induced trame jams 

on rectangular grid networks, and possible measures for preventing and controlling 

them. The research investigates the underlying structure of such jams using a combi-

nation of theoretical and simulation models developed for this purpose. Using these 

models, gridlock is identiñed as a crucial stage in the evolution of traffic jams. 

However, most conventional traffic management measures a im to increase capacity 

and henee postpone the onset of gridlock and are unsuitable when gridlock has already 

set in. This thesis develops several alternative strategíes for protecting networks from 

gridlock and dissipating traffic jams once they have formed. The treatment focuses 

on the installation of bans at specific network locations. The bans come in two forms: 

turn or ahead. Turn bans are imposed on selected links to break gridlock eyeles at 

the nucleus of the traffic j am. B y contrast, ahead bans are irnplernented around the 

traffic j am envelope to reduce input into crítica! sections of the road. 

The control strategies are tested extensively using the simulation model and as a 

result, some general control principies have emerged. These are not intended to 

be immediately applicable to real networks since they incorpórate some simplifying 

assumptions. However, they point to certain characteristics of traffic j a m growth and 

dispersal which would not be accessible in any other way. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Summary 

This chapter introduces the main ideas associated with trame congestion with par-

ticula.r référence to incident-induced urban traffic congestion and ways of modelling 

it. The background section discusses some of the causes of the increase in traffic 

congestion, distinguishes between différent types of congestion and describes ways of 

measuring urban congestion. The section concludes with a survey of approaches to 

congestion control. The objectives of the research are then outlined together with 

a discussion of the research method. The chapter concludes with the layout of the 

thesis. 

1.2 Background 

Traffic congestion is a persistent problern in both ancient and modem communities. 

In urban centres throughout the world it imposes considérable problems on the local 

economy. it contributes to accidents and atmospheric pollution, and it triggers anxiety. 

frustration and stress among ail classes of road-user. 

The development of congestion is related to the way urban networks have evolved. 
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Many were not originally clesigned to deal with congestion, nor with its conséquences. 

The problem has become acute because many urban networks are operating at satu

ration level. This means that any slight perturbation in the system leads to the rapid 

escalation of queues. The rôle of the trafile engineer is precarious because expérimen

tation can lead to serious and often unpredictable outeomes. A better understanding 

of the mechaniesof congestion and the way in which it propa.gates is urgently required, 

in order to develop remedial stratégies for its successful control. 

In simple terms, congestion occurs when too many vehicles try to use the l imited 

amount of road space available. Congestion slows the passage of all vehicles. so that 

each additional vehicle imposes costs on ail other vehicles by increaslng congestion 

and slowing trame flow. 

Transport statistics published by the Department of Transport (1992) illustrate clearly 

how this problem has developed. As can be seen in T a b l e l . l 1 , in 1961, the pro

portion of households in Br i ta in having regulär use of at least one car stood at just 

31%, while, by 1991, this had increased to 67%. Meanwhile, the numberof passenger 

kilometers travelled by motorcars and vans increased from 164 billion in 1961 to 590 

bil l ion in 1991 - a rise of almost 260%. 

Throughout this period, investment in road transport infrastructure has steadily in

creased. Between 1961 and 1991, the length of roads increased by 15%. This , how-

ever, has been insufflcient to meet the increased demand for travel and has resulted 

in worsening congestion, Mogridge (1990). 

Heran and Tostain (1995) attributo the rise in car use and travel to a process of 'self-

generation'. This can be summarised as follows. The availability of the car increases 

drivers' tolérance of growing distances between the places in which they lead their 

lives. This increased tolérance contributes to increased dispersion and makes public 

transport, bicycles and Walking less attractive. As a resuit, it becomes more necessary 

1 Source: Transport Statistics Great Brìtiau 1992 
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Year 

1961 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1991 

Proport ion of households 

with regular use of one or 

more cars (%) 31 41 52 56 59 63 67 

Passenger kms traveUed 

by car and vans (billion) 164 236 299 333 3S9 443 590 

Length of road (ail classes) 

(thousand kms) 314.2 323.6 322.5 330.0 339.6 34S.7 360.0 

Table 1.1: Factors contributing to rise in congestion 1961 - 1991 

to travel by car. Tins chain of events represents a self-generating process of urban 

trame vvhich is shovvn in F i g u r e 1 .1 . 

The continuing expansion of road traffic when coupled with the lack of road space 

leads to increased levels of trame congestion. Et is unlikely that the situation wi l l 

improve considerably unless a integrated strategy is formulated. 

1.2.1 Types of congestion 

The underlying cause of congestion is qui te simple: when traffic demand exceeds 

capacity, either locally or over an area, then queues for m which cause delays to 

vehicles - the greater the demand. the larger the queues, and hence the longer the 

journey times. 

It is important to distinguisi! between two types of traffic congestion: récurrent con

gestion and incident-induced congestion, because the lattei' is unexpected and can 

cause the rapid build-up of queues on top of the usuai daily queues which are a fea-

ture of récurrent congestion. In addition, with récurrent congestion, the system is 

st i l i operational, and the queues are moving albeit slowly. By contrast, with incident-

induced congestion, the system has irretrievably broken down at a particular point 

3 



Increase in motor car trafile 
> . < 

Increase in adverse effects: 
Noise, pollution, accidents 

Increased use of space and 
tolérance of large distances 

Loss of passengers 
on public transport 

Widely spread residcntial environment 
shops, services, workplaces, leisure 
facilities 

Réduction in public 
transport supply 

Réduction in accessibility for users 
without motorised transport using 
public transport 

Loss of attractiveness of public 
transport, bicycle and Walking trips 

Increased travel demand 

Increase in motor car traffic 

Source: Heran, 1995 

Figure 1.1: The principle of setf-generation of urban traffic 



and this effect is transmitted through the network. The rapid build-up of queues on 

top of the usuai queues cannot be processed 'and eventually the system grinds to a 

hait. 

A familiär example of récurrent congestion is the slow crawl of vehicles along busy 

shopping streets. Queues that form as a resuit of an accident are examples of incident-

based congestion. 

Incidents, because of their unpredictability, are likely to increase the risk of breakdown 

of the orderly movement of the trame in the vicinity of the incident, and if they occur 

when there are already busy traffic conditions, may trigger levels of congestion which 

are out of proportion to the severity of the incidents themselves. 

Trame queues 

One of the most acute forms of trame congestion, however, is the area-wide trame 

' jam', in which vehicles can become embedded for sustained periods. The queueing 

mechanism is identified by Wright and Huddart (1989b) as fundamental for under-

standing the nature of such jams, and how they propagate. Queueing occurs when 

the demand placed on a road system, exceeds its capacity. The cause may be due to 

the following: 

• external sources of " f r ic t ion" such as crossing pedestrians and parked vehicles; 

• internai sources of " f r ic t ion" such as vehicles turning into and out of side streets 

and access ways, and slow vehicles such as hea.vy lorries, buses and cyclists; 

• isolated pinch points where the physical layout of the road efTectively reduces 

capacity to a value less than that for neighbouring locations: typically these 

occur at narrow sections of road; 

• instability in the trame stream as flow approaches capacity. 
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A l l thèse cari be referred to as "bottleriecks", although the last is dem and related, 

while the others are due to supply effects. On any road containing a bottleneck, trame 

speeds tend to fall as the flow increases. The effect cari be analysed as a queueing 

mechanism: passage through a bottleneck is pictured as a "service" which requires a 

given amount of t ime per vehicle. If the upstream flow varies randomly from moment 

to moment, there wi l l be periods when more vellicles arrive than cari be serviced, and 

these vehicles must form a queue. Düring other periods the demand wi l l be less than 

the service rate, and the queue présent wi l l diminish. 

Over a long period of t ime, the average queue length wi l l be determined according to 

the ratio of flow to capaci tv. As this ratio approaches unity, the number of vehicles 

in the queue (and hence the average delay per vehicle) wi l l increase without ìimit. 

Bottlenecks may be difficult to isolate; there rnay be temporary obstructions which 

occur at différent times and places on différent days. These include crossing pedes-

trians, parked and loading vehicles, turning trame and driver behaviour. 

In these circumstances, trame cannot be represented as a simple queueing mechanism 

with only a single server. It is usuai to express traffìc behaviour i n terms of empiricaìly 

determined relationships between average speed, flows and concentration. 

Note that queueing theory assumes that the service characteristics are not affected 

by changes in demand. A t high levels of demand, movement through a bottleneck 

may break down. The flow or service rate may actually fal l below the level previously 

sustained through the bottleneck. 

Two situations where these effects have been observed are described by Wright and 

Huddart (1989b). The first example occurs in saturateci motorways where vehicles 

encounter a stopping shockwave, caused by sudden braking of one driver where ve

hicles travel close together. This reduces the traffic stream to a slow crawl. Vehicles 

that eventually clear the front of the queue trigger a 'starting' wave which also prop-

agates from vehicle to vehicle within the trame stream. Because there is a lag before 
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each vehicle accélérâtes, the flow discharging from the front of the queue wi l l be less 

than the flow arriving at the rear. The capacity of the lane therefore. is effectively 

reduced. 

The second case arises on narrow two-way urban streets. If one direction is obstructed 

by a parked vehicle. the unobstructed stream must occasionally give way so that 

the opposing stream cari pass. Suppose a second vehicle parks nearby. There wi l l 

now be two bottlenecks, each of a single lane width, with a pocket of clear two-way 

road in between them. Now, if vehicles from the two trafRc streams enter thèse two 

bottlenecks simultaneously, the system wil l " lock-up" so that nobody can move. 

In both examples, the capacity of the road is reduced and the average speed and flow 

fall to zero or nearly to zero. When this occurs, trame enters into a 'congested-flow^ 

regime. The transition from free-flow to congested-fîow is unstable: it cannot be 

reversed without some form of external intervention. In the case of the saturated 

motorway lane, this would mean reducing the supply of vehicles, whereas in the case 

of the urban Street, one or more vehicles would have to reverse out of one of the 

bottlenecks. Both speed and flow are l imited by the physical characteristics of the 

bottlenecks. 

1.2.2 Measuring urban congestion 

Over the past few décades, much tirne and effort lias been spent in developing methods 

and algorithms for measuring traffic congestion in the motorway environment. For 

example, Lindley (19S7), defines congestion using the Highway Capacity Manual level 

of service concept. The li mit between levels C and D (ie. average speeds of 54rnph 

and a v/c ratio of 77) defines the conditions at which congestion starts to occur. But , 

this définition is not applicable to urban networks because of the interactions between 

intersections and road links. 

Even so, many of the lessons learned from studying motorway congestion carry i m -
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plications for the urban équivalent, particularly in the context of measuring and 

automatically detecting incident-induced trafile congestion. 

However. in thts respect, the urban street environment is more challenging than the 

motorway counterpart because trame flow discontinuités are introduced by trame 

signais, traffic entering and leaving side streets, variations in signal t iming and geo

metrie characteristics. In particular, there are a number of clear distinctions between 

congestion that arises in motorways and that which occurs in urban streets, Leonard 

(1992). These can be summarised as follows: 

1. Urban travel takes place on a road network which forces vehicles to interact at 

junctions. Because of the l inking between junctions a queue at one jonction 

can extend back to an upstream junction and block the free movement of traffic 

into that junction. 

2. The network oflers the driver a choice of route, enabling them to bypass areas 

of congestion with varying degrees of success. 

3. L imited link lengths coupled with the types of junction control lead to a rapid 

escalation of congestion to upstream junctions and throughout the network. 

4. Travel dem and is varying and strongly peaked. 

In addition, the complexity of street networks can also contribute to severe conges

tion directly, because it typically occurs when traffic patterns are conflicting and 

compii cated. 

Consequently, urban congestion is less straightforward than its motorway équivalent, 

particularly because free-flow conditions differ between cities, and junctions and links 

do not operate independently. The définition of urban congestion cannot be con fi ned 

to variables such as speed but should include some référence to the key aspects of 

urban congestion, namely, queues blocking back to upstream junctions, or the main 

efîect on drivers' décisions through increases in travel time. 
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Blocking back 

Blocking-back (or queue interaction as it is sometimes known) occurs when a queue (or 

queues where there are multiple streams of trafïic) of vehicles on a Unk extends back 

to the previous junction thereby 'blocking' free access to the link from the upstream 

links. The net effect is the réduction in the throughput capacity of the upstream links 

for as long as the blocking-back condition persists. 

One can usefully discriminate between spillback that prevents vehicles turning into 

the first blocked link (prirnary spillback), and spillback that prevents olher movements 

(secondary spillback). It follows that the spread of congestion is closety related to 

the way blocking-back occurs between affected l inks, and should therefore be taken 

account of when measuring the extent of urban traffic congestion. 

But , most existing traffic models have various shortcomings in their ability to predict 

the behaviour of traffic at closely-spa.ced intersections, especìally in accounting for the 

interaction of downstream queues and upstream capacities, see Johnson and Akcelik 

(1992) for a detailed review. To overcome these deficiencies, Rouphail and Akcel ik 

(1992) developed a queue interaction model for a single trafile stream. The results 

indicate that at intersections with l imited queueing space, the présence of downstream 

queues effeets the system performance both in terms of delay and capacities. Similar 

conclusions were drawn by L i u (1991) who examined the finite Storage capacity of a 

link by developing a model to describe the dynamic congestion patterns for a single 

traffic stream passing through a signalised intersection. 

However. a common characteristic of urban intersections is the existence of a number 

of movements at the upstream end of a link discharging into a common lane or 

lanes on a downstream link. The capacity of thesc various upstream movements 

may be limited by the Storage capacity of the road l inking the two intersections. 

The procedure described by Prosser and Dunne (1994) addresses the problem of 

estimating the capacities of these upstream movements. But the model relies on a 
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somewhat crude condition for determining whether blocking-back has occurred. The 

downstream queue is considered to interfere with upstream movement s only when 

the Storage capacity of the downstream link is ful l . The authors propose a possible 

refinement which implies a secondary Storage capacity measure which could be used 

to model the complex behaviour of vehicles using the upstream intersection. 

The blocking-back process is thus more complicated where multiple streams of trame 

are involved. Effectively, the mechanism can be divided into two distinct phases. 

Initially, there is some interférence between the trame streams on a specific l ink. 

The severity of interférence détermines the degree to which upstream links are af-

fected. The second stage of the blocking-back process occurs when blocking effeets 

are transmitted to upstream links. The entire process then repeats itself. 

The interférence between trame streams on a link arises as a result of the dependencies 

between them. When vehicles discharge into various exits from a road link their paths 

wi l l interact because (a) vehicles making différent turning movement s may share the 

same trame lanes, and (b) even if there is a separate turning lane or lanes for each 

exit, drivers do not necessarily position themselves in the correct lane at the entrance 

to the link under considération and there wi l l be a certain amount of weaving between 

the entrance and the exit during which the différent turning movements may interfere 

with one another's progress. 

Consequently, if a particular exit (say. the left-turn exit) , is blocked, vehicles intending 

to turn left wi l l form a queue that spills back along the l ink. If the lane discipline 

of drivers at the various points of entry to the link is not perfect, the queue may 

eventually spread across the other lanes and block ali the trame. 

Very little is known about the mechanism of interaction between queues in practice, 

although work is currently being conducted in this area, see Allsop and Bel l (1995). 

Preliminary results from the study, which used video caméras to examine how drivers 

at upstream junctions responded to blocking-back, showed that blocking-back affected 
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the capacity of entering lanes through réductions in the saturation flow. Although 

the authors aie now conducting a more detailed Statistical analysis to estimate these 

efFects lane by lane, the video recordings and the data from the study offer scope for 

further behavioural as well as quantitative analysis. 

For modelling purposes, we shall picture a road link as divided into two distinct 

zones: a downstream queue Storage area where vehicles are organised into separate 

turning movements, and an upstream 'réservoir' where the tUrning movements are 

mixed. The interactions occur at the transition between these two zones. The degree 

of interaction can be altered to suit différent trame conditions. If drivers are well 

disciplined. then the degree of interaction will be marginal. 

B y making these assumptions, we hope to be able to study the blocking-back mech-

anism and îts contribution to the spread of trame jams. The extent to which the 

assumptions reflect reality will need to be analysed. In addition, we wi l l have to 

assess the validity of the results if the assumptions are relaxed. The sensitivity of the 

model to its underlying assumptions wi l l be discussed i n C h a p t e r 4. 

It is useful to describe the development of congestion as a séquence of events, each 

one leading to the other. Having established that the onset of congestion coïncides 

with the blocking effects experienced along a single link, we now examine the other 

stages which form part of this process. 

Stages of congestion 

There are a number of ways of describing the stages of urban trame congestion. One 

method, Pignataro et al (1978), considers the realm of congested opérations from the 

traffic signal viewpoint. Congested opérations are divided into two sub-categories: 

saturated opérations and over-saturated opérations. Saturated opérations is a term 

that describes that range of congestion where queues form at various junctions, but 

their adverse effects on the traffic in terms of delay are l imited to the affected l ink. 

Over-saturated opérations occurs when queues grow to a point where traffic opération 
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in upstream links are adversely affectecl. This disruption is described as blocking-

back, vvhich can produce primary and secondary adverse effects. Pr imary blocking 

affects trame entering a bloeked link vvhereas secondary blocking affects other trame 

movements in upstream junetions. 

Anothec way is to divide the stages in terms of the state of the evolving queues. 

For example, Longley (1968) and Quinn (1992) distinguisi! between primary and 

secondary congestion. Primary congestion is caused by the development of queues 

at controlied junetions. These queues spili back and interfere with flow through 

junctions upstreams. This is known as secondary congestion. Eventually, the queues 

encircle the original source of congestion, which becomes embedded i n the network. 

This last phase is associated with 'gridlock' and represents a particularly serious case 

of degeneration which should be avoided, where possible. This is because once a 

gridlock cycle has formed, it becomes more difhcult to clear the resulting congestion. 

Both définitions share a common aspect in that they refer to the concept of blocking-

back introduced earlier. However, there is another factor to consider when estimating 

the impact of urban congestion - increases in travet t'irne. This issue is addressed 

by Leonard (1992) who provides a useful classification of congestion using a medicai 

analogy. 

Congestion is thought as the breakdown of the orderly movement of traffic. This 

définition forms the focus of a 'congestion-scale' which distinguishes between 'busy' 

trame and conditions where there is so much traffic that the orderly movement of the 

trame has started to break down. The most acute form of congestion is referred to 

as 'gridlock' and this occurs when many junctions are linked together into one large 

group blocking-back. Traffic is then virtual ly at a standstill over a large proportion 

of the network. This stage is described as an area-wide ' jam' in which vehicles can 

be trapped for long periods. 

We are concerned wi th this last stage of congestion: the area-wide ' j a m : . In particular, 
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we consider the sources of such jams. the way in which they propagate, the factors 

that influence their severity and their impact on the sustainability of modem urban 

centres. 

1.2.3 Traffic jams 

There are a number of way s in which a trame jam may start. These include 

1. A temporary obstruction may occur within a road link or at a junction. This 

causes a réduction in the capaci ty for movement for some (if not all) of vehicles 

using the link or junction which is below the corresponding level of demand. 

2. The average demand for movement at some point may exceed the value that 

can be accommodated within the unobstructed capacity of the road at that 

point; in other words, trafhc flow is constrained by a capacity bottleneck in the 

network itself. 

3. A n upward stochastie fluctuation in the rate at which drivers wish to access 

a particular sector of the network may lead to queue propagation over a wide 

area, even though the average demand is below capacity everywhere within the 

system. 

We are concerned only with jams arising from a single source, that might be cate-

gorised under (1) or (2). Whichever of thèse applies, one would expect the subséquent 

process of j am development to be the sanie. 

Starting from an init ial obstruction located somewhere in the network, we visualise 

a trame jam as propagating from link to link via a process of branching. each queue 

generating new branches at each junction. This propagation of queues through the 

network happens as a direct conséquence of the crossing of paths that occurs at the 

junctions in the network. 

Initially, the topology of the branches resembles that of a simple tree, but at some 

stage, a queue wi l l tai l back around four sides of a block to form a closed circle. This 
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represents the onset of gridlock. In practical terms, gridlock represents a signifìcant 

stage in the évolution of a j am because once it lias occurred. it is difficult to clear the 

j am even if the demand falls below the theoretical capacity of the obstructed network. 

The conflicts that arise between trame streams competing for the l imited road space 

are irresolvable without some form of external intervention. 

The influence of incidents on trame jam severity 

One of the major causes of trame jams ìs the disruption caused by incidents. A n 

incident is any event which causes a réduction in capacity. Incidents occur in a 

variety of forms, such as road trafïïc accidents, vehicle breakdowns and roadworks. 

Initially, one neeels to identify the cause of the incident and then implement some 

form of corrective action in order to handle the incidente immediate efïects. 

Technological advances in surveillance techniques have made incident identification 

easier than in the past. Possible techniques include the use of close circuit video 

caméras, infra-red technology, and cellular phone callers. The next stage is to handle 

or remove the incident or its direct impact. Where necessary, this implies removing 

a vehicle from the roadside and coordinating the actions of the responsible agencies 

(eg police, fìre department, emergency médical services, etc). 

A key feature of many incidents is that they are random, unplanned events and 

because of this, they can have an impact on congestion which is out of proportion 

to the original incident. The severity of the ensuing congestion can be exacerbated 

further by high levels of trame, typically during morning and evening peak periods. 

There are a number of factors which influence the severity of incident-induced con

gestion. These are the frequency of occurrence, the tirne of day in which the incident 

occurs, the duration of the incident, the level of background congestion and the loca

tion of the incident. 

The duration of an incident, whether predictable (eg caused by roadworks). or un-
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predictable (caused for example by an accident), is an important contributo!' to the 

severity of the ensuing congestion. Swift action is needed to remove an incident in 

order to minimise the amount of congestion incurred. Again , this resuit is confirmed 

in Holmes and Leonard (1992) and in Mongeot (1993). who show that the severity of 

congestion increased proportionately with the length of time before the incident was 

removed. 

A study conducted by Holmes and Leonard (1992), found that during a six-month 

period in 1991, on average, about twenty significant traffic incidents were recorded 

daily for the London area. The severity of the resulting congestion depended on a 

number of factors, in particular the level of background traffic at the time of the 

incident and its duration. 

The severity of congestion at a particular location is also linked to the characteristics 

of a network (eg link lengths, queue Storage arrangements and junction control), the 

level of demand in the area and the type of control that can be implemented there, 

Van Vuren and Leonard (1994). 

Huddart and Wright (1989) identify three features of link arrangement which can 

delay the onset of gridlock in oversaturated conditions. These are the allocation of 

separate tUrning lanes wi th high stopline saturation flows, adequate Storage areas 

within the turning lanes and good lane discipline so that the interférence between 

movements is reduced. 

The level of demand and the demand pattern in an area wi l l also influence severity. For 

example, an incident on a major or trunk road givcs rise to more severe congestion 

because of the sheer volume of traffic carried by thèse roads. This was shown by 

Holmes and Leonard (1992) who dernonstrated that the severity of incident-induced 

congestion increased with the background level of traffic. as might be expected. Thus. 

if an incident occurs when there are al ready busy traffic conditions, it may trigger 

levels of congestion which are out of proportion to the severity of the incident itself. 
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By contrast. a severe incident which occurs in light traffic conditions may not cause 

extensive damage because of the insignifìcant level of background congestion. 

The time of occurrence of an incident coupled with the network characteristics in the 

incident vicinity are also important factors especially when determining the suitability 

of control stratégies. For example. P M peak congestion in central areas does not ailow 

for queue displacement stratégies, as insuffìcient road space wi l l be available for the 

displaced queues. 

In addition, the location of the incident in the link itself affects passing opportunities, 

the possibility of removing the incident and the onset of secondary congestion, due 

to reduced Storage capaci ty upstream of the incident. 

T h e impact of traffic jams on urban sustainability 

If the présent growth in car ownership and use continues, traffic jams are likely to in-

crease in frequency and extent, particularly withìn the central areas of major cities. It 

has been hypothesised that unless something is done, large traffic jams wil l effectively 

paralyse city centres for long periods of the day. 

The potential for traffic jams to occur in London has been analysed by Mogridge 

(198S) who has evaluated traffic flows in the city over the past twenty years. London 

trame has reached saturation point and it is only a matter of time before a relatively 

small accident sparks off an uncontrollable traffic j a m . 

Two events have been reported to support this c la im, Wright and Huddart (19S9b). 

A n accident at Blackfriars Bridge in October 19S8 was said to have brought 50,000 

vehicles to a hait. O n another occasion, the simultaneous closure of three Central 

London bridges resulted in severe congestion, although on that occasion the queues 

were observed to be moving steadily, if slowly. It has also been claimed in the media 

Rufford (1987), that, for example, an evening peak accident at the junction of Earls 

Court Road and Cromwell Road could cause extensive queueing eastwards to Marble 
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A r c h and southwards to the River Thames within 40 minutes. There is also évidence of 

some road networks being particularly sensitive to gridlock phenomenon, for example 

the V i c t o r i a area in Paris, Scemama (1995). The complexity of urban networks often 

contribute directly to the formation of gridlock because trafRc patterns using these 

streets are complicated and confìicting. 

It is unclear at présent whether the examples mentioned above are simply freak events, 

or whether they are Symptoms of imminent collapse. VVith the continuing growth of 

travel demand over the past few years, severe area-wide trame jams occurring in 

London and ultimately in other city centres, is a serious possibility. 

1.2.4 Controlling traffic congestion 

In many cases of trame congestion, the problem can be traced to a single source. Ini-

tially, this may be a bottleneck on a major route, which générâtes a queue upstream. 

If the bottleneck cannot be eliminated, it may be possible to prevent the onset of 

secondary congestion, by regulating the input into this queue and hence avoid prop

agation to other streams of traffìc. We shall refer to this queue as the criticai queue 

since it is the first event in a chaîn which ultimately leads to the breakdown of orderly 

movement in the network. 

Consequently, the first task in Controlling area-wide congestion is to identify those 

road links or groups of links in a network, where crit icai queues form, and where 

queue control is most désirable. Possible measures for queue control include queue 

régulation, capacity improvements and demand restraint. Queue régulation can be 

achieved by regulating the traffìc input into the tail of a criticai queue in order to 

control the queue length. This type of control can also be implemented over a wide 

région of criticai links. B y restricting the flow of trame entering a busy area it is 

possible to minimise the likelihood of criticai queue formation elsewhere. 
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Objectives for congestion control 

ïn the past. control measures aimecl to minimise delay for ail vehicles using the road 

network. However. with increasing concern for environmental issues the range of 

possible objectives for urban trafïic control stratégies should be reconsidered. A 

range of criteriafor congestion control have been summarised by Huddart and Wright 

(1989). as follows: 

• Minimise overall delay to vehicles 

• Minimise overall delay to public transport services 

• Minimise delays to emergency services 

• Minimise delays to pedestrians 

• Equitable distribution of delays between competing streams of trame 

• Maximise reliability. ie minimise unpredictable variations in journey time for 

vehicle users 

• Maximise network capacity 

• Minimise accident potential for ail users 

• Minimise environmental impact of vehicular trafïic (noise, atmospherie pol lu

tion, and possibly visual intrusion) 

• Energy efficiency 

It is important to note that some objectives might conflict and a compromise may 

have to be sought in the sélection of objectives. 

However, some criteria may be met in tandem, for example minimising delay to vehi

cles would contribute to a réduction in fuel consumption, and thus to less atmospherie 

pollution and increase the network throughput. 
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Alternative approaches to congestion control 

The efFects of trame congestion may be mitigateci by implementing trame control 

stratégies. Van Vuren and Léonard (1994) divide thèse stratégies into two catégories 

depending on vvhether they are exercised on the supply side (road and intersection 

capacity) or the demand side (travellers). For the former, the available capacity of 

the network is utilised to minimise the impact of the incident. In the second type 

of strategy, information is supplied to drivers so they can avoid the area where the 

incident has occurred. 

Most of the researeh on trame control stratégies has concentrated on the supply 

side of the équation. For example, Van Vuren and Léonard (1994) studied several 

stratégies to dissipate congestion, and found that traffic signal optimisation was one 

of the most effective, regardless of whether drivers were re-routed or not. Signal 

optimisation downstream of the incident also proved to be beneficiai in dispersing the 

traffic j a m . 

Other forms of 'supply' control measures include capacity improvements. For exam

ple, the élimination of bottlenecks can be a useful measure in parts of the network 

where demand regularly exceeds capacity. This can be achieved through junction 

improvements and road widening schemes which can reduce criticai queue lengths 

to an acceptable level, eventually leading to an efficient use of the available network 

capacity. However, such measures are expensive, and not always feasible. Many bot

tlenecks are associated not so much with the physical layout of the network, but with 

pedestrian and commercial activities which spili into the carriageway. Measures to 

control parking, loading and pedestrian crossing movements are frequently applied, 

but they are inconvénient to users. 

Re-confìguring the trame routing plan within a city can also increase its capacity. For 

example, a one-way system can re-distribute its conflicts and exploit unused stopline 

capacity on adjacent streets. 
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However, any traffic control strategy vvhich relies on capacity expansion wi l l tend to 

promote further traffic growth. Consequently, it may postpone the problem - and 

even make it worse - rather than providing a long term solution. 

On the demand side, Van Vuren and Leonard (1994) found that the usefulness of a 

diversion strategy strongly dépends on the level of demand on the rest of the net

work, and on the route selected. Their results show that re-routing can be harmful 

if the level of background congestion is al ready high, or if several incidents occur 

simultaneously. Regarding this strategy, the authors conclude that trame should be 

diverted before the stationary queues are met and that travel time on the anticipated 

alternative routes should anticipate the travel tîmes with the increased demand, and 

that under congested conditions, diversion should be to multiple routes. 

Demand restraint also includes the use of metering or gating techniques. These can 

be "static" - fìxed or pre-planned measures, or " d y n a m i c " - measures which respond 

to variations in traffic flow over time. 

However, static signal control plans are restrictive since they are mainly designed for 

fixed-time opération, in which the control algorithm changes at preset times to suit the 

anticipated traffic demand. But if the algorithms are applied too late, or if unexpected 

congestion occurs, queues build up quickly leading to catastrophic collapse. This 

suggests the need for dynamic or on-line control which responds to changes i n the 

traffic situation. 

Dynamic control measures may take on various forms. These include local-scale 

measures as well as area-wide measures. Local measures apply to a single intersection 

or pairs of intersections, whereas area-wide measures extend to cover larger sections 

of the urban road network. 

Rathi (1991) develops a dynamic control scheme using metering stratégies. These have 

successfully been applied to a central district in New York. However, care should be 

exercised with the modell ing of the boundary areas, as the effect of metering may be 
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displacement of the congestión to other áreas. This vvill be discussed in C h a p t e r 5. 

Another example of dynamic control is proposed by Shepherd (1994) who describes 

an automatic gating technique which may be employed in cases of both recurring and 

incident induced congestión. However, the strategies can only be used to reduce the 

effects of blocking-back thereby preventing the onset of gridlock. But once gridlock 

occurs, the 'auto-gating' principie fails to remedy the situation and the system breaks 

down irretrievably. 

This is a hallrnark of many traffic management measures. because whilst most can 

increase capacity and henee postpone the onset of severe congestión, they are not 

suitable once gridlock has set in . This is the realm of traffic congestión vvith which 

this thesis is particularly concerned. 

1.3 The study approach 

1.3,1 Objectives of the research 

Traffic jams can be observed in many modern urban centres, yet the underlying 

mechanism is not well understood. Whils t it is important to study the impact of 

congestión in the field, there is an urgent need for a fundamental understanding of 

the causes of congestión and the way in which it propagates. But , although a number 

of control schemes have been developed to curb traffic congestión, no comprehensive 

rationale for an effective dispersal strategy has yet been developed. 

This research is mainly concerned with área-w i de traffic jams (as opposed to queues 

on isolated sections of road), and possible measures for preventing and controlling 

them. The research investigates the underlying structure of such traffic jams using 

a combination of theoretical and simulation models. The models are later applied 

to idealised, rectangular grid networks. This enables us to identify those features of 

traffic jams which would apply independently of the underlying network configuration. 
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The approach sacrifices a good deal of realism, and the results are not intended to 

be immediately applicable to real networks. However, they yield qualitative insights 

which may lead to a better understanding of the congestion problem in general terms. 

In particular, they point to certain characteristics of trame j a m growth and decay 

which would not be accessible in any other way, and that cari in principle be tested. 

Specifically, the primary objectives of tins research init iative are: 

1. to investigate trame jam formation, growth and dissipation on rectangular grid 

networks, 

2. to test the sensitivity of the model results to the assumptions on which the 

model is based, 

3. to assess the potential of possible counter-measures to deter trame j a m growth. 

and 

4. to suggest effective mechanisms for the controlied dispersion of gridlock-based 

trame jams. 

The réalisation of thèse objectives wi l l lead to a working theory which can explain 

the way trafile jams develop and disperse on rectangular grid networks. 

1.3.2 Research method 

The method of research combines theoretical analysis with simulation modelling. The 

study takes place in two stages. First , we consider several alternative approaches to 

congestion modelling. This leads us to the preliminary study carried out by Abbess 

and Wright (1991) on the spread of congestion on one-way rectangular grid networks. 

The results of this study are analysée! further and some qualitative conclusions are 

drawn about the structure of traffic jams, and their sensitivity to model assumptions. 

In the next stage, we develop a research tool which simulâtes the development and 

dispersai of traffic jams on rectangular grid networks in much less than real t ime, 
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allowing a wide range of parameter variations to be explored at a reasonable cost 

in terms of computer resources. The model incorporâtes features such as stochastic 

perturbations in the demand pattern and facilities for developing and testing remédiai 

control stratégies. 

The simulation tool is used to validate the results of the analytic study, but in ad

dit ion, it points to certain features of traffîc j am growth and decay which cannot be 

predicted using the theoretical model. In particular, it acts as a device for the devel-

opment and testing of remediai control stratégies. The simulation model is thus used 

to formulate a working theory which explains the mechanism of traffîc j am growth 

and dispersai in one-way and two-way rectangular grid networks. 

1.3.3 Contents of thesis 

The thesis is divided into a number of chapters. The first chapter describes a typology 

for congestion and ways of dealing with i t . This is followed by the research aims and 

the research method. 

Chapter 2 considers some alternative représentations of traffîc congestion and de

scribes how thèse relate to the modelling methodology adopted later in the study. 

The simulation tool which has been developed for one-way and two-way grid networks 

is introduced in Chapter 3. The main features of the tool are also discussed in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 4 investigates the main characteristics of traffîc jams on grid networks via 

the direct application of the simulation model. The results are subjected to detailed 

sensitivity analyses and some general principles about the behaviour of trame jams 

in rectangular grid networks emerge. 

This leads to C h a p t e r 5 which considers how such traffic jams can be controlied. 

This is achìeved by developing and experimenting with various forms of intervention. 



The control mechanisms are applied to one-way trame jams. Thereafter follows a 

discvission of how the mechanisms could be adapted to treat trarrle jams in other 

types of network environment. 

The conclusions of the thesis are brought in Chapter 6 along with the implications 

of the results to future work. 

The thesis is accompanied by five appendices whose contents can be summarised 

as follows. In Appendix A. we describe the mathematica! background for locating 

the steady state of the simulation tool along with some experiments concerning the 

stochastic nature of the software. This leads to Appendix B which provides the 

algorithms which have been developed to measure the total delay in the road network. 

The algorithms are supported by further simulation analysis. Appendix C deals with 

the analytical modelling of traffìc jams and dérives some results concerning trame 

j a m minimisation and gridlock inhibition under certain circumstanccs. In Appendix 

D . we provide a U S E R G U I D E to accompany the simulation software described in 

Chapter 3 of this thesis. The final appendix, Appendix E, summarises the main 

algorithms which have been implemented in the traffìc model. These are provided in 

the forni of truth tables. 
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Chapter 2 

Congestion modelling - theory and 

Simulation 

2.1 Summary 

Over the past few decades, trame modelling has evolved along two paths: theory and 

Simulation. Theoretical models concentrate on the mathematica! analysis of a specific 

problem which is often stated in simplified terms. Computer simulations are employed 

when the dynamics of the problem are too complex for the mathematical approach 

to handle. The two approaches can thus be seen as complementary processes. 

The aim of this chapter is to identify a dynamic model for the study of trame conges

tion in an Urban environment which can deal with the spatial characteristics of queues 

and the interaction mechanisrns operating within them. VVe first describe various ap

proaches to trame congestion modelling. Some examples of analytic representations 

are providech which apply particularly to the spatial modelling of traffic queues. The 

need for Simulation is then identified. This is followed by a brief discussion of the use-

fulness and availability of conventional Simulation models for representing congestion. 

The chapter concludes with some general requirements for modelling trafhc jams in 

urban areas. 
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2.2 Analytic representations of traffic flow 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The representation of traffic flow in transpoitation networks is a complex task because 

of the numerous interactions which govern the system as a whole. Düring recent 

years several approaches have been applied to solve specific traffic problems. These 

include single-lane flow studied in terms of "follow-the-leader" theory, multiple-lane 

flow handled by stochastic or statistica! theory, the application of queueing theory 

to highway crossing and merging problems, and general intersection and network 

problems. 

Traffic flow theory has concentrated largely on one-way flow on isolated roads because 

i n these situations, traffic flow is simplest. The mathematical analysis is manageable 

because everyone is travelling the same way and there is no interference from crossing 

traffic. When the problem of traffic in a city's network of streets is considered, 

mathematical analysis gives way to computer simulations, in order to handle the 

interaction between the large number of variables. 

The modelling of road traffic was largely guided by the statement of the user equilib-

r ium condition due to Wardrop (1952), which can be expressed as follows: 

(For each origin-destination pair) the journey times on all the routes ac-

tually used are equal, and less than those which would be experienced by 

a single vehicle on any unused route. 

This statement led to the development of a new subject in trame theory - that of 

equilibrium assignment methods for transpoitation networks. A comprehensive re-

view on the subject may be found in the book by Sheffi (1985). The work deals 

with static assignment problems, in which the demand for travel, expressed in the 

origin-destination matr ix , is fìxed for the modelled period, and so are the network 

supply parameters, such as the signal settings. But i n real traffic networks, traffic 
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behaviour is dynamic - the volume of traffic varies in response to network conditions 

and there are also regular fluctuations corresponding to peak and off-peak requests for 

travel. Dynamic traffic assignment plays an important role in modelling the forma

tion and dissipation of congestion in oversaturated networks and hence in developing 

and evaluating traffic management strategies. 

In this section, we consider several traffic models and discuss their suitability for 

representing traffic congestion in urban networks. The discussion highlights a need 

for the study of traffic jams in their own right. T w o possible models for traffic 

j am growth are proposed. The section concludes wi th the relative advantages and 

disadvantages of the analytic approach in modelling traffic jams in urban networks. 

2.2.2 Theories of traffic flow 

Traffic models perform various functions depending on their individual aims and 

objectives. The models can be static or dynamic i n nature. Static models assume 

that the demand for travel is time independent. In real traffic networks, travel demand 

changes in response to events. There are also regular, cyclic changes in demand, for 

example peak and off-peak conditions. Hence the introduction of a new generation 

of traffic models called dynamic traffic assignment models. These models have been 

developed to represent the changes or variations due to transient peaks in demand 

for travel or temporary changes in capacity. This makes them particularly suited to 

modelling the effects of congestion over a given time period. 

Traffic models strive to find an acceptable balance between simplicity and realism. 

Highly detailed models have the advantage that they offer plausible descriptions of 

traffic flow, including the propagation of any congestion in the network. On the other 

hand they have the disadvantage of being both analytically and computationally 

demanding. 

W h e n formulating a model for traffic flow, it is convenient to consider the range 
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of trarne intensity for which the theory is intender!. These ranges can be grouped 

into three qualitative catégories: light, moderate and heavy trame. Light traffic 

corresponds to the realm of trame travelling at the speeds desired by the drivers vvith 

l i tt le, if any, interférence between vehictes. Vehicles travelling in platoons or Clusters 

are classified as moderate trame. In heavy traffic, these platoons become very long 

and tend to run together. 

A useful analogy is drawn by Edie (1974) between the states of trame intensity and 

some states of physical matter. Light trame is analogous to the gaseous state, where 

each molécule exists independently of neìghbouring ones; moderate trame corresponds 

to the vapour state, where some molécules have formed droplets and others remain 

free; and heavy traffic is analogous to the l iquid state, where ali molécules are in 

contact with each other. A fourth classification is added to this comparison: the 

jammed state. This corresponds to the solid state of matter. 

We are not concerned with those théories which deal with light or moderate trame 

conditions, but concentrate mainly on rnodels which describe the transition between 

heavy and jammed trame conditions. This is the realm of opérations associated with 

severe congestion problems. 

There are many papers that develop traffic flow théories for heavy traffic intensities. 

There are two basic approaches: the microscopie view and the macroscopic one. 

Microscopie trame models involve a description of the behaviour of single vehicles. 

Macroscopic trame models treat the traffic stream as a continuous fluid, and ignore 

the behaviour of individuai vehicles. There is a third class called mezzoscopic models 

which are often referred to as intermediate models because they fall in between the 

microscopie and macroscopic catégories. The mezzoscopic approach ìs concerned with 

the way an aspect of the traffic conditions varies in an environment with specific detail 

not required. 

Here, we présent some microscopie and macroscopic théories of traffic flow and discuss 
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their applicabil ity to the représentation of congestion in urban traffic networks. 

Car-following theory 

A n early ex ample of a microscopie model is the car-following one. This model provides 

a basic formulation for follow-the-leader theory which attempts to describe a single 

lane of fairly dense traffic in terms of the detailed manner in which vehicles follow one 

another in a traffic stream, with overtaking not allowed. The underlying assumption 

is that each vehicle in the line follows the one in front according to a stimulus-response 

relationship. The car-following approach is not intended for the study of large traffic 

networks but for understanding traffic behaviour in a single lane or l ink. A summary 

of car-following models, their history and application is provided by Edie (1974). 

Hydrodynamic theory 

The fluid approximation of traffic flow, often referred to as the hydrodynamic ap

proach, was developed in the early 1950s by Lighthi l l and W h i t h a m (1955) and 

independently by Richards (1956). This theory replaces individuai vehicles with a 

continuous ' f lu id ' density distribution which, among other things, satishes the law 

of conservation of vehicles. The model cari be developed using techniques of partial 

differential équations to describe the spatial dynamics of traffic. Although the hy

drodynamic approach is microscopie - it ignores some of the detailed behaviour of 

vehicles i n a traffic stream, nevertheless, it develops some interesting results which 

exhibit a great deal of realism. 

The hydrodynamic approach to traffic flow is powerful due to its inhérent simplicity, 

and. it underlies most of the research concerning the time-dependent traffic flow 

problem of determining how the flow, density and speed vary along a roadway with 

time. 

The approach was adopted by Vaughan et al (1984) who posed this problem for a long 

arterial Street. The analysis relies on the fact that no intersection becomes satiirated. 
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In practice, traffic conditions vary, and saturation may occur. This is the subject of 

a separate set of papers. Vaughan and Hurdle (1992) and Hurdle (1992), which deal 

with the dynamic behaviour of traffic along a single arterial street. The model is 

macroscopic: it considers the effect of the origin-destination pattern on the resulting 

traffic dynamics. Moreover, the model is an explicit queueing model: intersections 

along the roadway have capacities and when the capacity of some key intersection is 

exceeded by the arrival flow, the large queue that results forms the dominant element 

controlling the subsequent operation of the system. Thus, the model addresses the 

build-up and subsequent decay of congestion patterns along a single urban arterial. 

Unfortunately, the solution to the differential equations resulting from the hydrody-

namic model of traffic flow, is tedious even for a single l ink, let alone a series of links 

along an arterial street. The mathematical analysis is cumbersome and difficult to 

interpret and cannot easily be extended to cope with large traffic networks consisting 

of numerous intersecting urban arterial streets. 

In a recent paper, Newell (1993) proposed a new method for evaluating the cumula

tive flow along a single l ink. The method predicts the variation of traffic flow at one 

end of the link from the behaviour of traffic at the other end, without evaluating the 

behaviour at intermediate points. Thus, the model ignores details such as fluctuating 

vehicle spacing and the speed in a flow but it provides a fully macroscopic represen

tation of traffic flow which can be applied in principle over a wide area. A qualitative 

description of the model is given by Holmes (1994) who states that in Newell's model 

" . . . motorway traffic is treated much like a stream of water being poured 

through a set of nested funnels. Each funnel collects the water flowing 

through the previous funnel, plus any added water (traffic joining a mo

torway), less any water that is siphoned off (traffic leaving a motorway). 

Each funnel's output is simply its net input or the funnel's m a x i m u m flow-

rate, whichever is less. A n y excess water stays in the funnel unti l it has 

room to pass through." 
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In this respect, the queue propagation model introduced later in this chapter, ( S e c t i o n 

2 .2 .3 ) , is quite similar. Howe ver. our model is microscopie and intended for urban 

as opposed to motorway networks. Consequently, we need to model the queueing be-

haviour on each link on a lane by lane basis. This is not the case for Newell : s model 

which was developed for the motorway scene and hence did not require this level of 

detail. 

But , Newell's model is unique in that in can be used to represent Systems of motorway 

networks as opposed to isolated sections of motorway. Moreover, the mathematical 

analysis is manageable because travellers are ali moving i n the same direction and 

there is little interférence from external sources. However, in urban networks, the 

situation is more complicated because there are a large number of interacting com-

ponents for example, junctions, parking, pedestrians and pedestrian crossings, local 

and through trafflc, and public transport. This model cannot therefore be used to 

solve the detailed problems associated with urban traffic congestion. 

A similar model for predicting the behaviour of trame in a single link is provided 

by Daganzos (1994). This représentation, called a cell transmission mode!, is based 

on hydrodynamic theory for a highway with a single entrance and exit. The cell 

transmission model relies on evaluating flow at a finite number of carefully selected 

intermediate points including the entrance and exit. The model predicts trafflc évo

lution over time and space including the building, propagation and dissipation of 

queues. Although it requires more computer memory than Newell's method, the pro

cedure has been extended to complex networks such as those involving loops and 

diverging branches, Daganzos (1995). However, like Newell's method, the model is 

not designed to cope with the complexities associated with urban networks. 

The work of Holden and Risebro (1995) is worth mentioning because they too have 

modelled networks of unidirectional roads by Systems of hyperbolic équations. The 

work corresponds to a généralisation of the fluid-flow approach due to Lighthi l l . In 

contrast to other hydrodynamic models, the study départs from the conventional 
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transportation planning model of vehicles being bound for specific destinations. The 

authors propose a model which does not allow for the individuai tracking of vehicles. 

Instead, the model relies upon a set of local turuing laws which apply in highly 

congested conditions. In such circumstances, vehicles would rather make a small 

detour and drive a longer distance at a higher speed rather than risking a severe 

bumper to bu m per traff ic jam. This is the principle of 'least-resistance'. The model 

is macroscopic and takes a global point of view. assuming that drivers try to maximise 

flow locally at each intersection. However, although the model exhibits some familiär 

features of trame flow, the mathematica! investigation is difficult to evaluate and it 

is unclear how the results can be applied to a real world example. 

Queueing theory 

Queueing theory is often used to model aspects of trame. Classical queueing theory 

involves 'customers'. eg vehicles, arriving at 'service points' , eg traffic intersections. 

The service facility requires a certain time to serve each customer and is capable of 

serving only a finite number of customers during a single time period. If customers 

arrive faster than the facility can serve them, then customers must wait in a queue.. 

Typical ly, both the customer arrivais and service times are assumed to have given 

probability distributions. 

A large part of the theory of queues deals with stochastic models but in some of the 

simple approximations it is convenient to disregard the discrete nature of customers 

and treat thern as a continuous fluid. Thus the hydrodynamic approach is closely 

linked with the queueing theory analogy of traffic. A comprehensive review 011 the 

subject may be found in Newell (1971). 

In the past. queueing theory provided detailed analysis of the behaviour of a single 

queue and of networks that in a sense could be decomposed into a product of single 

queues. More recently, investigations have focussed on how network components 

interact. In particular, queueing network models are of current relevance for analysing 
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congestion and delay in computer Systems and communication networks including 

road trame networks. These Systems are often referred to as multiclass networks 

because they process more than one class of customer and may also h ave complex 

feedback structures. For example, in a computer communication network one may 

have voice, video and data being transmitted through each node in the network and 

a job may return to the sanie node severa] times for différent stages of processing. 

These Systems can become heavily loaded and their performance cannot easily be 

analysed as they stand. One method for analysing their performance is to approxi-

mate them using particular diffusion processes involving Brownian motions, W i l l i a m s 

(1996a). There is now a substantial theory for thèse diffusion processes which ap-

proximates multiclass networks under conditions of heavy trame. 

However, much of the work is concerned with the proof of Limit theorems to justify the 

approximations, W i l l i a m s (1996b), and although the results may bear some relevance 

to urban trame networks, it is not easy to see how thèse would apply to our study. 

Cellular automaton models 

The simulation of complete cities using the hydrodynamic approach to traffic mod-

elling requires powerful computing facilities because of the complexity of the problem. 

In the early 1990s, B i h a m and Middleton (1992) considered how a simple and flexible 

model called a cellular automaton could be applied indirectly to describe the évolu

tion of traffic on urban grid networks. The problem was not so much concerned with 

the dynamics of the traffic flow through an area, more with the state of the system as 

a whole. The approach was to reduce the trafEc problem to its simplest form whilst 

maintaining the essential features. The ai m was to discover any global properties that 

would emerge as a resuit of a set of simple rules. 

The automaton approach can be summarised as follows. Cars move inside a town 

which consists of one-way perpendicular streets arranged in a square lattice. The 

vehicles may move in an east-west or north-south direction. Cars sit at intersections 
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and during each time slice, they can move to their nearest neighbours. Two cars 

cannot be at the same intersection simultaneously. In the deterministic version. B i -

ham and Middleton (1992), a fixed number of vehicles of each direction is introduced 

each time-slice. These vehicles progress according to the status of the traffic lights 

and the states of the neighbouring sites on the lattice. The stochastic model, Molerà 

et al (1993), differs only in that upon entering the network, each car is allocated a 

preferred direction, controlled by a variable Wi(r) which is the probability that car 

i located at node r , moves to the allowed neighbour in the east-west direction, and 

1 — Wi{r) is the probability for a north-south move. Thus, the direction of movement 

is controlled by a random variable. 

In both the stochastic and deterministic versions of the model, time is modelled as 

a sequence of short increments commencing at t ime r = r 0 . Traffic lights permit 

east-west motion during increments of even time, ie when r = r 2 , r ^ and so on, and 

north-south motion during the increments of odd time, for example when r = r 1 ? r 3 . 

Simulations of up to 512 x 512 lattice points reveal a sharp transition that separates 

a low density dynamical phase where all the vehicles move at m a x i m u m velocity 

without interruption and a high density, static phase where all vehicles are stuck in 

a static global traffic j am. 

The model can be extended so that the lattice resembles a one way grid network. 

This can be achieved by introducing four possible directions of travel: north, south, 

east and west. The rules which govern the movement of cars within the lattice are 

similar to those in the basic model, except that there are four possible directions of 

travel. Unl ike the basic model, the extended version can produce gridlock. Gridlock 

occurs when a northbound vehicle blocks a westbound vehicle, which in turn blocks 

a southbound vehicle which blocks an eastbound vehicle. This loop of locked vehicles 

can happen at any density of vehicles. This idea is shown in F i g u r e 2 . 1 . 

The cellular automaton approach can be used to develop a comprehensive under-
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Figure 2.1: The principle of gridlock in cellula?- automaton theory 

standing of the mechanism leading to the grovvth and évolution of trafhc jams in grid 

networks. Although the application of the cellular automaton approach to real trafhc 

Problems is st i l l at an early stage, there are a numberof general conclusions whïch can 

be drawn. In particular, cellular automatons seem suitable for studying large trame 

networks because of their computational efficiency. The models incorporate some 

of the essential ingrédients of trafhc flow whiìst maintaining an inhérent simplicity. 

flowever, the lattice structure employed ts typical only of networks in a minority of 

U K cities. The results are therefore currently l imited in their applicability to solve 

real urban trame problems. 

VVhile thèse models have not yet been adapted to realistic trame problems, Wi lson 

(1995) has developed a deterministic model for trafhc on an urban square grid which 

exhibits some features associated with stochastic cellular automaton models. The 

model départs from the classical origin-destination approach and introduces a local 

turning law which describes drivers 1 avoidance of congestion. Thus, on arrivai at a 

green light. each vehicle makes a turning décision based solely on the lengths of the 
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queues which it may join, and not on any inhérent desire to travel in a particular 

direction. Hovvever, unlike the cellular automaton model where traffic is treated 

discretely, this model considers traffic as a continuum. The model is capable of 

describing the dynamic behaviour of queues on a network of roads. But . like the 

cellular automaton models, the study is concerned with the global properties of the 

system, and the way congestion waves may build and decay, rather than with the 

spatial characterìstics of the queues and their interaction with the underlying road 

network structure. 

2.2.3 Congestion growth models 

Traditionally, mvestigators have analysed large interactive Systems in the same way 

as they have small . orderly Systems, mainly because the methods developed for simple 

Systems have proved so successful. Thus, it was thought that the behaviour of a large 

system could be understood by studying its individuai éléments in détail. Dur ing the 

past few décades, it has become increasingly apparent that many complex Systems 

do not yield to this approach. 

This has led to a new generation of models which emphasise how uncoordinated local 

decision-making rules lead to system-ernergent properties. But because complex Sys

tems contain many components and are governed by numerous interactions, analysts 

cannot possibly construct mathematica! models that are both realistic and theoret-

ically manageable. They therefore have to resort to simple, idealistic models that 

capture the essential features of the real system. If the simple models are robust, 

they might be able to extrapolate the findings to real situations. 

The application of cellular automata to model the motion of traffic is an example 

of how local actions (turning laws) may give rise to self-organising structures (traffic 

jams) with émergent properties. Traffic jams grow in a way that might be expected 

to resemble the growth of two-dimensional aggregates of particles. Starting from 

an init ial obstruction, traffic queues propagate from link to l ink v ia a process of 
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branching. each queue generating one or more branches at each junction in turn. 

This process générâtes a cluster whose structure resernbles a fractal. 

The model of diffusion-limited-aggregation, Wit ten and Sander (1981). often referred 

to as D L A , has been invoked to explain the apparently fractal nature of many phys-

ical phenomena, for example urban morphology, Batty and Longley (1994), and the 

évolution of drainage networks, Masek and Turcott (1993). Here we show how the 

principles of D L A can be applied to describe the mechanism of trame jam growth in 

an urban environment. 

D L A - A model for trame jam growth 

D L A is a process which générâtes a single cluster of particles over a network of 

sites. The model's name suggests a pattern in which particles cling to a self-evolving 

structure. The aggregation of particles can be described as a diffusive process since 

the structure spreads out over the lattice. The diffusion mechanism is governed by 

local laws which limit the development of the cluster over the network. 

The mechanism of D L A can be sumrnarised as follows. A seed particle is fixed some-

where near the centre of the network. During each time-slice particles are launched 

from the perimeter of the bounded région. When a launch occurs the particles begin 

random walks on the network. During each step of a particle's random walk, the 

particle can assume one of three states: fixed. transient or destroyed. F ixed particles 

cease to move because they h ave encountered the developing structure. Transient 

particles continue to move unti l either leaving the system in which case they are de

stroyed, or until they become fixed. Similar to cellular automata. at each time-slice, a 

particle can move one step in one of a number of directions. The number of directions 

dépends on the underlying lattice structure. 

The structure of D L A clusters is dendritic, with tentacles extending from the seed 

particle in a tree-like fashion. This is because when a particle sticks to another, 

the probability of more particles sticking in the neighbourhood is much increased. 
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Ribbons of particles begin to form around the centre of the cluster, making it ever 

more l ikely that new particles wi l l stick to the tips of existing dendrites. These 

effectively screen the fissures between the emerging tentacles from receiving further 

particles, Bat ty et al (1989). Consequently, the rate of growth is faster at the tips of 

the cluster than in the centre. 

The D L A mechanism can be modified to reflect the process of traffic j am growth, as 

described later in Chapter 4. However, while the model reveals insights regarding 

the overall structure of traffic jams, it cannot be used to understand the mechanism 

of queue propagation in detail. This is the purpose of a second, more practical model, 

which is described next. 

A queue propagation model 

Conventional traffic assignment models focus on the movement of vehicles (or streams 

of vehicles) through the road network. But a traffic j am is essentially a process of 

queue propagation in the opposite direction to the flow, and in some respects the 

mathematical toots required to analyse this process are simpler - and require less 

data - than those required for conventional traffic modelling. 

The model proposed by Wright and Roberg (1997) is a theoretical one involving a 

number of simplifying assumptions. The authors have used the model to investigate 

the way in which traffic jams form and evolve on a macroscopic scale when a bottleneck 

is inserted at some point in the system. The network is an idealised, uniform, one

way rectangular grid system. The model assumes steady-state demand conditions: 

localised dynamic effects such as stochastic variations in demand and cyclical flow-

variations associated with traffic signal phases are deliberately ignored. The study 

predicts the shape of the j am boundary by deriving theoretical expressions relating 

to the jam's growth over time. These are used in turn to study the effects of varying 

traffic management and road layout parameters, and qualitative conclusions are drawn 

about physical countermeasures such as the allocation of queueing space between 
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ahead queues and turning queues. 

The model sacrifices a great deal of realism, and the results are not intended to be i m -

mediately applicable to real networks. flowever. they yield qualitative insights which 

may lead to a better understanding of the congestion problem in general ternis. In 

particular. they predict certain features of j am behaviour that woulcl not be accessible 

in any other way, and that can in principle be tested. Later, we shall describe the 

underlyìng principles of the model in more détail and show how the model provides 

a framework for the study of networks of queues in a simplified urban environment. 

with particular référence to the interaction between streams of traffic in the queues 

and their dynamic behaviour. 

2.2.4 The need for simulation 

Traffic congestion studies such as the ones proposed so far have concentrated mainly 

on techniques of mathematical analysis. In spite of the simplifying assumptions made 

by these models, they often lead to general qualitative results concerning network 

behaviour. But the analytic method is lìmited because the results often involve 

complex mathematical expressions which are diffìcult to evaluate and the équations 

do not always hold if the boundary conditions are modified. Tins imposes a restriction 

on the generality of the results and may question their validity. 

This often leads the problem-solver to the realm of computer simulation which can be 

attractive where the mathematical modelling of a system is impossible or where the 

analytic method has no simple solution. Simulation is particularly suited to modelling 

time-varying, complex. and stochastic processes such as traffic flow and can often be 

used to validate the results of a theoretical study. In addition, simulation provides 

a high level of détail and accuracy and éliminâtes the need for costly and sometimes 

infeasible experiments. Simulation also allows for the testing of alternative Systems 

under identical conditions and enables a 'systems approach/ when measuring the 

effects of interacting variables. 
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But simulation is a laborious, iterative and experimental problem-solving technique, 

which may prove inefficient and expensive in terms of manpower and computer re

sources. Simulation models may yield suboptimal solutions and do not always allow 

one to make general predictions in the way that analytic models do. Thus the virtue of 

simulation is its very disadvantage - one may be able to test specific complex regimes 

but in the case of a large parameter space it becomes impractical to determine the 

effects of varying all parameters individually. Consequently, s imulation and analysis 

are best regarded as complementary disciplines. 

The simulation technique is often supplemented with observational studies. However, 

it is quite difficult to study congestion problems via direct observation. Van Vuren and 

Leonard (1994) state a number of reasons for this. First , data-collection exercises are 

expensive particularly when considered over large areas. Second, an approach based 

on data-collection alone does not enable the researcher to test the sensitivity of the 

resulting congestion with respect to incident duration, severity and driver behaviour 

assumptions. T h i r d , the generalisation of the results of one particular congestion 

study to similar or different ones might be difficult. F inal ly it is not easy to investigate 

the effects of remedial strategies in real-life observation studies. This is particularly 

true of studies of traffic jams because it is quite difficult to find a traffic j a m at the 

moment of birth and to observe its evolution in its entirety. 

Consequently, simulation is the only practicable solution for studying traffic jams. But 

although there have been many previous attempts in developing simulation models 

for traffic congestion studies, few can be applied to study the behaviour of traffic 

jams. This is the topic of the next section. 
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2.3 Simulation models for congestion studies 

2.3.1 Introduction 

In developing a simulation model, there are two ways to represent the changing states 

of the variables. The 'fixed-time incrément' method reviews the state of each variable 

at fixed incréments of time whereas with the 'event-based' technique, the states of 

ali the variables are updated as a result of the scheduling of an event. Thus, only 

events are represented explicit ly i n the model, and the time between events is treated 

as inactive. 

F ixed time incrément methods are suitable for the simulation of continuous Systems 

(which vary smoothly over time), and Systems where there are large numbers of state 

variables. In the case of the latter, it is more efficient i n terms of computer resources 

to update the states of ali the variables at intervais of fixed time rather than each t ime 

an event is triggered. O n the other hand, discrete simulation models often favour the 

event-based approach and are sometimes known as discrete event simulation models. 

Simulation programs can be written in a variety of computer languages. There are 

also a number of languages which have been developed specifically for simulation 

purposes, for example G P S S , S I M U L A and S I M S C R I P T . A discussion of the main 

characteristics of thèse languages is provided in Neelamkavil (1987). 

2.3.2 A survey of existing trafile simulation models 

A number of trame simulation models have been developed over the last few décades. 

These usually describe the behaviour of trame by tracing various system states as a 

funetion of t ime and then collecting and analysing surnrnary statistics. Some models 

have been applied specifically to study the problem of trame congestion and include 

facilities for describing incidents and for representing the dynamic behaviour of queues 

i n congested conditions. 
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VVhen studying a new problem, it is worthwhile considering whether existing simu

lation models can be used. We are particularly interested in those models which are 

suited to the study of urban congestion. There are two important components to 

examine in such models (a) the method of assignment and (b) the queueing représen

tation. 

Traffic assignment is the process of finding routes through a road network and loading 

demand trips onto them. Traffic assignment models are generally used to forecast flow 

patterns through a traffic network given a particular demand for travel and supply of 

road space in the Street network. They are usually static in nature, ie, the demand for 

travel, expressed in the origin-destinat'ion matr ix , is fixed for the modelled period, and 

so are the network supply parameters, such as the signal settings. This is not the case 

with dynamic traffic assignment models where the system adjusts itself continually 

according to the flow patterns and conditions on the network. This is important when 

modelling incident-induced traffic congestion which is often unpredictable. Traffic 

Systems need to be able to respond to such unexpected events and provide motorists 

with accurate information. 

The behaviour of queues in congested conditions can be described using either a 

vertical or horizontal queueing model. Vert ical queueing fails to take the spatial 

extent and blocking-back characteristics of a queue into account. Instead, the vertical 

représentation relies on the reìationship between the flow exiting a junction and its 

capacity. Thus, for an individuai junction, the physical length of the queue and its 

reìationship to space, is unimportant. A i l that is required is to minimise the queue 

length. However, for a network of queues, this assumption créâtes problems since 

the minimisation formulae assume that vehicles arrive at the stopline, but if queues 

have formed, vehicles wi l l be at the end of the queues and not at the stopline. This 

means that the queues wi l l be underestimated. In addition, they do not show the 

precise location of vehicles in the network and there are instances where the length of 

a theoretical queue may exceed the Storage capacity of a l ink, Paksarsawan (1994). 
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B y contrast, the horizontal queueing mechanism gives a precise indication of the 

vehicles maintained in the queues. Thus. vehicles pass the stopline if the saturation 

capacity of the junction exceeds the flovv and there is space ahead in the downstream 

link. If either of these conditions are not satisfied, then some of the vehicles may be 

retained on the upstream l ink. Thus, the number of vehicles leaving a junction is 

related to the physical constraints of the neighbouring links. 

In this section, we consider the suitability of several commercially available traffic 

simulation tools vvith particular emphasis on the assignment and queueing represen-

tations which have been employed. These generally do not model gridlock. 

C O N T R A M 

C O N T R A M (Leonard (1989)) is a traffic assignment model developed by the Trans-

port Research Laboratory to assist in the design of urban traffic management schemes. 

For a network having specified traffic flows between specified origins and destinations 

that vary over time in a known fashion, it predicts the routes that vehicles w i l l use 

and calculates the traffic flows, queues. journey times and journey costs through the 

network. 

The model uses an ' incrementar form of vehicle loading which assigns packets of 

vehicles to their mínimum journey time routes in the network through a number of 

iterations. However. if vehicles are assigned to the quickest route, then the implica

r o n is that drivers have prior knowledge of the network. This is consistent with the 

idea that drivers who make the same journey each day wil l find the quickest route by 

repeated experience. O n any one day, conditions may be different from the average, 

in ways which are largely unpredictable. Incidents such as accidents, breakdowns or 

roadworks cause a major form of planned unpredictability, but it is unrealistic to 

assume that drivers do not make some attempt to avoid the resulting congestión. 

A versión of C O N T R A M called C O N T R A M - I has been developed by Southarnpton 

University (1992) to explore the effects of travellers 1 se If-d i versión, ie where drivers 
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change their original route in response to seeing unusually large queues ahead. C O N -

T R A M has been enhanced further to model the effects of route guidance. A summary 

of the C O N T R A M suite of models is provided in White et al (1994). 

Although C O N T R A M is a dynamic model and can thus describe the build-up and 

decay of congestión in a network over a given time period, the queueing representation 

is vertical. C O N T R A M aíso imposes a constraint on network size and is l imited by 

hardware specifications. (We have only managed to construct a 10 x 10 one-way 

grid network.) In addition, the graphical component is not commerciaíly available in 

the standard versión. This restricts the spatial analysis of trame congestión patterns 

which change in response to the conditions in the network. 

A n example of a recent congestión analysis study which used the C O N T R A M suite 

of programmes is described by Van Vuren and Leonard (1994). The study considers 

the spread of urban congestión in two networks: Kingston and Reading. at different 

times of the day. The study describes the impact of incidents on urban congestión as 

a function of incident and network characteristics. Some remedial control strategies 

have also been developed and tested using model simulations. The authors conclude 

that the severity of congestión is strongly determined by general network character

istics, such as average link lengths and junction control. The location of the incident 

is identified as an important factor in the spread of congestión. F inal ly the work 

reinforces the need for modelling in the assessment of the spread of congestión caused 

by incidents and highlights that an aecurate queueing model should be employed to 

represent the build-up and decay of queues. The authors recommend that any graph

ical facil ity provided by the model should allow for a comprehensive analysis of traffic 

patterns through the network. 

S A T U R N 

S A T U R N is a simulation model for the analysis of traffic management schemes, Van 

Vl ie t (19S2). It is a static trame assignment model which simulates delays at intersec-
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tions. The underlying trame pattern is represented by a fìxed 0 - D matr ix . The model 

incorporâtes two phases: the calculation of delays and the assignaient of routes. 

The main l imitation of S A T U R N as applied in congésted situations is the queueing 

model. S A T U R N assumes queues at junetions to be vertical queues instead of hori

zontal queues which appear in real life. This is a simplification which is acceptable in 

less congested conditions, but when modelling oversaturated conditions, an accurate 

représentation of queueing behaviour and blocking effects is essential. 

The static nature of S A T U R N makes this tool unsuitable for modell ing the effects 

of traffic congestion. Moreover, the graphical faciÜties incorporated into S A T U R N 

cannot easily be adapted to describe the build-up and decay of congestion over time. 

Nevertheless. S A T U R N has been applied, albeit within certain l imits , in many cities, 

mainly in developed countries vvith similar conditions to those in England. More re-

cent ly, S A T U R N has been used to model traffic conditions on the Bangkok network, 

M a y et al (1993). In particular, the traffic behaviour and the formation of queues at 

junctions were analysed. Although In general the model worked well , it underesti-

mated the capacity of junctions. This led to a further study which was conducted by 

Paksacsawan (1994), who describes the developmenfc of queueing simulation procé

dures in more detail using a différent micro-simulation model. The T R A F - N E T S I M 

package was preferred to the S A T U R N model, because the former could be adapted 

to model traffic queues horizontally. 

T R A F - N E T S I M 

T R A F - N E T S I M . Rathi and Santiago (1990) was developed for the Federai Highway 

Administrat ion (FHVVA) , U S A . more than twenty years ago and has been continu-

ally enhanced. The model adopts a fìxed time discrete event simulation approach 

which describes the dynamics of traffic Operations in urban Street networks. T R A F -

N E T S I M incorporâtes a car followìng and lane changing model. Vehicles enter the 

network via sources and progress subject to traffic control, pedestrian activity, transit 
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Operations and various other events which influence traffic behaviour. The effects of 

blockages and the blocking back of queues can be simulated in a detailed manner. The 

model employs a horizontal queueing représentation. This makes the model capable 

of modelling the effects of spillback in urban networks. 

T R A F - N E T S I M has been successfully applied to model spillback conditions particular 

to the Bangkok network. The model was used to investigate appropriate control 

stratégies for oversaturated conditions, see Paksarsawan (1994) for further détails. 

However, the program is cumbersome and difficult to adapt as it requires a very 

detailed description of the road network and trame demand pattern, and hence carries 

a substantial 'overhead' in terms of setting up costs and run times. This and the lack 

of visual facilities make the package unsuited to the spatial analysis of congestion 

patterns in large, isotropie networks. 

T R A F F I C Q 

T R A F F I C Q is a dynamic stochastic simulation model of traffic and pedestrian activ-

ity in road networks, Logie (1979). It was designed to investigate in detail the effect of 

introducing a new traffic scheine in a complex urban situation where extensive queue

ing and congestion of one junction on another is prévalent. T R A F F I C Q is not an 

assignaient program: the 0 - D matrix and the vehicle routes are fixed by the user. It 

was origïnally intended to be used for examining part of a network in detail and used 

in conjunction with a less detailed model; it employs a horizontal queueing model 

and provides graphical output of the congestion patterns. However, T R A F F I C Q is a 

highly detailed model and as a resuit, the maximum size of the network is severely 

l imited. 

Whi le T R A F F I C Q incorporâtes some fundamental assumptions regarding the be

haviour of queues at intersections, nevertheless, the size constraint coupled with the 

level of detail provided by the model, makes T R A F F I C Q more suitable for stud-

ies conducted over a section of road rather than for area-wide surveys of congestion 
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problems. 

N E M I S 

Another trame model which lias been applied to the study of congestion is the N E 

MIS model, Mauro (1991), developed by Mizar Automazione S p A . N E M I S simulâtes 

individuai vehicles aecording to a car-following law, lane changing rules, junetion rég

ulations and trame light status. It is a trame assignment model which includes an 

additional micro-simulation module. This feature distinguishes the model from most 

conventional trame assignment models because it takes into account the availability 

of Storage space downstream. Consequently, N E M I S can represent the block'mg-back 

of upstream junetions and hence the disruption caused to the traffic. 

The program uses a shortest path algorithm to assign vehicles to their quiekest routes 

in the init ial stage of the simulation, but thereafter thèse routes remain hxed. The 

N E M I S model présents results in anirnated visual form which makes it particularly 

applicable to the study of congestion patterns in urban networks. 

The model has been applied to represent the central Tur in network and has been used 

as a tool to develop various auto-gating stratégies. Shepherd (1994). In addition, 

the author describes experiments which have been conducted on 4 x 4 one-way and 

two-way grid networks, and discuss the implications of gridlock phenomenon to the 

performance of the gating stratégies. However, N E M I S was not compatible with our 

requirements because of the size l imitat ion imposed by the model and also was not 

available at the time of the study. 

2.3.3 Developing a congestion modelling environment 

So far we have discussed différent aspects of traffic simulation models and their ca-

pability for modelling congestion. However, it was decided not to use any of these 

existing simulation models because no single model could be applied directly to study 

trame jams in urban networks. Nevertheless, the models exhibited certain features 
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which are important in the trame jam modelling context. Thus, in developing a 

congestion modelling environment for the study of trame jams one would require: 

• a microscopie approach which provides an appropriate level of detail for repre-

senting the movement of vehicles through the network, 

• a horizontal, lane-by-lane queueing model which accurately describes the inter

actions operating both within and between the queues in the network 

• a dynamic représentation of the trame system, ie the model should be capable 

of responding to variable trame conditions 

• a graphical facility which displays the évolution and decay of congestion patterns 

and how they vary in response to network conditions over a considérable time 

period 

• a 'control 1 comportent which would enable the testing, évaluation and imple-

mentation of general control stratégies 

• a flexible, modular program structure which is easy to modify and enhance for 

a specific network environment 

• a large study area with few restrictions imposed on network size or speed of 

opération 

T a b l e 2 .1 shows the relationship between these criteria and the trafile simulation 

models mentioned in the previous section. The summary suggests the need for a 

single framework which would combine these features to provide an environment for 

describing urban trame j a m growth and decay. 

However, in the past, the majority of congestion analysis studies have been context-

specific and do not necessarily généralise. Our ai m is to build a research tool for the 

study of trafile jams which would apply independently of the network structure and 
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C O N T R A M S A T U R N T - N E T S I M T R A F F I C Q N E M I S 

Approach mezzo macro micro micro micro 

Queueing vertical vertical horizontal horizontal horizontal 

Assignment dynamic static none none static 

Graphics non-standard not online none not online online 

Structure difficult adaptable difficult detailed adaptable 

Size limit yes yes yes yes yes 

Table 2.1: Features and limitations of existing traffic Simulation modeis wken applied 

to study traffic jams in urban networks 

localised factors. This would enable a detailed analysis of the spatial dynamics of 

traffic queues and the interactions operating between them. 

Although the research tool does have its disadvantages, for example it can only be used 

i n an idealised setting and some of the underlying assumptions concerning vehicular 

movement are somewhat unsophisticated, nevertheless, the model does capture the 

essential features of traffic j am growth and dispersal, and providing the model is 

sufficiently robust, it may be possible to extrapolate the findings to less idealised 

situations. Ultimately, this would lead to a better understanding of the concept of 

blocking-back, and its role in the formation and dissipation of traffic jams in urban 

networks. 

2.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has considered two approaches to urban traffic congestion modelling: 

theory and simulation. A selection of examples underlining these approaches has 

led to a discussion concerning the application of analytic and simulation modelling 

techniques to developing a representation for the spatial analysis of traffic jams. The 

study found that in this context, simulation and analysis were best regarded as com

plementary disciplines, but that simulation was particularly suited to the modelling 
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of t ime-varying. complex and stochastic processes such as trame flow. 

As a resuit, a sélection of the leading simulation models were considered in order to 

determine the extent to which they could be utilised to support this study. The models 

which were evaluated were C O N T R A M . S A T U R N , T R A F - N E T S I M , T R A F F I C Q 

and N E M I S . lt was thought that thèse could be applied to the complexities associated 

with urban networks, because of the level of detail they provided. Thus, for example, 

the models can be used to predict route choice and journey times on a road network, 

for any demand pattern and network configuration. The results of the évaluation are 

summarised in T a b l e 2 . 1 . 

However, the survey found that no single model was entirely compatible with the 

requirements for modelling the development and dispersai of area-wide trame jams. 

Both C O N T R A M and S A T U R N employed a vertical queueing représentation, and 

consequently were not capable of modelling gridlock conditions. Their graphical ca-

pabilities were also déficient and the dynamic effects of control could not easily be 

monitored. On the other hand, T R A F F I C Q , T R A F - N E T S I M and N E M I S used hor

izontal queueing conventions, and even provided graphical facilities. The graphical 

représentation was crucial for the spatial analysis of dispersing trafhc jams. However, 

the models required detailed descriptions of the road network and trafile demand 

pattern. This slowed the speed of opération and imposed restrictions on the size of 

network allowed. 

Based on thèse considérations, we bave developed a new, dedicated research tool 

to explore the mechanisms of trafile j am growth and decay, over a wide portion of 

the network in less than real t ime. Whi ls t the model does have some limitations, 

nevertheless it can be used to investigate the fundamental characteristics of queue 

development and decay in idealised road environments. The model incorporâtes those 

features which are essential for the study of trame jam formation and dissipation. 

These include an accurate représentation of queues, an online, visual description of 

dynamic congestion patterns, and facilities for developing and testing the effects of 
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remedial control measures, in addition, the model is capable of displaying congestion 

patterns at high speed over a considerable area. 

In the next chapter, we describe the underlying assumptions of the tool and outline 

its main features and drawbacks. We then show how it can be used to investigate the 

development and dispersal of area-wide traffic jams in rectangular grid networks. 
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Chapter 3 

An exploratory tool for traffic jam 

modelling 

3.1 Summary 

In the previous chapter we shovvecl how traffic congestion coulcl be modelled using 

a combination of analytic and simulation techniques. We outlined the features of a 

sélection of theoretical and simulation traffic models, and considered their applicabil-

i ty to traffic j am modelling. Although appropriate in a number of respects, no single 

model could be identified as entirely suitable for this task. This chapter describes a 

model developed at Middlesex University, specifically to explore the characteristics 

of traffic jams in rectangular grid networks. 

3.2 T h e traffic simulation model 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The characteristics of vehicle movement in a traffic jam differ from their behaviour 

under normal conditions. Under normal conditions, the length of a traffic queue may 

fluctuate, according to the time pattern of discharge from the head of the queue and 
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the arrivai pattern at the tail of the queue. Consequently, the variations in arrivai 

and departure rates are important, and one cannot predict the behaviour of a queue 

without a detailed knovvtedge of the dynamics of the upstream and downstream flow. 

But in severely congested conditions, a queue grows without l imit and the effects 

of stochastic variations in arrivai and departure rates become less significant as the 

trame jam grows in size. Although it wi l l st i l i be affected by momentary changes 

in the arrivai and departure rates, in the longer term, the rate of growth is largely 

déterminée! by the average arrivai and departure rates. As a resuit, the way in which 

a queue propagates is not very sensitive to the precise behaviour of individuai vehicles 

as they move frorn one queue to another. A simple model is sufhcient to demonstrate 

the key features of j a m formation without the need for a detailed représentation of 

(a) platoon dispersai or (b) junction layout or (c) stochastic fluctuations. 

In this section we propose a model which simulâtes the way in which trame jams evolve 

on a macroscopic scale when a bottleneck is inserted at some point in the system. 

The networks are idealised, uni for m, rectangular grid Systems. The model builds 

on earlier work by Abbess, Wright and Huddart (1991) vvho develop a preliminary 

model for trame jam growth, and show how it could be extended to investigate the 

fundamental features of trafile jams on rectangular grid networks. 

3.2.2 Previous work 

In a recent study. Abbess, Wright and Huddart (1991) developed an analytical model 

for traffic jam growth arising from a single bottleneck in an idealised network. In 

the model, the pattern of queue propagation depended on the numbers of vehicles 

wishing to turn and move straight ahead at each junction. and on the Storage areas and 

stopline capacities assocìated with thèse movements, but not on the routes adopted 

by individuai vehicles through the network. This enabled traffic jams to be modelled 

independently of the origin-destination matrix. 
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The theoretical analysis predicted that. under idealised conditions, there were es-

sentially tvvo possible spatial configurations for a traffic jam on the type of network 

considered. In addition, the rate of j am growth was affected among other things by 

the severity of the original blockage. the overall level of traffic demand. the proportion 

of link Storage area devoted to the segregated queues, and the balance of Storage area 

between ahead and turning queues. 

The authors supplemented the theoretical analysis with a preliminary computer sim

ulation model. Unlike the analytic version, the simulation model reproduced the 

interaction which occurs when queues tail back (often at différent speeds) from more 

than one source. 

The computer model was also used to examine the influence of network parameters on 

the rate of traffic j a m growth, and identified the extent of queue ségrégation and block 

length as important variables. It was postulated that for any given set of parameter 

values, the rate of delay ìncreased approximately as the square of elapsed time. Sub-

sequently, a number of practical measures for inhibit ing area-wide congestion were 

reviewed, Wright and Huddart (1989a,b). 

The models could be used to predict the évolution of trame jams on one-way gvid 

networks. However, the models were restricted and could only be applied under 

steady flow conditions. In addition, the models could not represent the process of 

dispersai nor could they be adapted to two-way grid networks. This suggests the 

need for a more comprehensive tool which could simulate the formation, growth and 

dissipation on one-way and two-way grid networks. The tool s h o u l d also provide 

facilities for developing and testing remediai control stratégies, so that the effects of 

différent queue control measures might be examined. 

A i m s of the research tool 

Since the formulation of the original model, this author has undertaken îts develop-

ment and introduced several new features. The objectives of the model are now 
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1. to develop previous modelling work in more detail incorporating stochastic vari

ations in the demand levels, 

2. to simulate the formation, growth and dissipation of traffic jams on one-way 

and two-way grid networks, 

3. to identify the main parameters which govern the formation, rate of growth and 

dispersai characteristics of traffic jams, on the above networks. 

4. to test the sensitivity of the model results to the assumptions on which it is 

based, 

5. to develop and test différent queue control stratégies for protecting networks 

from gridlock and dissipating traffic jams once they have occurred. 

The remainder of this chapter describes in more detail the main features of the sim

ulation tool and how it can be applied to study the characteristics of traffic jams 

in one-way and two-way rectangular grid networks. The section begins with the 

modelling assumptions for the différent types of networks, and then sets out the pa

rameters and notation adopted within the model. A summary of the output statistics 

available in the models, and how thèse can be used to quantify system characteristics 

and the severity of congestion, brings this chapter to its conclusion. 

3.2.3 The modelling assumptions 

The model networks are restricted to uniform one-way and two-way rectangular grid 

Systems. The same general assumptions apply to both network types, but there are 

a number of différences in detail. VVe outline the assumptions for the one-way grid 

system first, and then deal with the différences in a separate section. The underlying 

algorithms for the assumptions which follow are provided in Appendix E. 



G r i d n e t w o r k 

The one-way system consists of two sets of parallel one-way streets intersecting at 

right angles, with the direction of trame alternating between neighbouring roads, and 

the roads at equal spacing. There are no intermediate origins or destinations within 

any of the links, and only the severed links on the boundary act as traffic sources and 

sinks. Vehicles travel from any source towards any sink. The routes whîch vehicles 

follow are not pre-determined. The mechanism by which the vehicles progress is 

descibed i n the section on véhiculât movement. The algorithm describing the way 

vehicles decide where to go is provided in Appendix E. 

The queueing behaviour at intersections in the network préserves the 'yellow-box' 

convention whereby intersections remain clear and are not affected by cross-blocking. 

Vehicles approaching intersections 'look ahead' to avoid stopping within the inter

section itself, and spillback does not block crossing traffic at the upstream junction. 

Instead, vehicles wait on their respective approaches unti l there is space to proceed. 

(In practice, drivers are not always so well disciplined, but we have not pursued this 

aspect h ere.) 

L i n k Storage c o n f i g u r a t i o n 

The queueing arrangements are relatively simple. Each link contains just two seg-

regated queue Storage areas terminating at the downstream stopline: one for the 

'ahead' movement, and one for the turning movement. Each segregated Storage area 

is of constant width; it may consist of one or more lanes, but there are no shared 

lanes. Upstream of thèse segregated Storage areas, there is an upstream 'réservoir' 

that feeds into them bot h. It occupies the full width of the road. One can visualise 

the réservoir area as being channelised (ie. it may possess lane markings). but within 

this area, vehicles are allocated positions regardless of their intended direction of 

movement at the downstream junction. The réservoir may be of zero length, allowing 

simulation wi th 'perfect' lane discipline everywhere. 
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Figure 3.1: Queue storage configuration for a one-way linh 

The arrangement of the segregated and réservoir portions on a one-way link is shown 

in F i g u r e 3 . 1 . The mechanism of queue spillback w'ithin thèse storage areas wi l l be 

described later. 

D e m a n d profile 

In the preliminary model of Abbess, Wright and Kuddart (1991), trame flow was 

deterministic, ie, stochastic variations were ignored and demand was spatially uniform 

everywhere within the system. But in real networks, this is not the case. A new 

feature of the simulation tool is the Poisson model which has been incorporated to 

allow for stochastic fluctuations in the level of demand. The Poisson model is used to 

generate vehicles from each of the sources (See Appendix E for détails). The mean 

of the demand at each access point is described by a constant, ay in units of vehicle 

arrivais per cycle. It has the same value for ali the sources to create a steady flow of 

vehicles over the long term throughout the system. 

The demand pattern remains the same throughout the modelling period. In principle, 

the demand profile could be modified to cope with transient peaks in the level of de

mand, but we wanted to eliminate the factors which might complicate the mechanism 

of trame jam growth and clecay. Initially therefore. a constant demand profile was 

selected. 
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Vehicular movement 

The mechanism of vehicle movement can be summarised as follows. Vehicles are 

partially segregated into trame lanes and progress subject to space being available 

downstream, capacity constraints at junctions, and interactions between queueing 

vehicles. 

Vehicles travelling along any given link may choose froni two possible movements at 

the downstream junction - 'ahead' and ' turning 1 . The turning movements alternate 

between left and right turns at successive junctions along any given road. 

Conversely, at any given junction, vehicles may arrive via either of two approaches. 

These have equal priority; by this we mean that the opportunities for discharge aie 

shared between the approaches in proportion to the demands. 

The model addresses the movements of individuai vehicles. However, the routes that 

they follow are not predetermined, and it does not 'track' them through the system. 

Suppose that X vehicles are dìscharged from any particular réservoir during a given 

time slice. They are split into two groups: the number of vehicles allocated to the 

' turning' group is the nearest whole number to pX where p £ {0 . . . 1} while the re

mainder are allocated to the ahead group. The groups are progressed respectively to 

the downstream ahead and turning queues, regardless of origin. Implici t ly therefore, 

the O - D matrix is predetermined with smooth flows between each origin and desti

nation pair, although it is not possible to refer to the matrix directly. The pattern 

of queue development is thus determined by the overall turning movements as op-

posed to the specific routes followed by individuai vehicles. More détails on vehicular 

movement can be found in Appendix D and E, at the end of this thesis. 

This represents a simplification in the conventional modelling of road trame flow. A 

similar stance is taken in Wilson (1995) and also Holden and Risebro (1995), whose 

work was described in the previous chapter. 
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Spillback 

VVe picture the mechanism of spillback on a one-way link as follovvs. A t the upstream 

end of the link there will be a junction with one or more approaches that feed trame 

into the l ink. At the downstream end there wil l be a junction with one or more exits 

through which the traffic may leave the link. If a particular exit becomes blocked. 

(say the left tUrning exit), vehicles intending to turn left wi l l form a queue that spills 

back along the link. If the lane discipline of drivers at the various points of entry to 

the link is not perfect, the queue may eventually spread across the other lanes and 

block ali the trame ( F i g u r e 3 .2 ) . 

The extent to which the queue spreads and blocks the movement of ali traffic will 

dépend on the network conditions, and also on the behaviour of drivers in the net

work. Ski l l ful drivers often pass through gaps that arise in queues of traffic, and the 

assumption of imperfect lane discipline may not always hold. This h as led to a refined 

spillback définition which is described as follows. 

In the model , the road link is divided into two distinct zones: a downstream queue 

Storage area where vehicles are organised into separate turning movements, and ari 

upstream 'réservoir' area where the turning movements are mixed. The interactions 

occur at the transition between thèse zones. The degree of interaction may be altered 

via an additional parameter, denoted by .s, which assumes values in the range 0 . . . 1. 

W i t h s = 0. it is assumed that when a segregated queue spills back to the réservoir 

area, then no further movement is allowed from the réservoir area into either of the 

segregated régions. 

B y contrast, when s = 1, a queue in one segregated area does not affect the discharge 

of vehicles from the réservoir area into the alternative segregated area. This implies 

perfect lane discipline along the whole l ink: on entry vehicles immediately select the 

correct exit lane. Values of s between 0 and 1 can be selected to model the effeets of 

part ial interaction. 
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This modifiée! spillback définition is a new feature of the simulation tool and it pro

vides improved flexiblity particularly when investigating the sensitivity of the model 

to its underlying assumptions. This wi l l be described later in C h a p t e r 4. 

Queue propagation 

Starting from an init ial obstruction located somewhere near the centre of the study 

area, we visualise a trame jam as propagating from link to l ink via a process of 

branching, each queue generating new branches at each junction in turn. Initially, 

the topology of the branches resembles that of a simple tree, but at some stage, a 

queue w i l l ta i l back around four sides of a block to form a closed circle. In practical 

terms, this represents a significant stage in the évolution of a jam because once it has 

occurred. it is difficult to clear the j am even if the demand falls below the theoretical 

capacity of the obstructed network. 

Intuitively, one might expect the rate of queue propagation to diminish wi th increasing 

distance from the original obstruction, because vehicles whose routes are destìned to 

pass through the bottleneck wi l l form a diminishing proportion of the total traffic. 

The j am w i l l 'die out 1 at points remote from the source. However, with'm the idealised 

framework of the model , this is not so. Under the steady-state demand conditions 

assumed here, j a m propagation is a 'domino effect'. Once the system has failed at 

any point, the constriction is transmitted indefinitely from link to l ink until the whole 

system has broken down. Essentially, queue propagation is controlied by interférence 

between turning movements, and is independent of the routeing pattern as such. 

This property of queue propagation is fundamental to the model, and it has two 

significant implications. First , it allows the behaviour of the system to be analysed 

without référence to the pattern of origin-destination movements - a factor that sim

plifies modelling and reduces computer simulation times. Second, for geometrically 

regulär networks having static traffic demands, the pattern of queue propagation wi l l 

also be in some sense geometrically regulär, repeating itself indefinitely as the j am 
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Figure 3.2: Stages in the propagation of a queue along a one-way road link luhere the 

left turning discharge is obstructed 
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grows in size. 

In the theoretical model, each queue is treated separately and the effects of queues 

arriving at the same junction from différent sources are deliberately ignored. This 

is not the case with the simulation model which can handle the effects of multiple 

queues converging on the same junction, often at différent speeds. 

This may affect the overall pattern of queue development since the growing queues 

may themselves form blockages of upstream junctions turning previously congested 

links into ones vvhere there are unusual free-flow conditions. This is known as 'star-

vation'. Starvation begins to occur when an obstruction is placed on the network, 

causing a réduction in the flow downstream. This effect is propagated from one link 

to the next and may ultimately lead to empty spaces that develop simultaneously 

with the trafhc j a m itself. For example, where queues develop around an area en-

compassing a number of city-blocks, certain links may become totally 'starved' of 

flow due to the blockages caused by the developing queues. Starvation also affects 

the boundary of the trafile j a m and causes a peripheral 'halo' which encompasses the 

jam. This wi l l be discussed in more détail in the next chapter. 

3.2.4 The two-way grid network 

The author has also adapted the simulation tool for two-way grid networks. The same 

general assumptions apply, although there are some différences in détail. Thèse are 

outlined next. 

The environment 

Like the one-way version, the two-way grid network consists of a séries of parallel 

streets intersecting at right angles. However, there are a number of différences. In 

particular, we have introduced an additional type of road link called a right-turn bin. 

These can only accommodate a small number of vehicles and act as Storage space for 

opposed right-turning vehicles. 
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Opposed right-turning traffic may wait in the dedicateci right-turn bins unti l gaps 

arise in the opposing stream of trame. When this occurs, (typically at the end of the 

cycle), opposed right-turning vehicles proceed to the selected destination l ink. During 

the cycle, a right-turn bin may become full of waiting vehicles. If this happens, no 

more right-turning vehicles requiring this opposed movement, are released into the 

Storage area. This may cause queueing on the link feeding into this area. Thus, the 

right-turn bin acts as an additional constraint on the throughput of right turns. 

There are no intermediate origins or destinations within any of the links, and only 

the severed links on the boundary act as traffic sources and sinks. Vehicles travel 

from source to sink. The assumption of no cross-blocking sti l i holds. There are no 

changes in the way vehicle arrivais are generated. 

Vehicle movement 

The direction of travel adopted in the tvvo-way model conforms to the left-hand con

ventions accepted in the U K , where right-turning vehicles are forced to cross a traffic 

stream moving in the opposing direction. 

In the one-way grid, vehicles travelling along a l ink may select from two alternatives: 

ahead and turning (either left or right, but not both). But i n the tvvo-way network, 

vehicles travelling along any given link may choose from three possible movements at 

the down stream junction - ahead, left or right. 

Conversely, for any given l ink, vehicles may arrive via any of one of three approaches 

at the upstream junction. Thèse have equal priority; by this we mean that the 

opportunities for discharge are shared between the approaches in proportions to the 

demands. Later, we wi l l see how the number of available movements affects the 

characteristics of the résultant traffic j am. 
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Exclusive ahead and 

— s h a r e d : left and ahead, 

right and ahead 
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Figure 3.3: Possible configurations for traffic on a two-way link 

S t o r a g e c o n f i g u r a t i o n 

The storage arrangement of a two-way link is similar to the one developed for the 

one-way link. However, the availability of three traffic movements: ahead, left and 

right, complicates the queue storage arrangement, because of the variety of ways in 

which the segregated régions can be configured. Some of the possible arrangements 

are shown in F i g u r e 3 . 3 . The examples show separate lanes devoted to each of the 

available movements, shared lanes allocated to a sélection of movements (for example, 

left and ahead share the same segregated région), as well as a combination of thèse 

options. We have chosen the arrangement shown in F i g u r e 3 .4 . Conceptually. this 

arrangement reflects the layout shown in F i g u r e 3 ,3F , in which the link lias a number 

of segregated lanes ( for ahead, left tuming and right turning vehicles ) as well as a 

réservoir area where turning movements are mixed. 

Exclusive lanes: left, ahead 

and tuming 

(F) 
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Figure 3.4: Queue Storage arrangement on a two-way link 

Spillback on a two-way link 

Suppose an exit becomes blocked, at the rìght exit, say, then vehicles intending to turn 

right wi l l form a queue that wi l l spread along the offside lane. Eventually, the queue 

wil l extend into the réservoir area where vehicles spread across the whole width of the 

l ink, blocking ali the trame i n the réservoir area. The use of the upstream réservoir 

enables us to model the fact that drivers' do not necessarily chose the correct exit 

lane on entry to a link but defer this décision unti l later on downstream. Of course, 

we can simulate perfect lane discipline by allowing the réservoir to be very short. 

F i g u r e 3.5 shows the mechanism of spillback graphically. A similar pattern of events 

arises if the ahead or left-turning segregated régions block back to the réservoir area. 

Once the réservoir area fills wi th waiting vehicles the link becomes blocked and trame 

may no longer enter this l ink. This causes queueing on the links upstream. The 

pattern then repeats itself, unt i l a system of queues has evolved around the originai 

source of obstruction. 

Discussion 

The two-way model proposed in this section is a preliminary one. It is intended as 

an exploratory device for identifying the main features of two-way traffic jams, and 

does not seek to represent al i the complexities associated with movement on two-way 
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networks. A number of siiTiplifying assumptions have been macie, and the model thus 

only represents the 'best-case' scenario. There may be additional complications, which 

have not been modelled, which may cause the system to lock-up much faster than 

predicted. The implications for trafile engineers might therefore be more severe than 

expected. However, the model wi l l give a useful indication of the types of situation 

which are most likely to cause disruption, and point to stratégies of how thèse can be 

avoided. 

Having outlined the underlying assumptions of the trame simulation tool, we now 

descrìbe the mechanisms which govern its opération. 

3.3 Model control 

3.3.1 Model sélection 

There are two approaches for developing a traffic simulation model such as the one 

required for this study. These are (a) the construction of a purpose-built model 

using a suitable programming language or (b) the adaptation of off-the-shelf traffic 

simulation packages to investigate traffic j am growth and decay. 

There are several programming languages which are available for small-scale simu

lation studies. These languages can be classifìed into two groups: general purpose 

and simulation languages. General purpose programming languages include Pascal, 

Fortran, C , Basic and A d a . Simscript, G P S S . C S L and Simula are examples of pop

ulär simulation languages. The translation of a model using simulation languages 

is preferred over general purpose languages because simulation languages are simple 

and often suited to the practice of simulation. O n the other hand, programming in 

general purpose languages is comparatively more difficult and more intensive, partic-

ularly where there is a need for the replication of in-built routines which are standard 

in most simulation languages. However, the resulting program is often more efficient 

in terms of speed of exécution and flexibility in program control. 
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The adaptation of off-the-shelf trame simulation packages is attractive because ìt 

enables researchers to focus on the problem at hand, rather than on détails to which 

there are already standard solutions available. However, the models are not always 

intended for the specific problem and can hence be coniplex and difficult to implement. 

There may also be limitations on the size and configuration of the programming 

environment. Finally, when modifying an existing piece of software, there may be 

redundant code which can cause slower exécution speed. This reduces the software's 

effìciency as well as its accuracy. 

The traffìc simulation model developed for this study was created on a Digital Alpha 

3000 workstation using the PASCAL programming language. This implementation 

was selected over the aforernentioned options for a number of reasons. First ly, it pro

vi ded a platform for a simple yet structured program which would be efficient both 

in terms of its speed of exécution and its flexibility of control. There were also no 

constraints on the size of network allowed. Secondly, the automatic statistics and in

put/output procédures geuerated by standard simulation models and languages were 

not entirely applicable to the study of trame j a m attributes. T h i r d l y , the program's 

modulari ty make it readable and suitable for constant developrnent and enhancement. 

Finally, the language generality, programming power, ease of use and availability were 

amongst the criteria used for choosing PASCAL over other general purpose program

ming languages. 

3.3.2 Model structure and opération 

The modell ing of congestion growth and its subséquent decay has been achieved by 

dividing the program into three main stages. The stages include a stabilisation period. 

a jarn évolution period and an optional dispersion stage. In developing the simulation 

tool for the workstation environment, the author has introduced severa! new features 

which have substantially enhanced the modePs opération and flexibility. 

F i g u r e 3.6 describes the opération of the simulation tool via a flow diagram. A t 
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the start of the simulation, vehicles progress freely through the system. During this 

t ime. the program gathers statistics which are used to determine the steady state of 

the road network. This is known as the stabilisation period. It is terminated as soon 

as this condition has been established. 

The growth of the trame jam may then be initiated by installing an obstruction on 

the network. Although multiple trafflc incidents may be introduced anywhere in the 

network, we have concentrated on investigating the effeets of a single incident which 

occurs towards the centre of the grid. The severity of the obstruction cari be adjusted 

by experimenting with the percentage discharge parameter, which assumes values 

between zero ( for a total obstruction ) and one hundted percent (no obstruction). 

Part ial obstructions are represented as values between thèse upper and lower bounds. 

The software can also be used to investigate the way in which traffic jams disperse 

by removìng the blockage and by introducing counter-measures. Thèse options can 

be activated via the D I S P E R S E and T U R N - B A N menus shown in shown in F i g u r e 

3.6. The graphical display enables the user to evaluate the success of intervention 

over a considérable time period. 

Simulation cycle 

In the model, time is divided into a number of equal time-slices. A t the end of each 

time-slice, al i the queues are updated according to the inputs and outputs of the 

particular l ink. To eliminate any lumpiness that may result from this technique, the 

duration of a time-slice is typically short. This imposes substantial overheads in terms 

of program exécution, since the sizes of ali the network queues are continually being 

reviewed. Nevertheless, short time-slices impart a smoothing effect throughout the 

system since the queue lengths do not change substantially from one time-slice to the 

next. and any variation is evenly spread across the network. 

A typical model cycle involves ali the east-west roads being processed in turn . starting 

with the l ink at the downstream end, and moving progressively upstream from link to 
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l ink. Then, alt the north-south roacls aie processeci in similar fashion. Initially, this 

cycle is carried out a number of tirnes to allow the system to stabilise. A n obstruction 

is then introduced on a link near the centre of the grid. This activâtes the growth of 

the traffic j a m . The cycle is then repeated as required. The growth of the trame jam 

with time is presented in an animated visual form. 

During each time slice, the outputs from each Storage area are taken as the inputs 

to the appropriate Storage areas immediately downstream for the next slice. The 

simulation model therefore takes account of the effect of one queue on its neighbours. 

The program is intended to deal with large networks at high speed, to enable a screen 

display of the salient features of trame jam growth in less than real t ime. The program 

can handle a j a m extending over a one-way grid of 19 x 19 blocks (ie, 760 links and 

400 junctions) in about two minutes. A range of network parameter variations can 

be explored at a reasonable cost in terms of computer resources. 

3.3.3 Model parameters 

The existìng software includes facilities for manipulating the time interval between 

successive updates of the vehicle queues, the traffic demands. the proportions of 

turning vehicles, the saturation capacities, the stopline widths. and the queue Stor

age arrangements. Each of these parameters may be altered individually, but their 

combined values contribute towards the overall traffic conditions. This means that 

certain combinations of parameters might give rise to impractical situations. For ex

ample, if the saturation capacities are less than the init ial demands, then queues wil l 

form immediately throughout the network irrespective of the other parameter values. 

The impact of parameter values on the system characteristics should therefore be 

evaluated both individual ly as well as within a global context. 

T a b l e 3 .1 summarises the main parameters of the model, including the symbol of 

référence, and the domain for which the symbol is defined. The range of each indi-
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vidual parameter wi l l dépend on the values of the other parameteis. The ïndivîdual 

contribution of each of thèse parameters is discussed next. 

The traffic demand can be altered by selecting higher values for congested conditions, 

and lower values for lîght, free-flow conditions. Clearly, the value of ft wi l l be related 

to the saturation capacity parameter /c, with respect to the résultant type of flow 

conditions. However, given a fixed value of K, (eg K = 50 veh per min) , light conditions 

can be generated by setting u = 10 veh per m i n and congested conditions can be 

provided by setting a = 30. 

The propensity for a vehicle to turn is controlled by fixed probability values which are 

the same for each intersection and are used to détermine the proportions of turning 

vehicles at each intersection. Thus, if p represents the proportion of turning vehicles, 

where p € {0 . . . 1}, then 1 — p is the proportion of vehicles moving ahead. For the 

two-way grid network, the proportion p, of turning vehicles, may be split further 

between left turning and right turning vehicles. In other words, if «y € {0 . . . 1 } , 

then pq is the proportion of right turning vehicles and the remainder, (1 — q)p, is the 

proportion of left turning vehicles. The proportions are subject to numerical rounding 

to ensure that véhiculai' flow is always integer. This improves the software's speed of 

computation and reduces run-time overheads. 

The saturation capacity is defined as the maximum number of vehicles able to cross to 

the upstream intersection during a single time-slice. The program implic i t ly assumes 

that the turning saturation capacity, per unit width of stopline, is lower than the 

corresponding ahead one. This is because it takes longer to negotiate a turn than it 

does to move in the ahead direction. The turning saturation capacity per unit width 

of stopline is therefore represented as a percentage of the ahead saturation capacity 

which can be specified by the user. The ahead saturation capacity is referred to as K. 

In developing the simulation tool, the author has introduced a number of additional 

parameters which enable extensive testiug of the model to the underlying assumption 
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of blocking-back. Thèse parameters include the stopline width allocated between the 

segregated ahead and turning queues and the degree of interaction between segregated 

and réservoir queues. 

The stopline widths can be altered to suit individuai requirements. The allocation 

of stopline width between ahead and turning vehicles is governed by a single pa-

rameter, which in principle, can be set in the range {0 . . .1 } . The proportion of 

stopline width devoted to the ahead queues is denoted by a, with the remainder of 

the width (1 — a) allocated to the turning queues. For example, a = 0.66 dénotes 

the situation of two lanes for ahead traffic and one for turning vehicles. For practi-

cal use, the set of possible values for the ex parameter has been restricted to the set 

a 6 {0.33,0.50,0.66,0.75,0.80}, as thèse form a représentative set of road network 

configurations. 

The queue Storage configuration can be manipulated by varying the relative queue 

Storage capacities within the segregated and réservoir areas on the link. This is 

controlied by a parameter, denoted by o, which represents the proportion of the area 

of a link devoted to Storage of segregated queues ( the proportion devoted to the 

upstream réservoir will then be 1 — a), with 0 < a < 1. 

The degree of interaction between the queues that may form along différent sections 

of the link can also be altered. Thus. the blocking effects experienced on a one-way 

link can be monitored by selecting a value between zero and one. This value, denoted 

by .5, represents the degree of interaction between ahead and turning queues. 

In addition to the network control parameters, the model includes facilities for défining 

the duration of a single time slice, denoted by r. The time slice can be fixed to the 

nearest second, although typically, a time slice lasts for one minute. The duration of 

the simulation period is maintained as a number of time slices, which can be altered 

depending on the individuai requirements of the user. Note that under free-flow 

conditions and subject to no obstructions, a vehicle can travel across the network in 
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Parameter name R é f é r e n c e symbol Uni t of measure Domain 

Dem and discrete positive integers 

Turning proportions continuous 0 . . . 1 

Saturation capacity K discrete positive integers 

Stopline widths a discrete 1 1 2 3 4 
3- 2 1 3 ' 4 ; 5 

Segregated proportion CT continuous 0 . . . 1 

Spillback factor s continuous 0 . . . 1 

Percentage discharge continuous 0 . . . 100 

Cycle time T continuous Minutes / seconds 

Table 3.1: Computer simulation model parameters 

approximately ten time-slices. 

3.3.4 Graphical features 

The simulation model incorporâtes a number of criteria which make it particularly 

suited to area-vvide trame congestion modelling. The model is interactive and it is 

intended to deal with large networks at high speed. The development of an area-wide 

trame j am can be observed in much less than real time. External counter-measures 

can be introduced anywhere in the network. The graphical display is online, in other 

words, the Operator can view the effects of intervention over a considérable time 

period. This means that the success of control stratégies can be assessed in the short 

and long terni. 

The display of congestion patterns over a wide area is important for developing and 

determining the efTectiveness of control stratégies, particularly when the élimination 

of the original queues merely leads to their displacement elsewhere in the network. 

The online graphical display plays an integral part in the spatial analysis of trafhc 

jams and so we next describe how to interpret the visual results provided by the 

model. 
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Figur«' 3.7: Graphiral rt présentation of ont-ivay 1 X 1 network 

T h e screen d i s p l a y 

The graphiral display consista of a séries of white roads which are drawn against 

a light-bluo background. Ihr roads run horizontally and verticali}' across the grid. 

The intersections are shaded in yellow. 1 Iiis représentation recalls the yellow boxes 

painted at the junctions of busy roads. 

The Storage arrangement of a link is divided between a segregated zone, where in

dividuai turning movements are separate, and a réservoir area, where 1 he 1 Urning 

movements are niixed. 1 he réservoir région occupies the whole width of the road and 

is shaded in blue. The segregated région is divided between the différent movement*. 

I.eft turning queues are coloured in red. right turning queues in green and ahead 

queues are shaded in black. F i g u r e 3 . 7 shows the layout of a 4 x 1 one vvay road 

network. A siniilar scheme has been adopted for the two-way version. The extended 

roads represent the sources, whereas the severed ones represent the sinks. Vehicles 

trave! front source to sink in the east west and north sont h directions. 
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3.4 Summary statistics 

In addit ion to the graphical représentation of congestion, the simulation model pro

vides summary statistics which are used to quantify system characteristics and the 

severity of the traffìc jam. A t the end of cach t imc slice, the program calculâtes the 

total number of vehicles présent on the network, and the total nurnber of blocked 

links within the traffìc jam, as well as the total number of arrivais and departures 

of vehicles to the system. We shall now describe how thèse statistics can be used to 

rneasure spécifie attributes of the system, such as its steady state and the total delay 

incurred by vehicles that have become trapped by congestion. 

3.4.1 The road network's approach to stability 

A t the start of the simulation, vehicles progress freely through the road network. 

Initially, there wi l l be few vehicles in the system, but as t ime progresses, the number 

of vehicles wi l l increase. Eventually, there wil l be l itt le variation from one time slice 

to the next. In other words, the total input wi l l be balanced by the total output. 

W h e n this occurs, the system is said to have achieved its steady state. 

In the original model, trame flow was deterministic and, providing the différence 

between system input and output remained constant, it was possible to establish the 

system's steady state. The introduction of stochastic variation in the simulation tool, 

implied that this condition might not necessarily hold, ie the différence in system 

input and output might fluctuate between successive time-slices. This problem has 

been solved by employing time-series methods to determine the stabilisation of vehicle 

flows. The technique used is described in Appendix A. 

Once the stationarity condition has been established, the stabilisation period is ter-

minated, and among other, an estimate is made of the mean and standard déviation 

of the number of waiting vehicles. (Thèse statistics are used when calculating the 

total delay in the system. ) The graduai approach of the one-way road network to 
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Figure 3.8: Network's approach to stability 

its steady state is shown in F i g u r e 3.8. Further examples showing the convergence 

of the network to its steady state using dijjerent random seeds are shown in Appendix 

A. Similar patterns have been observed for the two-way network. 

3.4.2 Quantifying the severity of a traffic jam 

One needs to be able to quantify the severity of a trame j am, so that comparísons 

can be made between different trafile management measures, for example. There are 

severa! possibilities, which generally fall into one of two categories: measures that 

describe conditions at specific intersections, and measures that describe conditions in 

the system as a whole. 

The total delay experienced by road users is an example of a useful indicator of the 

magnitude of congestión either at a particular intersecüon or over an entire system. 

It is one of a selection of measures proposed by Pignataro et al (1978) for the above 

categories. 
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The nature of trame jams is that they are usually spread over a wide area, ie, con

gestion is not confìned to isolated intersections but is propagated over a wide area. 

Consequently, we wil l measure the total delay due to a trarrle j a m as a fu net ion of 

the system's performance rather than as a function of individuai intersections. 

Another way of measuring the severity of a trafhc j am is to count the number of 

blocked links enclosed withiu its boundary. The j a m boundaty is defìned as an imag-

inary polygon joining the outer extremities of the queues at any particular moment 

in tirne. This is a useful measure when dealing wi th trame jams that are spread out 

over a large area of network. 

Estimating the total delay 

In classical queueing theory, a random variable of interest, is the delay experienced 

by an individuai . But in the trafile situation, (a) at certain times no departures are 

possible (eg during red periods), (b) vehicles do not necessarily départ in order of 

arrivai (where there are multiple streams of trame), and (c) the service points are 

often linked. Consequently, the random variable of interest in the trafile situation 

is the total delay due to congestion. It is also important because it gives a direct 

indication of the fìnancial cost due to congestion. In any case, the mean individuai 

delay could be obtained by dividing the total delay for a cycle by the number of 

vehicles arriving during the cycle. 

In the simulation tool, vehicles are not individually tracked and as a result we needed 

to develop a measure which would estimate the delay incurred by the trafhc j a m . 

This could then be used to quantify its severity. This has been achieved using the 

following technique. 

If we consider a deterministic system in which the average number of vehicles on a 

link when the system is i n the steady-state is denoted by u. Due to congestion, there 

are v vehicles on the l ink. Hence, the extra delay experienced by vehicles which is 
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due to congestion is given by 

E E (» -
(=to links 

where A i denotes the duration of a single time-slice. 

In other words, the total delay in the system is the tirne waited by the excess vehicles 

in the system. This idea can also be applied to a stochastic system. T w o methods 

have been devetoped for calculating the total delay incurred as a result of a trame 

jam. The first method compares the total number of vehicles in the system in the 

steady state vvith the corresponding number in the congested state. The estimated 

delay denoted by A * , represents the total delay in the system incurred as a result of 

the trame jam, assuming that the originai obstuction has been removed. This method 

vvill be referred to as the w a i t t o t a l s method. The method is described in ful l in 

Appendix B. 

However, this method is defìcient in two ways. 

1. There is a t ime lag between the placing of the obstruction and the observation 

of an increase i n delay. This is caused by the fact that excess levels of vehicles 

in obstructed queues are compensated by lower levels in queues downstream. 

2. Having delay dependent on the total number of vehicles in the system may cause 

an underestimation of the actual delay particularly when strategies rely on rapid 

expulsion of vehicles from the system. In addit ion, randorn fluctuations i n the 

demand levels may generate some undersaturated links which would also reduce 

the delay experienced in the network. 

A second method has been devised to cope with the aforementioned problems. This 

method uses a direct approach to the excess queueing of vehicles at each link in the 

system. The average size of a queue which has formed ori a l ink when the road network 

is in the steady state is recorded prior to the simulation phase. A comparison is then 

made between this value and the size of the queue during the congested state. The 
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différence between thèse two values represents the excess queueing due to congestion 

and as a resuit forms a measure of delay. The total delay, A * , represents the total 

delay incurred in the system as a resuit of the trame jam on the network. This method 

is described in detail in Appendix B and wi l l be referred to as the positive excess 

queue method. 

This method addresses the problems associated with the first method but in so do-

ing, it may overestimate the actual delay experienced by drivers. This is because 

random fluctuations i n the demand levels may cause some links to become temporar-

ily oversaturated. This excess wi l l be considered as delay caused by congestion. The 

implications of this are that delay may, in some cases, be over estimated using this 

technique. 

Hence, whilst the first method may underestimate the total delay, the second may 

overestimate it. The actual delay incurred by the présence of a trame jain is estimated 

as the mean of thèse bounds. We shall use this statistic to compare the relative 

efficiency of certain control stratégies in various congested situations. 

3.5 Conclusions 

This chapter outlined the fundamental concepts associated with the traffic simulation 

model . The model was developed for one-way and two-way rectangular grid networks. 

It included various facilities which could be manipulated to suit différent traffic condi

tions. There were also a number of run-time options which could be activated during 

the simulation period. such as the installation and removal of obstructions and the 

implementation of external counter measures. 

A n important feature of the models was the way in which queues were handled. O n 

each one-way link, there were assumed to be two segregated approach queues, one 

for the 'ahead' movement and one for the ' turni ng* movement at the downstream 

junetion. Upstream from the segregated queueing area was a common 'réservoir' area 
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occupying the combined width of. and feeding into, the segregated queues. A similar 

arrangement applied for the two-way l ink. Whenever a segregated queue overflowed 

its segregated Storage space it was assumed to spili back into the reservoir area and 

block vehicles from proceeding into either of the segregated queues. This interference 

between queues is a central feature in area-wide trame congestion, particularly to the 

form of congestion known as 'gridlock'. 

The severity of congestion was quantified by estimating the total delay ineurred as a 

result of a trame j a m or by measuring the number of blocked links en.cl.osed within its 

boundary. This was thought to be a useful measure when dealing with traffic jams 

that were spread over a substanti al part of the network. 

The next chapter uses the Simulation model to formulate a working theory which 

explains the processes of traffic j am development and dispersal i n rectangular grid 

networks. 
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Chapter 4 

The development and dispersai of 

traffic jams on rectangular grid 

networks 

4.1 Summary 

This chapter uses the traffic simulation model, introduced in the previous chapter, 

to investigate the fundamental attributes of idealised traffic jams, and considers how 

they vary in response to changes in network conditions and model assumptions. 

The characteristics of traffic jams are explored by examining the underlying processes 

of growth, dispersai and starvation. Some general conclusions are drawn about the 

spatial structure of traffic jams in grid networks. This leads to an assessment of the 

relationship between traffic j am structure and its dispersability. 

4.2 Introduction 

Traffic jams are becoming more fréquent everywhere, but not al i take the same form. 

Some are relatively simple: they consist of isolated queues associated with bottlenecks 
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on long saturated roads. Others have a more compiex spatial structure, for example 

área-w i de jams in town centres. Typical ly, area-wide jams involve the propagation of 

queues from one road link to another. Subsequent interaction of the queues leads to 

a phenomenon commonly referred to as 'gridlock 1 . 

W i t h i n certain l imitations. the developrnent of an area-wide jam can be analysed as 

a spatial phenomenon. The queues propágate in a predictable way to form a tree-

like structure having regular geometrical features. Some useful indicators about the 

behaviour of jams and ways of inhibit ing their growth can be gained by investigating 

this process with the help of models developed specifically for this purpose. 

In this chapter, we describe the formation, growth and dispersal of a trame jam on one-

way and two-way rectangular grid networks, and investigate the likely effectiveness 

of various traffic management strategies in deterring traffic jams, or dissipating them 

once they have formed. 

VVhile the overall pattern of j am developrnent wi l l be the same for one-way and two-

way grid networks, there are some important spatial differences. Consequently, we 

shall examine the structure of traffic jams in one-way grid networks first, and then 

explain how similar principies apply in two-way grid networks. 

The networks are idealised uniform grid networks with an inelastic pattern of traffic 

demand. Dynamic effeets of the type generated by traffic signáis are deliberately 

omítted, allowing one to observe more clearly the underlying spatial structure, unob-

scured by local variations in network geometry and traffic flow. 

4.3 Spatial characteristics of one-way traffic jams 

It is useful to consider the study of traffic jams in two phases. the growth phase 

and the dispersal phase. The growth phase can be initiated by installing a blockage 

towards the centre of the network. The dispersal phase can be actívated by removing 
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the obstruction or by introducing externa! counter-measures. 

The stages of development and dispersa! are affected by a secondary process: star-

vation. In general, starvation arises as a result of vehicles uriable to access certain 

regions in the network due to the traffic jam's development. Starvation affects the 

spatial characteristics of the traffic j am, as well as the shape of its overall boundary. 

The dispersal process of the traffic j a m is also affected by the extent of starvation. 

There are few papers which deal specifically wi th the processes of j a m development 

and dispersal. One exception is the report by Abbess and Wright (1991) which 

describes two models for traffic j a m growth, the first analytic and the second, a 

computer simulation model. Both demónstrate the features underlying the process 

of traffic j a m growth and point to possible trame management measures which aim 

to minimise the spread of jams and itihibit gridlock phenomena. The salient points 

of the study are summarised in Wright and Roberg (1997), together with further 

investigation concerning the asymptotic shapes of one-way traffic jams. 

In this section, we briefly outline the main concepts of this theory emphasising the 

predictions concerning the spatial characteristics of one-way traffic jams. The analysis 

is then extended by considering the sensitivity of the results to the assumptions 

underlying the model. This leads to additional features of traffic j a m development 

and dispersal in one-way grid systems. There follows a discussion of the relationship 

between traffic j am structure and its dispersability. The implications for traffic j am 

control are considered separately. 

4.3.1 Theoretical background 

When an obstruction is set on a link which is located towards the centre of the 

network, it may reduce the ahead discharge or it may reduce the turning discharge by 

a factor c, say. If, say, the turning discharge is reduced, a queue wi l l bui ld up unti l it 

filis the the turning storage área. It is then assumed to spread across the entire width 
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of the road, blocking the upstream réservoir. VVithin this area, ahead and turning 

vehicles wi l l be mixed together i n proportion to their respective demands. It follows 

that the throughput of ail vehicles w i l l now be reduced by a factor c. The queues in 

the réservoir wi l l in turn build up and eventually spil i back to the upstream entry. 

This séquence of queue spillback and blocking was explained in the previous chapter 

and shown diagramatically in F i g u r e 3 . 2 . 

If the turning discharge is reduced, the turning area wi l l fili up first, and then the 

upstream réservoir, in which case, the overall link propagation t ime tin wi l l be the sum 

of individuai spillback times for the turning Storage area and the upstream réservoir. 

However, if the ahead discharge is reduced. then the overall l ink propagation time, 

¿,4, wi l l be the sum of the individuai spillback times for the ahead Storage area and 

the upstream réservoir. 

Note that within the theoretical framework of this model, trame demand is spatially 

uniform everywhere within the system, ie, in the absence of any obstruction, the 

'ahead' flows at alt the stoplines are the same, and the turning fìows at al i the stoplines 

are the same irrespective of whether they are turning left or right (but not necessarily 

equal to the ahead flows). 

It is possible to describe the individuai l ink propagation times IA and t^R without 

having to make référence to the widths or lengths of the segregated Storage spaces 

and upstream réservoirs. The effects of varying the queue Storage arrangement can 

be represented entirely in terms of the stopline width allocation parameter a and the 

segregated proportion parameter a. This greatly simplifies the problem so that we 

can write, for example, 

N a{a - 1 + p) 
M - iLR = -r r T. r — (1) 

q(\ - c) p ( l - p) 

See Appendix C for the dérivation of this resuit. 
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Spatial structure of idealised traffic jam 

Once the l ink has filled up with queueing traffic. its capacity to accept vehicles from 

either of the two upstream links feeding into it wi l l be affected in the same way: it 

wi l l be reduced to a value c tirnes the demand. Effectively, the ini t ia l obstruction is 

propagated to the two upstream links., which wi l l now behave in a similar way. 

Hence, on the model network, a trame jam wil l spread ont from a blockage, repeating 

the same séquence of events on ali the links until the system is ful l of queueing 

vehicles. The queues grow upstream along well-defined paths, which can be identifled 

by searching for the quickest propagation 'routes'. 

A blockage which occurs at the downstream end of a particular link, may affect the 

'ahead' vehicles, or the ' turning' vehicles, or both. After the first link becomes full , 

the subséquent pattern of queue propagation wi l l be the same for ali three cases: the 

only élément which varies is the time taken for the first link to overflow. 

However, the growth paths are affected by the relative values of the l ink propagation 

times t/i and ILR. It is possible to dis t inguis i between three possible configurations 

corresponding to the following three conditions: 

1. tA < ÌLR ( Type I ) 

2. ¿4 > ÌLR ( Type II ) 

3. ¿.4 = ÌLR ( Type III ) 

(Note that for the one-way model we nave assumed ti, = ÌR since trafile demand is 

spatially uniform everywhere. Consequently, there is no necd to consider the cases 

ir. < t-R OR Ì-L > IR inclividually. But , for two-way traffic jams one needs to consider 

the effect of unequal turning proportions on the spatial structure of two-way traffic 

jams. This is dealt with in S e c t i o n 4.4 later in this chapter). 

From eq(l) thèse conditions are respectively équivalent to 
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1. Q < 1 —p 

2. Q > 1 - p 

3. a = 1 — p 

Condit ion (3) représenta the case where the ahead queue tails back at the sanie rate 

as the turning queue. This corresponds to the situation where the stopline widths 

are allocated in exactly the same proportion as the trame demands. In terms of the 

simulation parameters, this condition can be represented as a = 1 — p. In practice, 

this would not often occur and it is hence only of theoretical interest. 

Conditions (1) and (2) on the other hand. represent unequal rates of propagation. The 

first condition implies that the ahead queue propagates faster than the corresponding 

turning queue. This would occur when a < \ — p since i n this case, relative to the 

demand, less stopline width is devoted to the ahead queue causing it to tailback more 

rapidly than the turning one. 

B y contrast, the second condition (ÎA > î l r ) ; describes the reverse argument: relative 

to the demand, less stopline width is allocated to the turning queue which causes it to 

spillback faster than the corresponding ahead one. This corresponds to the situation 

a > \ — p. Thèse conditions affected the shape of the trame jam as follows: 

When IA < h,R, queue growth takes place most quickly in a straight line along one 

axis of the grid network. Other secondary queues branch out in straight lines at right 

angles from this prirnary queue, and yet more queues branch out from the secondary 

queues, and so on. The resulting propagation paths are shown in F i g u r e 4.1. The 

pattern is dominated by four prirnary paths (shown as thick black lines). that radiate 

from the source in four compass directions, dividing the system into four quadrants. 

The boundary of a Type I traffic j am is predicted to be diamond-shaped, centred on 

the init ial obstruction. 

The shape of a Type III traffic j a m is closely related to that of a Type I - the only 
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Figure 4.1: Spatial configuration of Type f jam (a < 1 — p) 
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Figure 4.2: Spatial configuration of Type ff jam (a > 1 — p) 
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différence being that the rate of j am expansion for a Type III trame jam is the 

same in ail four directions producing a perfectly regular diamomi shape. This is not 

necessarily the case for Type I trame jams whose diamond shape can be elongated in 

any of the four directions depending on the relationship ¿.4 < ÎIR. 

However, when i\ > t^R, the pattern is différent. The queues develop as small 

clusters of t ightly packed 'curls 1 and the growth paths are relatively tortuous. In this 

case, (Type II), the overall pattern can be divided into eight sec tors, as shown in 

F i g u r e 4 . 2 , and in the l imit , the boundary of the emergingjam is predicted to be 

octagonal. It is not a regular octagon, although it possesses four axes of symmetry. 

As ÌA increases st i l i further. so that the ratio tA/tiR approaches infinity, the octagon 

approaches the shape of a square. Thèse results were found by tracing out the queue 

propagation paths through the network, 

Whi le the analysis is useful in predicting the asymptotic shapes of trafflc jams in one-

way grid networks, it does not take into account randomness in the vehicle arrivai 

times, nor the 'starvation 1 phenomenon mentioned earlier. Furthermore, it cannot be 

applied to study the process of dispersai, since the theoretical model treats each queue 

independently and cannot model the effects of queues interacting w'ith each other. To 

see how thèse factors might affect j am structure, we must turn to a simulation model. 

Using the simulation tool introduced in the previous chapter, we point to the main 

aspects of trafKc j am devetopment, and comment on the rôle of starvation in this 

process. We then describe the traffic jam dissipation mechanism, which cannot be 

explained using the simple theory, and discuss the relationship between traffic j a m 

structure, and its inhérent dispersability. 
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Anti-clockwise development 

Clockwise development 

— • 

Figure 4.3: Arili-clockwise and clockwise development of gridlock cycles in one-way 

network 

4.3.2 Growth pattern of simulateci trame jam 

Stages in development 

In the ideatiscd model, trame jams may be initiated as a resuit of obstructions in the 

network. As a resuit, there wi l l be trafhc queues on one or more links, but the queues 

are efTectively independent. Then, queues wi l l begin to tail back, causing interférence 

with the flow through the junction. This is the interaction stage. The final stage in 

tins process occurs when queues encircle the original source of congestion, creating 

a loop of locked vehicles. This stage is known as gridlock and was introduced in 

C h a p t e r 2 with référence to the theory of cellular automata. A similar phenomenon 

arises în télécommunication networks, Glass and Ni (1994). where. for example, a 

packet of information may wait for a network resource to be released by a packet that 

is. in turiij waiting for the first packet to release some resource. This produces the 

circular wait condition known as gridlock. 

On a one-way network, gridlock cycles can form in one of two ways. Thèse are 
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demonstrated in F i g u r e 4 .3 . The top gridlock cycle is created as a result of vehicles 

unable to turn left, whereas the bottoni one forms as a result of vehicles unable to 

turn right. The overall pattern of queue development is the same for Ueft-turning 7 and 

'right-turning : gridlock cycles. The only différence is the direction of development: a 

left-turning cycle triggers anti-clockwise j a m évolution, whereas a right-turning one 

causes clockwise development. 

Similar patterns of gridlock formation have been simulated by Shepherd (1994), who 

used the N E M I S model adapted for a one-way grid. Despite major différences between 

the two simulation models. the conclusions are similar. For example, Shepherd caused 

the gridlock by specifying internai destinations around a central square, whereas we 

have triggered gridlock by reducing the capacity of a single l ink. Botti studies found 

that gridlock was more likely to occur as the percentage of turns within the 'centrai 

square' increased. Similarly, it was observed that once gridlock had formed, ìt was 

impossible to clear even if the demand was dropped to zero. This w i l l be discussed 

later, with référence to the blocking-back assumptions of the simulation tool. 

The investigation of one-way. area-wide trame jams has been conducted by the author 

using a 20 x 20 grid network. The growth of a trame jam was initiated as soon as the 

network had achieved its steady state. A regular pattern of queue development was 

observed as a result of installìng an obstruction. The process is shown in F i g u r e s 

4.4, 4-5 and 4 .6 . Thèse figures show the development of a simulated traffìc j a m 

around a ; r ight- turning : gridlock cycle. The network conditions are typical of a Type 

I trame jam. In F i g u r e 4.4, a queue has formed as a result of an obstruction, 

leading to ini t ia l interférence with upstream junctions. Eventually, this leads to the 

formation of a gridlock cycle, shown in F i g u r e 4 .5 . The traffìc j am then expands 

rapidly across the entire network, as seen in F i g u r e 4 .6 . The trame jam is bounded 

by a characteristic diamond shape. 

Referring to F i g u r e 4.4. one can observe that as the first l ink fil Is with queueing 

trafile, its capacity to accept vehicles frorn either of the two upstream links wi l l be 
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Figure 1.1: initial queue formation 
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Kigiin« 1.5: Right-turning gridlock cycle at centrt of traffic jam 
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Figurr 4.6: Diamond enuelopt of one-way traffic jam 
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Figure 4.7: Queut propagation paths for a traffic jam in a one-way grid network 
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reduced. This causes a source of ' fr ict ion' at the upstream junct ion, as two trafïic 

streams (ahead and turning) converge on the obstructed link and compete for the 

vacant road space there. Eventuali}', the two upstream links wi l l fili to capacity. caus-

ing the transmission of blocking effects to a further four junctions. The pattern thcn 

repeats itself in a self-similar way, with each new queue contributing two additional 

branches to the evolving structure. This idea is shown diagramatically in F i g u r e 

4.7. 

4.3.3 Starvation processes 

A secondary part of the development process of trame jams is the phenomenon of 

'starvation 1 - where vehiclcs are unable to reach parts of the traffic j am due to its own 

development. Starvation may affect the traffic jam's structure in a number of ways. 

We refer to the starvation which occurs in the internal régions of the trame j am as 

queue starvation, and to that which affects the shape of the traffic j am envelope as 

boundary starvation. W i t h queue starvation certain links become 'starved' of vehicles 

which are held back in upstream queues. Boundary starvation affects the shape of the 

jam boundary. Instead of following a regulär structure, such as a polygonal shape, 

gaps appear along the periphery of the traffic j am to create a fractal structure. The 

relationship between queue and boundary starvation is explained in a later section. 

Referring to F i g u r e 4.6, one can observe that the boundary of the traffic j am is 

roughly diamond shaped, as predicted by the theoretical model. Starvation phenom-

ena along the traffic j am boundary are apparent although not immediately obvious. 

However, for large traffic jams. their effects become more noticeable. F i g u r e 4 .8 

shows a simulated traffic j am about the size of London. The picture was achieved by 

running the simulation model over a 256 x 256 ono-way grid network with parameters 

typical of a Type I traffic j a m . Each cross represents a blocked junction. Due to the 

process of starvation, the j a m boundary is not entirely as predicted by the theory. 

It still exhibits the characteristic diamond shape but the j am is depleted at points 
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Figure 4.8: A large simulât (A traffic jam on a 256 x 256 onc-way grid network 

around the boundary, rather like a four-petalled flower. This vvill be discussed later 

in the chapter. 

Queue starvation arises as a resuit of a réduction in the level of trame feeding into 

particular links, because some of the traffìc is held up elsewhere in the traffic j am. 

Thus, a proportion of the links inside the boundary of the trame j am shown in F i g u r e 

4 . 6 , become 'starved' of vehicles, and do not accumulate queues at a l i . Since the 

density of vehicles on thèse links is less than normal trame, thèse queues have been 

termed anti-queues. 

'Anti-queues' have also been obscrved by Scemama (1995). who describes these ef-

feets as unusually free-flow conditions which develop at previously congested sections. 

These conditions propagate in parallel with the queues. Silice it is difficult to quan-

tify the contribution made by 'anti-queues', the author suggests a spatial approach 

in analysing the extent and severity of any affected régions. This might be achieved 

using a graphical facility which would help operators visualise and hence analyse the 

effeets of queue and anti-queue propagation. 
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Starvation has a third effect that is less immediately obvious than the two already 

mentioned: because vehicles are not able to leave the area enclosed by the j am bound-

ary at the rate they would otherwise have donc, outbound flous are depleted for some 

distance outside. The 'halo 1 of reduced traffic flous around the boundary is just per

ceptible in some of the computer visualisations. 

The 'anti-queues' shown in F i g u r e 4.6 propagate according to a regular geometrie 

pattern which develops in parallel with the traffic j am itself. Conséquently. it is 

possible to view the processes of growth and queue starvation as complementary 

ones. VVe consider the nature of this interaction next. 

Sensitivity of growth pattern to underlying assumptions 

The processes of queue and 'anti-queue' propagation are closely linked with the 

blocking-back mechanism. The assumptions underlying this mechanism can be sum-

marised as follows: 

In the model, the road link is divided into two distinct zones: a downstream queue 

Storage area where vehicles are organised into separate turning movements, and an 

upstream 'réservoir' area where the turning movements are mixed. The interactions 

occur at the transition between thèse zones. The degree of interaction may be altered 

via an additional parameter, denoted by s, which assumes values in the range 0 . . . 1. 

W i t h s = 0, the drivers' discipline is assumed to be imperfect. Conséquent!}', when 

a segregated queue spills back to the réservoir area, then no further movement is 

allowed from the réservoir area into either of the segregated régions. 

By contrast, when .s = 1. a queue in one segregated area does not affect the discharge 

of vehicles from the réservoir area into the alternative segregated area. This implies 

perfect lane discipline along the whole l ink: on entry vehicles immediately select the 

correct exit lane. Values of .s between 0 and 1 can be selected to model the effects of 

partial interaction. 
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The efTect of the degree of interaction between the queues on the pattern of ja in 

growth has been analysed by conducting an experiment in which, ali the model pa-

rameters remained fixed except for s (the degree of interaction) and p (the proportion 

of turning vehicles). The fixed parameters were a = 0.50 (equal stopline widths allo-

cated between ahead and turning queues). // = 17 (demand per entry point), K = 100 

( saturation capacity), the segregated portion of link held 20 vehicles and the corre

sponding réservoir area 40 vehicles. 

The results are summarised in Table 4 . 1 . which shows how the percentage of spil l-

back caused by turning queues changes in response to variations in network conditions 

and blocking assumptions. For example, when .s = 0 and p = 0.2, the percentage 

of blocked links triggered by the spillback of turning queues was thirty percent. In 

other words, the majority of spillbacks in the network (seventy percent) were caused 

by ahead spillback events. Thus, a = 0.50 < 1 — p. so the traffic j am is predicted to 

be Type I in plan. This confirms the results of the theoretical analysis where, when 

q < 1 — p, the resuit was a Type I trame jam, whereas when a > 1 — p, a Type II 

traffic jam formed. Similar conclusions may be drawn for the remaining entries of 

T a b l e 4 . 1 . 

Note that when the lane discipline of drivers is iinperfect (s = 0), an additional re

striction is introduced into the model. This l imits the proportion of spillback events 

triggered by turning queues, regardless of the overall turning proportion. This is ap

parent in the first row of T a b l e 4 . 1 , where even. for p = 0.8. when 1 ono would expect 

a Type II trame j a m (a > 1 — p), the résultant trame jam follows a Type I structure. 

Ibis is due to the constraint .s = 0 which ensures that the proportion of turn spillback 

does not exceed the corresponding proportion of ahead spillback. Thus, although the 

proportion of turning vehicles is m u d i greater than the corresponding proportion of 

ahead vehicles, the proportion of turn spillback is l imited by the additional constraint 

5 = 0, and the ahead spillback movement is dominant. Invariably. t& < tm and the 

résultant traffic j a m wil l be a Type I. 
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Turning 

s p=0.2 p=0.4 p=0.5 p=0.6 p=0.8 

0.0 30 % (a) 36 % (a) 40 % (a) 42 (X (a) 46 % (a) 

0,1 28 % (a) 41 % (a) 40 % (a) 51 % (b) 72 c/c (c) 

0.5 29 % (a) 38 % (a) 55 % (b) 54 % (b) 72 % (c) 

1.0 31 % (a) 41 % (a) 55 % (b) 53 % (b) 73 % (c) 

Table 4.1: Proportion of turn spillback in a trajjic jam, a: Diamond, b: Octagon, c: 

S quart 

However, as the value of .s increases beyond zéro, additional discharge is allowed 

tlirough the unblockcd exit, enabling the proportion of turn spillbacks to increase 

proportionately with p. When the proportion of turn spillbacks exceeds the corre

spondu^ proportion of ahead spillbacks, the trame jam assumes a Type II structure, 

whose boundary resombles an octagon. As this ratio increases st i l l further, the oc-

tagonal shape changes to a 'square'. 

Unlike the theoretical analysis which predicted a single shape for each j a m type, 

simulation has highlighted that there are various types of diamond and octagon shapes 

which characterise Type I and Type II trame jams. A Type I trame jam simulated 

with .s = 1 and p = 0.3 can be seen in F i g u r e 4 . 9 A . The traffic j am is roughly 

diamond shaped. As the value of p increases. the diamond envelope changes and 

begins to resemble a hybrid structure of a triangle on one side, and a trapézoïdal 

shape on the other. (sec F i g u r e 4 . 9 B ) . This represents the threshold between Type 

I and Type 11 t rallie jams. 

A s the proportion of turning increases beyond p = 0.5, then, providing s > 0. the 

queues begin to develop as small clusters of tightlv packed 'curls' which become more 

tortuous as the value of p approaches unity. This characterises the development of 

Type II trame jams. whose boundary broadly resembles an octagon. The octagon 

shape takes on various forms, an example of which is shown in F i g u r e 4 . 9 C . 
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A: Diamond ( p = 0.3 ) 
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Figure 4.9: The changing shape of tht boundary of simulated traffic jams with .s > 0 
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When the proportion of turning vehicles approarhos unity, thc jam boundary is dis-

torted into the shape shown in F i g u r e 4 .9D. If the tips of this structure are joined, 

then the resulting shape broadly resembles a square, although boundary starvation 

effects distort this shape quite substantially. Furthormore, the effects of 'anti-queues' 

have been eliminated completely, and the trame j am evolves in tight gridlock 'cycles'. 

This feature is typical of Type II trafïic jams. Thèse are dominated by turn spillback 

effects which propagate over the congested area. Increases in /> contribute to a d i -

minishing proportion of 'anti-queues\ which lead to worsening boundary starvation 

effects. W i t h Type I traffic jams the situation is reversed. Trame j am development is 

dominated by ahead spillback effects. which cause extensive queue and 'anti-queue' 

propagation. Boundary starvation effects, on the other hand, are lcss noticeable. 

We have already seen how Type I traffic jams incorporate a high proportion of 'anti-

queues', which is not the case with Type II traffic jams. This lias implications for 

dispersai. Later, we wil l see how a control strategy developed for Type I structures, 

might not be suited for clearing Type II structures. It would therefore be désirable 

if the extent of starvation in ail its forms, could be quantified, so that traffic engi-

neers could decide on the appropriate type of control. A n exploratory technique for 

measuring the extent of starvation is proposed in the next section. 

Fractal structure of traffic jams 

Earlier in the thesis ( S e c t i o n 2 . 2 . 3 ) we considered the relationship between Diffu

sion Limited Aggregation ( D L A ) , originali}' described by Wit ten and Sander (1981), 

and the process of queue propagation. A D L A is created by aggregating particles 

to the current structure which therefore evolves until the process is stopped or the 

structure reaches a particular spatial l imi t . The process of D L A générâtes fractal 

structures using a stochastic algorithm. 

A D L A aggregate can be initiated by planting a seed particle at the centre of a lattice 

of sites. The growth process émanâtes from the seed, and over timo, a cluster of 
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particles émerges. Particles are releaserl from the edge of a pre-defined région, and 

are conserved. A particle can assume one of thrre possible statosi fixed, transient or 

destroyed. Fixed particles cling to the evolving structure and cease to move. Transient 

particles continue to traverse the system until they become fixed or destroyed - in 

which case they are lost to the system. It is also possible to modify the rules which 

govern the growth mechanism of the aggregate. This enables a large variety of types 

of D L A to be générât ed. 

The development of a trame jam over a rectangular grid network is analagous to 

the D L A mechanism. Vehicles arrive at the network sources and leave via the sinks. 

whereupon they are destroyed. Like D L A , vehicles aggregate at an obstruction to 

trafhc flow placed at a busy junction. However, there are also some important dif

férences between the processes of D L A and trame jam growth. First , the movement 

of vehicles in urban networks is not random walk - drivers leave specific origins to 

reach their planned destinations. Second, the growth process of a D L A aggregate is 

irreversible. 

Like D L A . the résultant trame jam structure possesses regulär geometrie features 

which are common to fractal objects. The growth pattern is replicated across severa] 

scales, although the 'scale' is l imited by the block-size. For example, as shown in 

F i g u r e 4.10, traffic j am development focusses on the central gridlock cycle (shown 

in black) which surrounds a city block. But secondar}' gridlock cycles may be observed 

as the traffic jam expands. These extend over a number of city blocks and arc shown 

in blue ( two blocks in each direction ) and green ( four blocks in each direction ). In 

this context, the traffic j am is 'self-similar' in structure. 

A secondai}' feature of the fractal structure is the gaps that appear both along and 

inside the outer boundary of the j am région, as shown in F i g u r e s 4.6 and 4.8. 

These irregularities lend a fractal characteristic to the developing traffic j a m . 

The small traffic j am image shown in F i g u r e 4.6 covers a range of twenty blocks. 
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Figure 4.10: Box-counting algorithm 

The heavily coloured régions indicate traffic congestion - gaps are clearlv seen between 

the main jammed roads. Thtst gaps art known as 'anti-queues'. Traffic flow is seen 

at other junctions. the clear gaps around them indicate that traffic is not being held 

up for any significant amount of tiine. 1 he larger scale model. F i g u r e 4 . 8 . shows 

oui y congested areas and lias a structure resembling a fern growth. 

It is possible to measure the extent of the gaps in the jam structure by estimating the 

fractal dimension of the traffic jam. In general, the fractal dimension of any structure 

is obtained by plotting the logarithm of a j)articular measure against the length of 

the measuring scale, [f tins plot is linear, with negative gradient I). then 1 - I) is an 

estimate of the structure's dimension. Mandelbrot ( 1983). 

To estimate the fractal dimension of a traffic jam. we define a square région of side /. 
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which can be covered by closcd square boxes of side length 2'. Tins is superimposed 

on the grid network as shown in Figure 4.10 to eliminate any possible ambiguities 

which may arise in the counting procedure. 

Let N(r) denote the number of boxes of side length r = 2' which intersect the traffic 

j am image. A plot of ln(N(r)) vs ln(\/r) is then obtained. Providing the résultant 

graph is approximately linear with gradient I), then D can be interpreted as the 

fractal dimension of the image since 

ln(N(r)) = D*ln(l/r) + ln{P) 

where P is a constant. Hence 

,V(r) * rD = P 

The full algorithm for this 'box-counting' procedure is provided in Appendix C. A 

similar technique lias also been successfully applied by Morse et al (1985) to measure 

the fractal dimension of végétation. 

Figure 4.11, shows the relationship between the number of intersections and the 

corresponding scale of measurement. Each of the graphs appears as a negatively 

sloped line. This demonstrates the fractal nature of the image. 

The fractal dimensions, denoted by Dn, for the trame jams grown over grid networks 

of order n x n, are shown in Table 4.2. They bave been estimated by measuring 

the respective line slopes shown in Figure 4.11. The results are similar to those 

obtained by Meakin (1983), for a conventional D L A process. Note that the fractal 

dimension, Dn, may assume values in the range 1 . . . 2. Mandelbrot (1983). Thus. if 

Dn -> 1, the traffic j a m wil l resemble a linear structure, but as Dn approaches 2, 

then the image wi l l tend to fili the 2-D space with few gaps in the structure. In other 

words. Dn measures the degree to which the traffic j am image fills a two-dimensional 

s pace. 

The increasing values of Dn suggest that the traffic j am assumes a more dense struc

ture as the size of the network increases. This effect can be observed by comparing 
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Network size 16 .. 512 
Scale: logarithmjc 

Slope of line equals fractal dimension 
of traffic jam in L x L network 

L=16 L=32 L=64 L=128 L=256 L=512 

2 3 4 
Side length of square in gnd: ln(1/r) 

Figure 4.11: I.oyarithmic plots: negative slope of lint equals fractal dimension 

the shapes of the trame jams shown in F i g u r e 4 .8 and F i g u r e 4 .6 respectively. In 

4 .6 the boundary of the trame j am can be viewed as approximately step-like. and to 

a degree almost linear, whereas wi lh F i g u r e 4 .8 the intricate shape of the boundary 

is reflected in a fractal dimension closer to 2 than 1. 

Il would be désirable lo extend t h is technique to measure the fractal dimension of 

Type II trame jams so that comparisons could he made between the tuo types. But 

tins aspect uas not pursued here because although the method provides a way of 

describing the structure of a trame jam. it is a theoretical measure which in ils current 

forni, cannot be applied in a practical sense. The objectives of this research were of a 

practical nature and further developinent of the analvsis could not be justitìed under 

the constraints of the research programme. 

Having considered the structure of trafhc jams in détail, vve now turn to the problem 

of their dispersai. 
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Network Size: n Fractal Dimension: Dn 

16 1.37 ±e 

32 1.48 ± e 

64 1.52 ± c 

12S 1.55 ± e 

256 1.61 ± e 

512 1.65 ± e 

Table 4.2: Fractal dimension of traffio jam: 0.00 < e < 0.03 

4.3.4 Dispersability 

Stages in the dispersai process 

The dispersai process of a trame jam can be initiated by removing the originai cause 

of the j am, or by introducing external counter-measures. The rate of dispersai vvill 

be affected, amongst others, by the network conditions, the location and severity of 

the original incident, and the time taken t i l l control policies are implemented. 

It is convenient to classify the transition from the growth phase to the dispersai 

phase into threc catégories. VVhere the t raffi c j am has been active for a short t ime, 

the removal of the original incident terminâtes the growth process, and the queues 

disperse at varying rates. The transition from the development state to the dispersa! 

state is immediate, and the traffic j am is eliminated within a short time period. 

The second category arises when the removal of the obstruction leads to an oscillatory 

phase in which queue lengths fluctuate throughout the congested région. Traffic j am 

growth accélérâtes and décélérâtes at regular intervais. Eventuali}', the queues begin 

either to dissolve or grow. The boundary between growth and decay is not clearly 

defìned. and dispersai without external forms of intervention cannot always be reliably 

predicted. 

In the third group, the élimination of the incident does not induce the traffic j am 
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Time-Slice 

Figure 4.12: Dispersai mechanism I: traffic jam decays 

to disperse and the traffic j a m continues to expand. In some cases, the removal of 

the incident leads to a temporary réduction in j am size, which is followed almost 

immediately by renevved growth. In this case, after a given time interval, the traffic 

j a m fails to clear, and more extensive intervention is required in order to induce the 

dispersai state. 

Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 demonstrate thèse three catégories graphically. The 

graphs represent an example of a séries of simulation experiments in which a traffic 

j a m was grown for a fixed number of time-slices. This was followed by the removal 

of the obstruction. The t iming of the removal varied and appeared to bave a criticai 

impact on the dispersai outcome. 

Figure 4.12 exhibits the accélération of growth caused by the obstruction. The 

élimination of the incident in the sixth cycle of the simulation triggers the dispersai 

process, and the traffic j a m clears within a short period of time. The graph in Figure 

4.13 exhibits the oscillatory phase which might arise in dispersing traffic jams. The 
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Time-Slice 

Figure 4.13: Dispersal mechanism II: queue lengths oscillate 

Time-Slice 

Figure 4.14: Dispersal Mechanism III: traffic jam fails to citar 
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incident is eliminateci during the seventh cycle of the simulation. The dispersai pat

tern follows a downward trend, although fluctuations occur from one cycle to the 

next. The third graph. shown in Figure 4.14, highlights the build-up of the traffic 

j am until the extraction of the incident, which occurs in the eighth simulation cycle. 

Thereafter follows a re-arrangement of the vehicles within the queues, which some-

times causes a temporary réduction in the j am size. The slight réduction in j am size 

is due to the additional space which is created as a resuit of removing the obstruction. 

This enables the release of a small number of vehicles from the queue immediately 

upstream of the obstruction. This movement produces a ripple effect throughout the 

traffic j a m but it is only temporary and the traffic j am soon begins to expand as 

before. 

The above experiment was repeated using différent seeds which were generated at 

randorn at the start of the simulation. The results indicate similar phases in the 

dispersai mechanism (decay, oscillation and growth). The results are presented in 

Appendix B. 

The importance of early attention of the cause of the traffic j am is demonstrated in 

this simulation experiment. Postponing the removal of the obstruction by a single 

cycle sometimes results in the traffic jam's failure to clear. 

T h e onset of gridlock 

Spatial analysis of congestion patterns lias highlighted tliat the formation of a gridlock 

cycle represents an important threshold within the évolution of the traffic j a m . Once 

it lias occurred it becomes more difficult to clear the résultant traffic j a m . This effect 

can be observed in Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14. In the first case, the gridlock 

cycle had formed ori three of the four possible sides, and total dispersai was achieved. 

In the second case, the gridlock cycle had extended into the fourth side. However the 

cycle had not 'closed' completelv, ie the fourth queue had not arrived at the starting 

point of the trame jam. This occurred in the th ird case. W i t h the onset of gridlock, 
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it was no longer possible to clear the traffic j am by removing the obstruction and 

more extensive forms of intervention vvere required. These included the application 

of vehicle-bans at spocific network locations. These are described in more detail in 

Chapter 5. 

4.3.5 Implications for control 

There are two approaches for controlling traffic qneues. The first approach considers 

how features in the road layout, such as the allocation of queue storage space between 

ahead and turning vehicles, can be exploitod in order to curb the rate of traffic j am 

expansión and to delay the onset of gridlock phenomena. Measures such as these 

are static because once set, they can no longer be changed. The second approach 

suggests responsive measures vvhich can alleviate congested situations where gridlock 

has already set in . These are known as dynamic measures. This section considers 

a selection of traffic management measures that can be implemented as part of a 

static control scheme. Dynamic control measures vvill be dealt with separately in 

Chapter 5. 

Static control measures can be classified in two groups: measures which afTect the 

rate of queue propagation and measures which afTect the formation of the gridlock 

cycle. Traffic engineers would aim to reduce the rate of queue propagation whilst 

postponing the onset of gridlock for as long as possible. We use the simulation tool 

to point to various ways of how these objectives might be achieved in practice. 

Before describing the experiments, we provide some justification for the ranges of the 

key parameter valúes over which the experiments have been conducted. These valúes 

include the proportion of turning vehicles (p). the level of demand (p). the allocation 

of stopline vvidths (o), and the degree of interference between the segregated and 

reservo!r áreas of a link (s). 

In general, the proportion of turning vehicles in a road network is relatively low and 



does not regularly exceed thirty percent. Unless otherwise specified, the value of p in 

the experiments is assumed not to exceed this l imit . Similarly, within the constraints 

of the saturation capacities. the level of demand lias varied from // = 16 (low) to 

p — 28 (high) vvith values in between representing average levels. 

The allocation of stopline widths has been controlied using the a parameter which 

in principle. could assume values from the continuons range 0 . . . 1 . Nevertheless. 

in the context of thèse experiments, a was l imited to a discrete set of choices a € 

{0.33,0.50,0.66,0.75.0.80}. Thèse were thought to reflect some of the road layouts 

found in practice ( for example a = 0.66 would allocate tvvo lanes for ahead trame 

to each lane of turning trame ). A similar stance was taken with the actual range 

assumed by the s parameter. Three values were selected from the range 0 . . . 1. Thèse 

were s = 0 (worst case), .s = 1 (best case) and .s = 0.5 (average case). 

Minimising rate of traffic jam growth 

The analytic model of Wright and Roberg (1997) predicted that, under idealised 

conditions, ktho rate of traffic j a m growth was affected among other things by the 

severity of the original blockage, the overall level of trame demand, the proportion of 

link Storage area devoted to the segregated queues and the balance of Storage areas 

between ahead and turning queues. In addition, it was postulated that for Type I 

trame jams it would be désirable to a im for a layout in which the widths allocated to 

the segregated approach queues would be in exactly the same ratio as the demands 

(Q = 1 — p) together with minimal length of segregated queue Storage ( small a ). 

See Appendix C for the dérivation of this result. 

A séries of experiments were conducted using the simulation tool, where for each 

run, the size of the traffic j am ( measured in terms of the total number of blocked 

links ) was recorded after a fixed period. The fixed simulation parameters were as 

follows: the Storage capacity of a link was 50, the demand, //, was 24 (veh per min 

per entry point), the saturation capacity, K, was 50 (veh per min) , the proportion 
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Figure 1.15: Efffvt of scgrtgatta qufuf storage on jarn size for varions channelisation 

régimes 

of turning vehicles. p. was set at 0.2 and imperfect driver discipline (.s = 0) was 

assumed throughout. The parameters that varied from trial to trial were the extent 

of channelisation a and the degree of ségrégation (a), a was chosen froin a discrete 

parameter set (o € {0.33.0.5.0.66.0.75.0.80.0.85}) and a varied f r o m 0 .4 . . .0 .8 . 

Figure 4 .15 shows the effect of segregated queue Storage capacity on the jani size for 

various channelisation régimes. The results indicate that keeping ail other simulation 

parameters fixed. the rate of trafhc jam growth was slowed when the segregated 

région was small . Thus. given a particular set of demands. turning proportions, road 

link Storage capacities. saturation flows and stopline vvidth allocations, the rate of 

trafhc jam growth could he curbed by dedicating a small portion of the road to the 

segregated région. 

In addition, the rate of j am growth follows a downward trend for increasing values of 

o. but only up to a point. As o increases bevond 0.80 spillback events become more 

fréquent and the rate of trafhc jam expansion increases. Thus. the rate of trafhc jam 
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Figuro 4.16: Efftct of channelisation on lime tilt gridlock: o = 0.4 

growth is minimised vvhen a = 0.80, in other words, when the amount of stopline 

width devoted to the ahead segregated approach is in the same proportion as the 

demarid using it, ie, for small a and when a = 0.8 = \ — p. 

Inhibiting gridlock 

The theory also pointed to possible mcasures for inhibit ing gridlock. These included 

allocating a larger proportion of stopline width to the turning trame. The reasoning 

for this is provided in Appendix C. 

Another series of simulation trials were conducted using the simulation tool to test 

this hypothesis. In the experiments, an obstruction was introduced at the start of 

the simulation. The number of time-slices until the onset of gridlock was recorded 

for various values of a . The remaining model parameters were the same as in the 

previous experiment except that o was fixed at 0.4 throughout. 

The results show that for high values of a , gridlock occurs almost immediately. How-

ever, it is possible to delay the onset of gridlock by reducing a , ie by allocating a 
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larger proportion to the turning traffic. Thus, there is a direct conflict between the 

requirement to maximise gridlock time, and the requirement to minimise the overall 

growth rate of the traffic j am. F i g u r e 4 .16 shows the efTect of channelisation on the 

time t i l i gridlock for the particular parameter values listed above: however. a similar 

pattern was observed for other demand levels as well. 

Q u e u e i n t e r a c t i o n 

One of the assumptions underlying this model is the effect of spillback of one queue 

on its neighbour. Unless specificd otherwise, it is assumed that when a queue Spills 

back to the réservoir area, movement is suspended into both segregated areas. In real 

networks, this assumption might be too crude, since skil l ful drivers often manouver 

themselves around the tail of a queue. Consequently, we next examine the sensitivity 

of the model to this assumption insofar as the rate of traffic j a m growth and the time 

t i l i gridlock are concerned. 

In a l imited experi ment, traffic jams were simulated under identical conditions for 

a variety of turning proportions, p G {0 .2 . . . 0.7}. The size of the traffic j am was 

recorded after 25 time-slices for each level of turning. The fixed parameters were 

the link capacity (60 vehicles), the saturation capacity K = 100, the level of demand 

(i = 17 (veh per min per entry point), and a = 0.50 (equa! allocation of stopline 

widths). The size of the traffic j am was measured for various values of s - the queue 

interaction parameter - typically s = 0, 0.5, 1. 

F i g u r e 4 .17 describes the size of the traffic j a m over time for p = 0.3. The results 

show how the rate of traffic j am growth may be reduced, but not apparent ly by very 

much by increasing the value of s beyond zero. The results hère seem to be relatively 

insensitive to queue interaction. A similar trend was observed for différent proportions 

of turning. The results are summarised in T a b l e 4 . 3 . where, for each value of /?, the 

rate of traffic j am growth is slowest when 6 = 1 and highest when s = 0. This can 

be understood intuitively. W i t h s = 1, vehicles that would be restricted under s = 0, 
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Figure 4.17: Rah of growth of traffic jam for carious s 

Turning J a i n Size 

P s 1) s=0.5 8=1 

0.2 109 71 73 

0.3 L03 91 81 

0.4 93 68 65 

0.5 82 61 52 

0.6 73 46 \ 1 

0.7 11 25 25 

Table 4.3: Extent of traffic jam (Xo. of blocked links at r = rw) with respect to s 
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Tu n i in g t9 

P s=0 s=0.5 s = l 

0.2 17 17 13 

0.3 12 12 10 

0.4 1 1 11 lit 

0.5 7 7 7 

0.6 7 7 7 

Table 4.4: Time to gridlock (minutes) with respect to s 

may proceed en route to thoir respective destinations. Consequently, less vehicles 

become trapped by congestion, thereby ensuring a slower rate of j a m expansion. 

Traffic delays can therefore be reduced if drivers position themselves according to the 

correct exit lane. 

However, with the criterion of maximising the time t i l l gridlock the situation is re-

versed. T a b l e 4 . 4 shows how, for varions p, the time t i l l gridlock - measured in time 

slices and denoted by tg) - decreases as s increases. The results indicate that it is not 

always bénéficiai to increase the value of .s beyond zéro when the overall aim is to de-

lay the onset of gridlock. Furthermore, the likelihood of gridlock formation increases 

proportionately with increases in the percentage of turning. Gridlock is also triggered 

more rapidly with higher turning proportions - seventeen tirne-slices are required for 

p = 0.2 whereas with p = 0.6, gridlock lias formed within seven time-slices. Similar 

conclusions have been drawn in the study by Shepherd (1994). 

It follows that the onset of gridlock and traffic j am expansion as a whole are to some 

extent independent: they may be influenced in différent ways by the various network 

parameters. It may therefore be appropriate to view traffic delays and gridlock as two 

separate characteristics: stratégies that yield improvements in one respect may not 

yield a similar improvement in the other. In particular, there are circumstances where 

queueing restrictions reduce the rate of growth of the j am, but can actually induce 
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a premature onset of gridlock conditions, and hence make dispersai more difficult. 

Similarly, there are circumstances which may postpone the onset of gridlock. but 

increase the rate of traffic j am growth, and hence the overall rate of delay. I he 

control of trame congestion is complicated by thèse conflicting aims. both of which 

need to be addressed in tandem. 

It follows that in developing stratégies for C o n t r o l l i n g traffic congestion in real net

works, the solution wi l l dépend on the overall objectives. The comparative importance 

of thèse objectives wil l dictate the type of strategy to be implemented and some él

ément of compromise wil l need to be sought. Consequently, networks wi l l need to 

become more adaptable to forms of control since thèse wi l l vary according to the 

prevailing conditions and requirements. 

4.4 Traffic jams on two-way grid networks 

4.4.1 Growth pattern 

The development of a traffic j am on a two-way network resembles the process de-

scribed for the one-way network. When an obstruction is created towards the centre 

of the network, init ial ly there wi l l be one or more queues which are effectively in-

dependent. Subsequently, thèse wi l l branch out to cause interfence with upstream 

links and eventually, the queues wi l l encircle the cause of the obstruction leading to 

gridlock. 

But while there are similarities in the stages leading to gridlock there are also a 

number of différences. In the one-way system, vehicles travelling along a link may 

choose from two possible movements at the downstream junction, ahead and turning. 

The turning movements alternate between left and right turns at successive junctions. 

In addition, at any given junct ion. vehicles may arrive via either of two approaches: 

ahead and one of left or right. It follows that when a link fi Ils with queueing traffic. 

its capacity to accept vehicles wi l l be reduced and blocking effects wi l l be transmitted 
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to the two upstream links feeding into this blocked link. At the upstream junct ion, if 

the left-turning movement is blocked. then the gridlock cycle wi l l evolve in an anti-

clockwise manner, vvhereas if the right-turning movement is blocked, the cycle wil l 

forni in a clockwise direction. (The circulai analogy has been used to explain the 

séquence of links which block as a result of the obstruction. Kach pattern produces 

a slightly différent gridlock cycle.) Thus. trame jam development on a one-way grid 

network émanâtes from a single loop of locked vehicles. These can be left-turning or 

right-turning vehicles, but not both. 

Let us now consider the process of jam development in the two-way system. Herc, 

vehicles travelling along a link may choose from three possible movements at the 

downstream junction: ahead. loft and right. Conversely, at any given junct ion, ve

hicles may arrive v ia either of three approaches: ahead, left and right. When a link 

fills with queueing trame, blocking effeets wil l propagate to the three upstream links 

which feed into this blocked link. Consequently, two gridlock cycles wi l l develop 

in parallel: one of left-turning vehicles, (known as a left-turning gridlock cycle), the 

other of right-turning vehicles, (known as a right-turning gridlock cycle). The network 

becomes 'gridlocked' as soon as either of these cycles has formed. 

The pattern of development is dominated by a number of primary queues which 

subsequently branch out into secondar}' queues. Kventually, these extend to forni 

larger centres of interlocking queues. The overall shape of a simulât ed two-way traffic 

j am is shown in Figure 4.18. The obstruction lias been placed at the junction 

highlighted in purple. The gridlock cycles at the centre of the traffic jam bave been 

highlighted in red and green respectively. 

The boundary of a two-way trame jam broadly follows the shape of a one-way traflic 

j am. If the tips of the two-way traffic jam shown in Figure 4.18 are joined. then 

the boundary exhibits the characteristic diamond shape. However, this shape is not 

as regular as the one-way counterpart, and there are large areas within the boundary 

which do not accumulate vehicles at a l i . Indeed, the fourth quadrant of the two-way 
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trame jam appears blank in the cliagram since this quadrant is the last to be affected 

by the j am and it takes a considérable amount of t ime unti] it fills. In addition, the 

overall structure of the traffic j am is more dense. 

We bave also simulated two-way traffic jams in which the overall turning proportion 

has varied whilst maintaining an equal ratio between left and right turns. This was to 

enable us to compare the results with those of the analytic one-way model. Later we 

describe the effect of unequal ratios between left and right turning traffic. The shapes 

correspond roughly to the one-way traffic jams simulated with .s = 1 under similar 

conditions. This is not surprising since the spillback définitions rely on équivalent 

assumptions. Thus, in this case, it appears that the Type I (diamond shape) and 

Type II (octagonal and square) classification for one-way traffic jams may be extended 

to the case of two-way traffic jams. Traffic jams afTected by ahead spillback effeets 

wi l l be Type I in structure, whereas those doininated by turn spillback effeets wi l l be 

Type II. Furthermore, it might be possible to modify dispersai stratégies developed 

for one-way traffic jams and apply them in a similar way to tackle two-way traffic 

jams. We wil l consider the implications of this in C h a p t e r 5. 

E f f e c t of t u r n i n g p r o p o r t i o n o n j a m s t r u c t u r e 

The spatial characteristics of a two-way traffic j am wil l be affected by network con

ditions in m u d i the sarne way as the one-way counterpart. For example, increasing 

levels of demand wil l contribute to a faster rate of j am expansion in bot h cases. How-

ever, an important différence between the two types of network is the contribution 

of right-turning movements to the overall characteristics of the résultant traffic j am. 

This wi l l be examined in two parts. In this section, we wil l describe the effect of the 

balance between left and right turns on the trame jam shape. The contribution of the 

right-turn Storage areas (known as right-turn bins) on the processes of growth and 

decay wil l be considered separately. 

Assuming that the Storage space allocated between left-turning and right-turning 
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queues is approximately the sanie, there are a number of possibilités to consideri 

1. proportion of left-turning vehicles is greater than the corresponding right-turning 

proportion. 

2. proportion of right-turning vehicles exceeds corresponding left-turning propor

t ion. 

3. left and right-turning proportions identical 

It follows that vvith condition (1). providing the assumption regarding Storage space 

holds, the , left-turniIlg , gridlock cycle wi l l forni more rapidly than the right-turning 

one. This can be seen in Figure 4.19. in which the ' lef t - tuni ing' gridlock cycle lias 

been highlighted in red. Furthermore, there is one quadrant which hardly accumulate^ 

any vehicles. Silice the trame j a m evolves in a clockwise direction, this quadrant is 

affected last. 

However, vvith condition (2) the situation is reversed: the proportion of right-turning 

vehicles exceeds the corresponding proportion of left-turning vehicles, and the trame 

jam evolves in an anti-clockvvise direction. Figure 4.20 shows the resulting traffic 

j a m . In this case, the right-turning traffic dominâtes and as a resuit, the 'right-

turning 1 gridlock cycle forms first. It has been highlighted in green. 

Condit ion (3) describes the situation in which the ratio between left and right turning 

vehicles is identical. If this were the case, then the left-turning and right-turning 

gridlock cycles would evolve at equal rates and even lock at the sanie point in timo. 

This would imply a double gridlock, and jam dispersai in sudi a situation might 

be more difficult. However. in practice, this situation would almost never occur. 

Consequently, it is only of theoretical interest. 

4.4.2 Effect of right-turn bin size on jam growth and decay 

The structure of the two-way network resembles the one-way counterpart except that 

in addition to the ordinary links which comprise the network, there are also areas 
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(referred to as right-turn bins) which limit the throughput of right-turning traffic at 

oach intersection. Thèse areas introduce a degree of irregularity to the grid structure 

because their Storage capacity is much smaller than conventional links. This is not 

the case with the one-way system whose links ali have the sanie Storage capacity. At 

the end of each simulation cycle, the vehicles waiting in the right-turn Storage bins 

progress towards their destination link subject to space being available downstream. 

Note that the spillback assumptions for two-way links ( S e c t i o n 3.2 .4) have not been 

modelled for the right-turn bins. In other words, the maximum number of vehicles 

that can wait in the right-turn bin area is l i mit ed to a small yet fixed number. Thèse 

vehicles can forni into a single line of queueing traffic but no queueing interactions are 

modelled within thèse areas. This means that the model only represents the 'best-

case' scenario as there may be additional complications (such as blocking effects in 

the right-turn bin areas) which may cause the system to lock up faster than predicted. 

The rate of traffic j am expansion does not appear to be affected by the size of the 

right-turn bin area. In other words, increasing the size of the area does not slow the 

rate of jam growth in any way. However, the rate of traffic jam dispersai is sensitive 

to the size of this area although only up to a point: given the network conditions it 

can be beneficiai to increase the size of the bin area. This results in a faster dispersai 

rate and shorter delays. But , increasing the size of the area without bound does not 

help. particularly when the right-turn saturation flow is less than the Storage capacity 

of the right-turn bin area. Consequently, it is advisable to set the size of this area 

close to the value of the right-turn saturation flow. 

F i g u r e 4.21 shows the contribution of the size of the right-turn bin on the rate of 

jam dispersai graphically. The total delay to drivers is smallest when the right-turn 

bin size is fixed at eight vehicles. (This value is close to the right-turn saturation 

flow). The delay inercases slightly if the right-turn bin size is reduced to six vehicles. 

If the bin size is reduced further, to fi ve vehicles. then the traffic j am fails to clear 

and the total delay to drivers increases without bound. The reason for this is that 



the size of the Storage bins imposes an additional l imit on the throughput of vehicles 

from the right-turning segregated queue. If too small (as shown in this example). 

then the queue feeding into this area fails to clear and triggers spillback events which 

eventually propagate throughout the congested région. 

The results in F i g u r e 4.21 were achieved by running the simulation with the follow-

ing fixed parameters: // = 20,a = O . O O A C = 100 and the l ink Storage capacity was 60 

vehicles, with a = 0.33. The proportion of turning vehicles was p = 0.3 of which 0.14 

were left-turning and the remainder right-turning. The trame jam was grown over a 

fixed period of fifteen time-slices, following which the obstruction was rernoved. 

Thus, while the rate of trame j a m expansion is not affeeted by the capacity of the 

right-turn Storage bin, the size may be criticai where trame jam dispersai is eoncerned. 

This trend was observed for other parameters and network conditions. 

However, whilst the rate of dispersai appears to be faster if the size of the right-turn 

bin area is increased. a degree of caution is required. This is because the effeets of 

queueing within the right-turn bin areas have not been modelled directly and so, by 

allocating too much Storage space, one might actually promote blocking effeets and 

gridlock within the intersection itself. This might cause the system to lock up faster 

than expected and make dispersai much more difficult. 

This analysis suggests that junction layout may play an important role where trame 

jam dispersai is eoncerned and that inappropriate Storage allocation may generate 

situations which are out of proportion to the original incident. In addition, whilst a 

particular road layout might be suitable when the overall objective is to reduce the 

spread of congestion, additional space might need to be provided when the system 

has broken down in order to aid dispersai. This should be considered in the design 

stages. 
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Time-Slice 

Figuro L21: Effect of right-turn bin sizt on rati of traffic jaw decay 
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Figure 4.21: Effect of right-tum bin sizc on rate of traffic jam decay 
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4.5 Conclusions 

This chapter considérée! the fondamental attributes of trame jams in one-way and 

two-way rectangular grid networks, and developed a framework for their classification. 

Three stages characterised the behaviour of traffic jam phenomena. Thèse were the 

development phase, the dispersai phase, as well as a starvation mechanism whieh 

interacted with the primary stages of growth and decay. 

The growth phase was initiated by creating an obstruction towards the centre of the 

network. This led to one or more queues which were effectively independent. Subse-

quently. thèse branched out to cause interférence with upstream links, and eventuali}', 

the queues encircled the cause of the obstruction leading to gridlock. 

The overall pattern of traffic j a m development was the sanie for one-way and two-

way grid networks. But some différences were observed, for example, traffic jam 

development on a one-way network emanated from a single loop of locked vehicles, 

whereas with the two-way network, the development focussed on two loops which 

formed in parallel. The problem of gridlock in a two-way network was potentially 

more severe than in the one-way network since there were twice as many gridlock 

loops to deal with . In addition, whilst the size of the right-turn bin areas did not 

affect the rate of traffic j am growth, their size was criticai where traffic j am dispersai 

was concerned. 

The boundary of a traffic jam in a one-way grid network broadly resembled a polygonal 

shape. Depending on the network conditions, this was characterised as either diamond 

shaped (Type I), octagonal or square shaped (Type II) in plan. Similar shapes were 

observed for the two-way network. 

Simulation experiments were conducted to assess the rôle of network conditions on 

the structure of the developing traffic jam. This highlighted the interaction between 

traffic j am growth and starvation - where vehicles were unable to gain access to parts 

of the jam due to its development. Starvation affected the shape of the traffic jam 
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envelope (boundary starvation) as well as the internal régions of the trame jam. This 

was referred to as queue starvation. 

Starvation altered the j am structure in three ways, firstly by producing "anti-queues", 

secondly by creating indentations in the shape of the j am boundary and thirdly by 

creating a halo of reduced traffic flows outside the congested area. The extent of 

starvation was quantified using a fractal analogy. 

The removal of the original obstruction led to one of three distinct phases which 

characterised the dispersai mechanism. These were (a) traffic j am disperses at varying 

rates, (b) traffic j am growth accélérâtes and décélérâtes at regulär intervais and (c) 

traffic j am fails to clear without some form of external intervention. 

The sensitivity of the network to gridlock was demonstrated. Furthermore. it was 

shown that it was best to postpone the onset of gridlock for as long as possible in 

order to maximise the chances of achieving total dispersai. However, there appeared 

to be a direct conflict between the requirement to maximise gridlock time, and the 

requirement to minimise the overall growth rate of the traffic j am and hence reduce 

delays to drivers. 

Two approaches for Controlling traffic queues were outlined. These were referred to 

as 'static' or "dynamic" in nature. A sélection of traffic management measures which 

could be implemented as part of a "static" control scheme were examined. However, 

thèse were l imited since they could not be applied once gridlock h ad already set i n . 

This suggested the need for responsive measures which could alleviate congested sit

uations wherc gridlock had already occurred. This is the subject of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

Controlling traffic jams 

5.1 Summary 

The previous chapter dealt with the growth patterns of trame jams, emphasising the 

relationship between traffic j am structure and inhérent dispersability. Bui lding on 

this, we now turn to the problem of dispersai, focussing in particular on traffic jams 

in one-way grid networks. Using the simulation tool described in Chapter 3. we 

develop and test différent queue control stratégies for protecting such networks from 

gridlock and clearing them once they hâve broken down. 

The approach is empirical and can be described as follows. Initially, the simulation 

tool is used to assess the impact of différent forms of intervention on traffic jams in 

one-way rectangular grid networks. This leads to a general control principlc which 

is then tested under a variety of network conditions. The application of counter-

measures reveals some unexpected outcomes, including various forms of traffic j am 

migration. The chapter concludes with a qualitative discussion of the control ideas 

and their rôle in tackling traffic jams in other types of road network. 
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5.2 Background 

Exist ing trame Systems fail to perform satisfactorily under prolongea congestion or 

over-saturated conditions. The prob lem has become acute because many networks 

are operating at saturation level. This means that auy slîght perturbation in the 

system leads to the rapid escalation of queues. If uncontrolled, thèse queues develop 

into large traffic jams which ultimately paralyse the opération of the network. 

The past few décades have seen the development of a range of congestion control 

measures. In most cases, a combìnation of measures tailored to the road network 

configuration, the locai pattern of demand and the particular control objective, seerns 

to be the best strategy. 

5.2.1 Objectives for control 

Congestion control stratégies can be classifìed in three groups: stratégies which pre-

vent the onset of congestion, stratégies which alleviate the ini t ia l stages of conges

tion (primary congestion), and methods which lead to an expéditions recovery from 

severeìy eongested situations (secondary congestion). Their success dépends largely 

on the control objectives. Unfortunately, methods which postpone the onset of sat-

urated conditions are not always sui table for handling saturation once it has been 

attained. Similarly, recovery from gridlock may not always be achieved using mea

sures developed for preventing the spread of congestion. 

Useful reviews of objectives and associateci control methods can be found in Pignataro 

et al (197S), Huddart and Wright (19S9), Shepherd (1994) and Quinn (1992). The 

authors provide différent classifications for the measures, for example. Pignataro et 

al (1978) consider min imal responsive signal policies. highly responsive signal policies 

and non-signal treatments applied in a signalised environment. Huddart and Wright 

(1989) and Shepherd (1994) describe the measures as 'static' or 'dynamic ' ones. Static 

(or pre-planned) measures are not responsive to traffic: they may be signal plans based 



on average flows or physical changes to the road layout or markings, eg channelisation. 

Dynamic measures are responsive sirice they vary according to the conditions on the 

network. 

5.2.2 Types of control 

Static control methods 

Severa! examples of static measures are described by Quirin (1992) and also by Shep-

herd (1994). These include congestion pricing which frees the roads for those who 

pay and, could in principio, provide a better service for bus passengers, through in

vestment of the proceeds in public transport. Pre-planned signal settings aimed at 

rninimising delay or at maxìmising capacity represent another form static control. 

The use of coordinated traffic signais for linear corridor Systems has led to the idea of 

a 'reverse' signal progression which is particularly effective i n highly congested con

ditions. Static control may also be imposed to regulate demand v ia traffic metering 

and restraint methods (Rathi , 19SS, 1991). 

However, static signal control plans are restrictive since they are mainly designed for 

fixed-time opération, in which the control algorithm changes at preset times to suit the 

anticipated traffic demand. But if the algorithms are applied too late, or if unexpected 

congestion occurs, queues bui ld up quickly leading to catastrophic collapse. This 

suggests the need for dynamic or on-line control which responds to changes i n the 

traffic situation. 

Dynamic control methods 

Dynamic control Systems require a supply of trame data, usually obtained from loops 

or detectors embedded in the road surface. There are many ways of treating the data 

and various control algorithms, see Shepherd (1994) for a resumé on existing traffic 

Systems wi th dynamic capabilities. 
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Dynamic control measures may take on various forms. These include local-scale 

measures as well as area-wide measures. Local measures apply to a single intersection 

or pairs of intersections, whereas area-wide measures extend to cover larger sections 

of the urban road network. 

Trafile metering combines both locai and area-wide control. The purpose of metering, 

as applied to urban Street networks, is to maintain a level of traffic density within 

the control area that is acceptable to drivers. This is usually achieved by temporarily 

storing vehicles at the periphery of the control (metered) area. These vehicles may 

be re-routed or accumulated around the controlied area. If alternative routes do not 

exist, or if there is insumeient buffer Storage area, then long queues wi l l begin to form. 

Ult imately. thèse may develop into gridlock conditions so that the net effect of the 

control scheme is to transfer the congestion elsewhere. Consequently, the availability 

of suffteient Storage space is a pre-requisite for this form of control. 

Five major projeets for Controlling congestion through metering-based schemes are 

reported in the literature. These are: Nottingham Zones and Collar Project (Vincent 

and Layfield, 1977); Southampton Bus Demonstration Project (Dept of Environment, 

1976); Bordeaux Traffic Control Project (Franceries, 1977); Dusseldorf ( O E C D , 1978) 

and New York's Central Business District ( C B D ) area in Manhattan (Rathi , 1988, 

1991). 

In general, the European expérience with metering control schemes has been success-

ful , although the Nott ingham experiment is the exception. The New York schemes are 

particularly interesting because they have been developed for a one-way grid environ-

ment. The schemes involve two forms of metering stratégies: internal and external. 

Internai metering includes 

• Cri t ica i Intersection Control (CIC) which is aimed at congested conditions that 

are locai in character. i.e. queues do not extend into upstream intersections. 

• arteria! stratégies that control the flow along congested arterial roads; and 
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• grid stratégies that control the flow along major arterials and along minor cross-

streets in a way that prevents "gridlock 1 conditions. 

Internal metering is applied within the control area and is based on a 'spillback 

avoidance' approach rather than the conventional 'progressive movement*' approach 

which is inappropriate when standing queues form and do not clear during green signal 

indications. But , once spillback has occurred. the success of the proposed strategy is 

l imited. 

External metering, on the other hand, aims to l imit the ìnflow of traffìc into the 

control area and thereby improve the overall quality of trame flow within the con

trol area. A number of external metering control stratégies are described by Rathi 

(1991). These include uniform metering (various levels) at ali entry points of the 

control area; variable metering for the control area, and metering of trame at specific 

locations only. The experiments were conducted using the T R A F - N E T S I M simula

tion model and the results indicate comparative success with various combinations of 

the stratégies. Depending on the particular control objective, the stratégies improved 

trip productivity within the control area and reduced vehicle hours of travel. The 

variable metering control strategy was most effective in reducing trave! time. 

However, like the internai metering stratégies, the external control schemes can only 

be applied to reduce or prevent the onset of severe congestion. But once gridlock 

conditions arise, the stratégies aie no longer applicable. In addition, the methods 

have been developed for a dedicated road network. This makes the généralisation of 

the results more difficult. 

Gating is another example of dynamic control which may also be be applied either 

locally, to protect a particular junction. or on an area-w'ide scale. W i t h gating, 

certain links are identified as criticai or bottleneck links. The gated links are those 

links which have been designated to store the queues which would otherwise block 

the criticai links. When the criticai link is too busy, the green time is reduced on the 
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gated línks. 

However. the traditional approach to gating is l imited because it selects one or more 

crit ical intersections and uses a crude on-ofT logic with an abrupt cut i n green time 

to store the trame on a predetermined link. A less crude gating approach has been 

developed by Shepherd (1995) who describes various 'auto-gating' strategies that can 

be implemented to control arterial signalised networks. W i t h auto-gating, each inter-

section meters the traffic into the downstream links. A s the inbound fiow increases 

and queues form, then the inbound green times are cut gradually at each intersection. 

This has the desired effect of queue relocation, avoiding blocking-back. The 'auto-

gating 1 principie is demonstrated using various ramp-metering strategies which are 

applied to control over-saturated conditions in grid networks. However, the strategies 

can only be used to reduce the effeets of blocking-back thereby preventing the onset 

of gridlock. But once gridlock oceurs, the 'auto-gating 1 principie fails to remedy the 

situation and the system breaks down. 

This is a hallmark of the traffic management measures described so far, because whilst 

most can increase capacity and henee postpone the onset of severe congestión, they 

are not suitable once gridlock has set i n . In this chapter, we propose a range of 

effective mechanisms for treating traffic jams where gridlock has already oceurred. 

5.2.3 Recovery from severe congestión 

It is convenient to consider the recovery from gridlock in three stages, each of which 

leads on to the next. The stages are detection, treatment and evaluation. The 

detection stage includes establishing the cause of the congestión (for example. using 

closed circuit televisión monitoring, infra-red technology or cellular phone callers), 

ascertaining its severity and determining whether gridlock has oceurred. Following 

this, an appropriate control scheme may be implemented to treat the affected regions. 

This is followed by an evaluation stage during which the effectiveness of the treatment 

is monitored and subsequently assessed. 
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Detection 

In S e c t i o n 4 . 3 . 4 vve ascertained that the formation of a gridlock cycle représentée! 

an important threshold withìn the évolution of the traffic jarn and later showed hovv 

certain static control measures became increasingly ineffective once gridlock has oc-

curred. It follows that gridlock detection forms an integrai élément of the control 

process. 

However, whilst many trame Systems can detect the formation of queues at spécifie 

intersections, few can determine if gridlock has occurred. In other words, the Systems 

detect queues but cannot easily recognise patterns or chains of queues. 

One exception is the S A G E system being developed in France, Foraste and Scemama 

(1987). This , in part, is due to expert system methodology which underlies it. The 

expert system comprises a knowledge base of faets and rules. The system uses thèse 

faets to compose 'congestion chains' via inference and deductive reasoning. Thus, 

a gridlock can be recognised vìa a séquence of logicai conditions which lead to the 

required inference when analysed recursively, (Scemama, 1995). This information is 

then communicated to the trame controller in visual form, who may then choose to 

implement the suggested form of control. A history of congestion patterns can also 

be generated and stored so that the system could eventually learn and predici fron 

situations. 

Treatment 

There appears to be three approaches for tackling severe congestion. Thèse are sum-

marised by Huddart and Wright (1989) who suggest that (a) the control system be 

altered to disperse or free crit icai queues, (b) reserve capacity be provided to relieve 

congested links, or (c) the level of demand be reduced albeit temporarily. 

Several practical schemes are reviewed by Quinn (1992). These include reduced cycle 

ti mes for the period of recovery, stérilisation of spare capacity as well as the use of 
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driver information Systems. 

Short cycle times al low a high saturation flow to be maintained throughout the green 

period, enable the clearing of junctions blocked by turning trame and provide more 

fréquent opportunîties for pedestrîans to cross. 

The provision of extra Storage space for queues may be achieved for example, by 

allowing general traffic to use bus lanes in emergency conditions. Variable message 

signs could be used to inform drivers of the measure being implemented. 

Driver information Systems (eg dynamic route guidance) a im to direct people to 

their destination using the best route under prevailing conditions. This implies that 

drivers wi l l be diverted around incidents and congestion. However, when a traffic j a m 

is detected, it may not be possible to transfer traffic to alternative routes without 

causing a j a m elsewhere, or imposing ^inacceptable environmental or safety costs to 

local résidents. 

Gray and Ibbestson (1991), describe several traffic control stratégies used by traffic 

engineers for the treatment of récurrent congestion. The authors identify 'metering* 

as being a valuable tool for l imi t ing the extent of damage while extended greens were 

used to recover from severe congestion. 

Evaluation 

Evaluation takes place during and after the "Implementation of control stratégies. 

There are two types of évaluation: short and long term. Traffic engineers need con-

tinually to review the success or failure of a particular control strategy during and 

after the control period. This should be supplemented with a long term perspective 

on the overall changes induced by the specific measures. For example, a sélection 

of control measures may appear to clear a traffic j am in the short term, but in the 

long term, the treatment fails as the j am recurs elsewhere in the network. This phe-

nomenon wi l l be referred to here as j a m migration. We wi l l discuss this i n more detail 
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later in the cliapter. 

In the next section, we describe several counter-measures vvhich can be implemented 

to control traffic jams where gridlock has already occurred. First , the principal con

trol mechanisms are introduced and experimented with under différent network con

ditions. A particular combination of these measures leads to the formulation of an 

integrated control strategy whose performance is then evaluated under a variety of 

network conditions and assumptions. The issues of trame jam migration and ve-

hicle diversion are raised in this context. A discussion of how the control strategy 

may be applied to treat gridlock in other types of network brings this chapter to its 

conclusion. 

5.3 Counter-measures for traffic jam control 

The form of a traffic j a m in a simple, ideaüsed, one-way road network is characterised 

by gridlock cycles which develop at specific locations within the j am area. These 

cycles persist even when traffic demand falls away at the end of the peak period. 

External measures are required to break the interlocking queues apart in order to 

restart vehicular movement. In real life, these measures take the form of a set of rules, 

which Channel vehicles away from the sensitive locations of the network. However, if 

demand is heavy, control measures such as these may only lead to a temporary halt 

in j am growth, which is later resumed. 

5.3.1 Types of intervention 

The stratégies involve the application of vehicle bans to a number of criticai junctions 

in the network. The bans come in two forms: turn or ahead. Turn bans are imposed 

on selected links to break gridlock cycles at the nucleus of the traffic j a m . Ahead 

bans are implemented around the traffic jam envelope to reduce input into crit icai 

sections of the road. 
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Experiments vvith bans have lead to a number of possible arrangements which may 

be applied sìmultaneously or in isolation. The control plans can be divided into 

three groups: (i) nucleus intervention aimed at the gridlock cycles in the trame j a m 

centre, (ii) boundary intervention directed at the envelope of the trame j a m . and ( i i i ) 

a combination of both. 

Nucleus intervention 

Nucleus intervention is directed at. or near, the point of the original obstruction. 

VVith this arrangement, turn bans are superimposed at specific junetions to résolve 

the conflicts which arise when a gridlock cycle forms. This can be seeri in F i g u r e 

5.1 where the four locking turns are forced apart by restricting the movement along 

thèse criticai links to ahead only. The strategy wil l be referred to as the block strategy 

owing to the arrangement of the bans around four sides of a city block. 

If the dernand is fairly Tight or if the trame jam is in its early stages of development, 

it may be sufficient to ban a smalt number of criticai turning movements to clear 

the whole j am. However, experiments have demonstrated that this expédient often 

forces the originai gridlock cycle to migrate to a new location, close by in the network. 

This problem has been dealt with by using multiple block stratégies which have treated 

gridlock migration phenomenon wi th increasing success. But multiple block stratégies 

become less effective when demand increases and when the j a m has already assumed 

area-wide proportions. This is explained in more detail in S e c t i o n 5.4. 

Boundary intervention 

A n alternative strategy (referred to as the envelope strategy) sets a cordon of ahead 

bans around the periphery of the trame jam. The ahead bans can be used in two 

ways. Vehicles using the banned junctions can either be queued outside the congested 

région or else be re-routed away from the jam. 

The envelope strategy resembles the externa! metering approach described by Rat hi 
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Figure 5.1: Application of the 'block' strategy 
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(1991) although there are some différences. For example, one of the pre-requisites 

of external metering control is the availability of a sufficient buffer (storage) for the 

metered vehicles at the periphery of the control area. This effect was not simulated 

in the aforementioned study and hence not accounted for in the results. 

By contrast, the boundary intervention stratégies developed using our simulation tool 

take the queueing conditions along the periphery of the control area into account. The 

se veri tv of the resulting congestion wil l dépend amongst others, on the availability of 

reserve Storage, on how long the control scheme is set in place and also on the level 

of throughput allowed. 

A c o m b i n e d a p p r o a c h 

A p p l y i n g the block and either of the envelope stratégies in parallel enables a quick and 

effective dispersai of jams on the idealised network. The envelope strategy protects 

the emerging j am from excessive demand whilst the single or multiple block stratégies 

are applied directly to gridlock cycles at the heart of the jam. The shielding of the 

cordon minimises the tendency of the gridlock cycles to reform at nearby locations 

and the réduction in the overall j am size and delay ti me can be dramatic within a few 

time slices of the simulation process. The combined approach has been extensively 

tested and is dealt wifch separately in S e c t i o n 5 . 4 . 2 . 

5.3.2 Notation and assumptions 

We have used the symbols shown in T a b l e 5 .1 to denote the différent control straté

gies which have been developed using the simulation tool. The notation is intended 

to be informative, for instance a block strategy is reprcsented by the letter B. The 

subscript is used to distinguisi! betvveen a single block strategy (Z?i) and mult iple block 

stratégies (£? 3 , £?,(). Sìmilarly. the two versions of the envelope strategy are denoted 

by the letters Q , where vehicles are queued on the boundary to the control area, and 

R. for the re-routing option. 
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Strategy Type Strategy Definition Notation 

Nucleus Block Bi 

Boundary Envelope: queueing Qj 

Boundary Envelope: re-route R3 

Combiriation Block and Envelope: queueing BTQ3 

Combinat ion Block and Envelope: re-route 

Table 5.1: A summary of notation used to describe control stratégies 

The extent of the cordon can be altered according to the size of the growing trame 

jam. The subscript used in the définition of the envelope strategy describes the size 

of the cordon. For example. Q.\ implies a boundary queueing strategy, centered on 

the original obstruction, vvhich extends over four blocks in each direction. 

The application of stratégies in parallel is described using a combination of the above 

symbols, for example, B^RQ represents the situation in which four block stratégies are 

implemented in parallel with a re-routing envelope encompassing six blocks in each 

direction. Other combinations can be defined intuitively. 

It is assumed that the obstruction has been removed prior to the application of 

external counter-measures. We wil l use none to describe the situation in vvhich no 

control has been implemented other than the removal of the original cause, and fail 

when the suggested control scheme falls to clear the jam. In ail other cases, an 

estimate is made of the total delay incurred by the présence of the trame j a m . 

To ascertain whether trame congestion has sufficiently cleared it is possible to estimate 

the amount of spare space capacity available in the network. However, with a trame 

jam. this measure is of l imited use since (a) there are areas in the traffìc j a m which 

do not accumulate vehicles at ali ("anti-queues") and (b) there may be some spare 

capacity on a blocked link which cannot be used due to the structure of the queues 

occupying the l ink. Consequently, we have developed two alternative criteria to signify 
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the demise of a traffio jam. 

The First was qualitative and consisted of a graphical analysis of the j am structure, 

whereas the second was quantitative. For the spatial analysis, the extent of the trarrle 

queues was observed and any potential gridlock cycles were identifled. Providing 

thèse were sufficiently fragmentée! then it was concluded that the strategy had been 

successful in clearing the traffic j a m . The second criterion was then used to quantify 

the strategy's performance. This was measured in terms of the total delay incurred 

during the dispersion opération and was usually supplemented with a second statistic: 

the length of the dispersion period. 

The dispersion period was measured as the number of time-sìices required unti l the 

network re-established its steady state. The dispersion period commenced with the 

removal of the original obstruction and terminated when the number of vellicles wait-

ing in the system lay within two standard déviations of the average number of vehicles 

waiting in the system when in the steady state (iD). We h ave used the statistical con

vention of two standard déviations because it often took a substanti al amount of t ime 

for the number of waiting vehicles to converge on the originai estimate w, in spite of 

the fact that the system had already re-achieved its steady state. 

Final ly . the simulation model assumes that the proportion of turning does not change 

as a resuit of an incident. In practice, drivers wi l l react to congestion and ma.y alter 

their original route. Flowever, in the isotropie network which has been presented here, 

it is unclear how drivers would respond because the routeing is not goal-driven. In 

applying the stratégies to non-idealised networks, the problem of self-diversion wi l l 

h ave to be addressed specifically. Before doing this, it wi l l be necessary to introduce 

routing patterns in the model. 

Having outlined the principal mechanisms of the control stratégies, we now turn to 

their application and investigate their effectiveness in treating area-wide traffic jams 

which are affected by gridlock conditions. 
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5.4 Resuit s 

In Chapter 3, we described the opération of the simulation tool in three stages. Thèse 

included a stabilisation period, a jam évolution period and an optional dispersion 

stage. In this section, we use the one-way simulation model to explore the impact of 

the différent types of intervention stratégies on the dispersai process of a traffic jam. 

The control of two-way trame jams is dealt wjth in a separate section. 

The results are based on a séries of simulation experiments in which a trame j am 

was allowed to develop for a fixed number of time-slices. The obstruction was then 

removed and différent combinations of block and envdope stratégies were subsequently 

introduced. The traffic pattern was identical for each simulation experiment. 

The séries of experiments was repeated for a range of network conditions. Thèse 

highlighted three parameters which had an appréciable impact on j a m development 

and dispersai. Thèse were the level of demand (fx)ì the proportion of turning vehicles 

(jo), and the extent of channelisation (a). The results of the simulation trials are 

summarised in Table 5.2 and in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Thèse show the respective 

performances of différent types of control for increasing levels of demand, turning 

proportion and for various channelisation régimes. Where the strategy was successful, 

its performance was recorded in terms of the total delay ineurred. The total delay 

was calculated using the methods described in Appendix B. The delay estimate is 

supplemented with the length of the dispersion period which appears in brackets 

beneath the total delay. 

But if the strategy failed to clear the traffic j am, then the experiment was halted 

prematurely and a 'failed' outeome was recorded. The formation of a gridlock cycle 

on the network was used as an indieator of whether the traffic j am was l ikely to clear. 
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5.4.1 Performance of intervention stratégies 

Increasing demands 

The results in T a b l e 5 .2 indicate higher delays for each increase in the level of 

demand. This trend was observed regardless of random fluctuations in the demand 

pattern. See Appendix B for détails. In other words, as the road network approaches 

saturation level, it becomes increasingly more difficult to disperse the trame j a m . The 

t ime taken for the network to return to its steady state also increases with the level 

of demand, p. The proportion of turning, p. was fixed at 0.25 and the stopline widths 

were allocated equally between ahead and turning vehicles. Similar effeets were found 

with other turning proportions yet we have recorded the results for p = 0.25 since in 

real networks, the proportion of turning does not regularly exceed this percentage. 

B y considering each column of entries it is possible to compare the effect of the varions 

types of strategy on the overall delay. For relatively low demand levels (p, = 18,19 

veh per m i n per entry point) there is no apparent need for the implementation of 

external counter measures, and the trame j a m disperses once the original obstruction 

has been removed. Counter-measures do not help, on the contrary, (particularly 

versions of the envelope strategy) they usually increase delay. This is because of the 

additional restrictions imposed through the implementation of unnecessaiy control 

stratégies. 

W i t h average levels of demand (̂ u = 23, 25 veh per m i n per entry point) it may no 

longer be sufficient to remove the obstruction and further intervention is required 

to cìear the trame j a m . This is mainly due to the irréversible gridlock cycles that 

have formed at the j am centre. Consequently. some form of nucleus intervention is 

required in order to re-start vehicle movement. In some situations, single or mult iple 

block stratégies may be sufficient. 

However, repeated simulations have shown that a more effective strategy is to combine 

the block stratégies with an appropriate form of boundary intervention. This strategy 
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h as been used with increasing success as demand levels approach saturation. This is 

because with higher levels of demand (eg fi = 27), the rate of growth of the trame 

jam is more rapid, and the j am assumes an area wide structure. The block stratégies 

operating at the nu eie us of the jam cannot eope with the excessive demand caused 

by the large number of queues in the structure. A shielding mechanism is required 

so that vehicles are deflected away from the congested area for a l imited time period. 

Düring this time period the block stratégies may be applied to the nucleus of the j a m . 

and the cordon placed around the jam acts as a barrier. 

The cordon can be set up so that it neatly encompasses the j am at whatever node 

it originates. The cordon can be altered in size. Invariably, a larger cordon implies 

a higher number of restrictions (and hence heavier delays) being imposed on the 

network, so that the overall aim is to dehne a cordon which is as small as possible. As 

with the block stratégies care must be exercised when fìtting cordons to emerging jams. 

A n i l l - f i t t ing cordon which doesn't capture the complete j am produces irreversible 

gridlock cycles outside the boundary. This oecurs if the cordon is left in place for 

too many simulation time-slices and is heightenedin situations of severe demand. 

Efîecti vely, the congestion problem is transferred frorn the j am centre to the periphery, 

and the strategy fails to clear the trame jam. The strategy also fails as the network 

approaches saturation level and no spare capacity is available. 

Finally, looking at the results in rows four and hve of T a b l e 5 .2 , one can observe 

that boundary intervention on its own is not advisable since it does not actively clear 

the traffic j am. In fact, boundary intervention on its own only works where gridlock 

has not atready oecurred. Under thèse circumstances, there is no apparent need for 

the stratégies since the trame jam clears itself as soon as the obstruction has been 

removed. 

Howe ver j with the onset of gridlock, boundary stratégies are important because they 

protect the control area from excessive demand, and can be extremely powerful when 

applied together with block stratégies. 
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Parameters 

18 20 23 25 27 29 

w 6035.4 6598.6 7483.2 8000.2 8487.7 9663.5 

s w 42.4 47.1 58.2 53.9 62.7 86.7 

S t r a t e g y Total Delay (veli-min ) 

A 2550.2 5403.6 FA1L F A I L F A I L F A I L 

(14) (19) 

B1 2550.2 5788.S 17123.0 F A I L F A I L F A I L 

(14) (27) (33) 

B 3 2581.2 5767.2 16455.1 F A I L F A I L F A I L 

(15) (27) (33) 

c6 2847.2 5258.4 F A I L F A I L F A I L F A I L 

(W (14) 

Q 6 5925.6 10444.8 F A I L F A I L F A I L F A I L 

(20) (32) 

B3C4 2882.9 5460.0 9982.0 F A I L F A I L F A I L 

(W (15) (28) 

B 3 C e 2950.2 5409.6 9376.6 19915.0 49450.5 F A I L 

(W (14) (28) (35) (99) 

B 3 Q 6 6354.4 10821.6 1S354.0 38801.0 F A I L F A I L 

(19) (27) (28) (46) 

B 3 C 8 2514.6 4827.2 9569.S 24052.5 49236.7 F A I L 

(H) (14) (28) (45) (99) 

Table 5.2: Total delay(veh-min): Increasing Demands 
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The results in Table 5.2 correspond to an experiment in which the seed value re-

mained constant throughout the simulation tests. We have also investigated the 

efFects of random seeds on the total delay for various control stratégies. In general, 

the pattern of delay followed a similar trend: lower demancls implied lower delays al-

though some variation vvas observed in the actual delay evperienced with a particular 

strategy. The détails are provided in Appendix B. 

Increasing turning proportion 

The effect of turning proportion on the performance of différent control stratégies has 

been evaluated v i a a séries of simulation experiments in which ali the parameters of 

the model remained h'xed except for the turning proportion which varied from one 

experiment to the next. In particular, the level of demand was maintained at (p, = 25 

veh per min per entry point). The experiments were similar to the ones described 

in the previous section: a traffic j am was simulated for a fixed number of time-

slices, which was followed by the removal of the obstruction and the implementation 

of counter-measures. These were l imited to the multiple block strategy (B,\) and 

combinations of the multiple block strategy BA, and re-routing envelope stratégies of 

various sizes [B^R^^ B,\R& and B4R$). These appeared to be particularly effective in 

clearing the résultant structures. 

The results of the experiments are shown in Figure 5.2. The data for the figures 

is provided in Appendix B. The graphs show that the stratégies perform less satis-

factorily as the turning proportion increases. However, unlike with the previous set 

of experiments, it is difficult to measure this effect. This is because the behaviour of 

the stratégies does not follow a systematic trend with respect to increases in p. Even 

when the interval between successive p values was reduced further, it was not possible 

to identify a particular pattern of behaviour. 

This may be due to the discrete nature of the software. A t each stage in the simu

lation, the number of turning vehicles is subject to numerical rounding. Thus, one 
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Figure 5.2: The performance of control strategi.es for increasing turning proportions 
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combination of network parameters may induce circumstances which are more suited 

to the proposed control measures. Hence the delay might be reduced. This may not 

be the case for a higher proportion of turning vehicles. 

Referring to the individuai plots in Figure 5 . 2 . one can observe that the delays 

incurred using strategy B.\ are higher than for the remaining graphs. This suggests 

that a protecting envelope of restrictions improves the quality of flow in the congested 

area. This hastens the dispersai process and leads to a réduction in the overall delay. 

Refeiring to the top-right figure (B4 / Î4 ) , one can observe that this strategy fails to 

clear most of the simulated trafile j a m structures and only works for a small range 

of turning proportions (p < 0.25). B y contrast, B4 on its own works well for a 

wider range (p < 0.4). This is because the cordon of restrictions imposed via the 

application of R4 did not always capture the trame j a m entirely. This led to additional 

queueing and gridlock problems near the j am boundary. Ult imately. this paralysed 

the opération of the strategy. This case serves as an example of how inappropriate 

treatment can sometimes be extremely damagîng and not worthwhile. 

By contrast, stratégies B4R$ and B4Rs were suited to the structure of the traffìc 

j a m and boundary queueing problems did not oecur. Furthermore the stratégies were 

effective for a wide range of turning proportions as shown in the bottom two graphs. 

Both indicate similar patterns of delay. 

Whilst it is not possible to predict how the delay wi l l vary with respect to changes in 

turning proportion, the results show that for a fixed level of turning, the combination 

of block and envelope stratégies is most effective and produces the shortest delays. 

Further experiments have been conducted to examine the effect of randorn seeds 

under increasing turning proportions. The results of thèse experiments are presented 

in détail in Appendix B. However, the randorn fluctuations in the delay patterns 

which were observed i n this case were also found in the extended set of experiments. 

In other words, no conclusive reason could be identifled for thèse fluctuations. 
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The effect of channelisation 

The effect of channelisation on the rate of trame j am growth and dispersai was ex-

amined in S e c t i o n 4 .3 .5 of the previous chapter. The analysis found that in order 

to minimise the rate of traffic j am growth it would be désirable to aim for a layout 

in whìch the stopline widths were allocated to the segregated queues in exactly the 

same ratio as the demands. But this was in direct confliet with the requirement for 

postponing the onset of gridlock, which recommended that a iarger proportion of 

stopline width be allocated to the turning traffic. 

Thèse suggestions formed part of a sélection of static control measures which could 

be implemented in advance to minimise traffic j a m expansion or to aid dispersai. In 

this section, we evaluate the effect of channelisation on the dynamic control stratégies 

proposed i n this chapter. 

F i g u r e 5.3 summarises the results of an experiment which considered the perfor

mance of the B^Qa control strategy on the dispersai process of a trame j a m for 

various channelisation régimes. (The data for the figures is providedin Appendix B.) 

The strategy involved the simultaneous application of four block stratégies together 

with the queueing version of the envelope strategy, where vehicles queue at the j a m 

boundary until the restrictions are relaxed. 

In the experiment, the proportion of turning varied from p = 0.10 to p = 0.65. Différ

ent stopline arrangements were investigated by changing the value of the parameter 

et. For example, a = 0.50 represented the situation in which the stopline widths were 

allocated equally between ahead and turning vehicles. The remaining parameters 

were fixed throughout the simulation experiment. 

The results in F i g u r e 5.3 indicate that the strategy is most effective when a = 0.50 

(top-left figure). In addition, the success of the control strategy can be reduced sub-

stantially through interférence with the stopline width allocations. This is what one 

would expect in practice: allocating proportionately more stopline width to the ahead 



Turning proportion Turning proportion 

Turning proportion Turning proportion 

Figure 5.3: The performance of B.XQB for various channelisation regimes 
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traffic simultaneously reduces the amount of stopline width devoted to the turning 

traffic. This is helpful when the turning proportions are low, for example = 0.10, 

but counter-productive as p increases because, the reduction in turning stopUne width 

triggers spillback more rapidly and induces a premature onset of gridlock phenomena. 

This makes dispersal more difficult. 

This experiment was repeated using random seeds. The results for the extended set of 

simulation trials are presented in Appendix B. The results indicate a similar trend to 

the ones shown here. W i t h this particular control strategy, B4Q6, the delays involved 

are relatively high. Looking across the vertical axes of the respective figures one can 

observe that the overall delay can be reduced and often minimised by slightly changing 

the link storage arrangement. The results show that the total delay can be reduced 

by setting a = 0.75. In this example, the turning proportions are low, (p < 0.20), and 

the majority of vehicles at a particular intersection wil l move ahead. The optimal 

exploitation of the road link storage capacity would be one which allocates a higher 

proportion of space to the ahead queues, so that the widths allocated to the segregated 

queues are in proportion to the demands. However, in reality, this configuration would 

hardly ever be used and so the result is only of theoretical interest. 

However, unnecessary interference may sometimes be damaging as can be seen in the 

bottom-right graph. Here, too little space has been devoted to the turning movement 

so that spillback is more rapid and the total delay increases as a result of changing a 

from a = 0.75 to a = 0.80. In other words, the benefit of allocating proportionately 

more stopline width to the ahead traffic (by devoting 80% of the width of the road 

rather than 75% does not help and may cause unwanted damage. This is due to 

the fact that the remaining storage space for the turning traffic (a mere 20%) is 

insufficient relative to the demand. This triggers premature spillback in the turning 

segregated area and higher rather than shorter delays. It follows that the benefits 

of such changes are small , suggesting that interference with the a parameter is best 

avoided. 



Finally, referring to F i g u r e 5.3 one can observe that in generai, the control strategy 

appears to be suited to Type I trame jams and works best when or ~ 0.50 < 1 — p. 

But when the proportion of turning increases beyond this threshold (Type II traffic 

jams), the strategy become less effective and fails to clear the j a m . Since the situation 

of p > 0.50 would almost never occur, this resuit is only of theoretical interest. 

Queueing instead of re-routing 

The effects of boundary queueing may be reduced by replacing the queueing restriction 

with a re-routing option. Thus, on approaching the controlied area, vehicles are 

diverted or channelled away towards less congested régions in the network. However, 

in the simulation model, once re-routed, vehicles do not adhère to their originai 

planned routes. This implies that the queueing option involves heavier delays to 

drivers caught in the congestion. However, re-routing takes drivers away from their 

destinations. In reality, they woutd drive around until allowed to go where they 

wanted and the delays might be large. But this effect was not simulated in the model 

and hence not accounted for in the results. 

F i g u r e 5.4 compares the delays incurred using the re-routing and queueing alterna

tives (B4RQ and B.\QQ) under a particular configuration of network parameters. 

However, the results from the re-routing option might be misleading since the results 

do not include the delay that might be incurred through driving around unt i l reaching 

an intended destination. Hence the actual delay might be higher than the value 

shown in F i g u r e 5.4. The results from the queueing option, therefore. represent 

more realistically what might happen under the particular assumptions made. This 

pattern has been observed using other combinations of control stratégies. 

5.4.2 The integrateci solution 

The analysis of control stratégies for différent demands. turning proportions and 

stopline width allocations has established that treatment which is aimed solely at the 
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Figure 5.5: An integrateci control scht mt 

trame j am boundary (fnrtlopt strategy) wil l only work providing the gridloek cycle 

at the centre of the jam has not already formed and sumeient Storage area is available 

for the vehicles waiting at the periphery. Likewise. the success of block stratégies (turn 

bans direeted at the gridloek cycles) on their owi i is not alwavs guaranteed. 

Expérimentation with various combinat ions of block and boundary stratégies h ave 

yielded a control pian vvhich will he referred to as the integratori control scherno. The 

integratori strategy is basecl upon a partieular arrangement of bans which is illustratori 

graphically in F i g u r e 5.5. In terìns of the notation developed in Section 5.3.2. 

this arrangement corresponds to BARj or BAQj clepenriing on the type of aheari ban 

( re-routing or queueing ) being usori. 
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Sensitivity analysis 

So far, we bave observer! that the three paranieters // ( the level of (leniand ). p ( 

the proportion of turning vehicles ) and a ( the allocation of stopline widths between 

ahead and turning vehicles ) each had an appréciable impact on the dispersion process 

of a traffic j am. Let us novv consider the effectiveness of the integratori control scheme 

under the combined influence of increasing levels of domand, turning proportions and 

différent stopline width constraints. 

In the experiment, traffio jams were simulatori under a range of conditions. Demancl 

varied from // = 18 to p = 28. The proportion of turning vehicles ranged from p = 0.1 

to p = 0.9. ( Note that in practice, p = 0.3 represents the plausible max imum. The 

entiro range of values of p was considérée! for thoorotical completoness.) Différent 

stopline width allocations were investigated by varying a as described above. Follow-

ing the period of growth which was limitée! to ten time-slices to provont the traffic 

jam from overflowing the system boundary, the obstruction was removed. Thereafter 

followcd the implomentation of the integrated control scheme (Z?4/?t;). W i t h this 

strategy, turn bans were imposod at particular locations in the j a m contre, wheroas 

ahead bans were implemented along the jam boundary. Thèse restrictions channellod 

vehicles away from the jam following which they continued to progress through the 

system as beforo. Finally, the outeomo of the experiment was recorded, either in 

terms of the total delay (See Appendix B for détails) incurrod if the strategy bari 

boen successful, or as a 'fai 1 " otherwiso. 

W i t h the integratori control scheme, the boundary restrictions reniamoti in place for 

a short timo (typically three time-slices) but the block stratégies stayed in longer. 

There aro two reasons for this. Firstly. to exploit the timo lag that exists between the 

romoval of the gates and the arrivai of the released cordon traffic at the j a m . Thus, 

it is possible to relax the boundary restrictions boforo the traffic j am has cleared 

completely. Secondly. the early removal of the boundary restrictions minimises the 

tendoncy of queuoing along the periphery and reduces the chances of now gridloek 



cycles forming there. 

The results of the experiment are summarised graphically in F i g u r e 5 .6 . and can 

be interpreted as follows. The figure is divided into five graphs. Each graph shows 

the operative domain of the control strategy for a particular arrangement of stopline 

widths. The operative domain is the coloured region. This is where the strategy 

has successfully eliminated the traffic j a m . The areas outside the coloured region 

correspond to regions where the strategy has failed to clear the j a m . The total delay 

incurred for a particular combination of turning and demand levels is indicated by the 

intensity of the colour: lower delays are indicated by shades of blue and higher delays 

are shown in shades of purple. The objective is to identify a plane with maximum 

area with the lowest corresponding delay. 

This choice of display has been selected because it could be assist traffic controllers 

in deciding which strtaegy to adopt. In other words, an operator might simulate the 

effects of a particular strategy under specific conditions and view the results graph

ically rather than consider tabulated columns of data. The most effective strategy 

would correspond to the plane which extends over the largest area with lowest de

lays. This decision could be made quickly and the associated control strategy would 

subsequently be implemented. 

In this example, one can observe that the shapes of the planes display similar char

acteristics with respect to the changes in o. However, as a increases, the integrated 

strategy becomes less effective, as indicated by the reduction in the planar area. This 

means that regardless of other parameters, allocating more space to the ahead seg

regated queues is not to be encouraged if the overall aim is to disperse traffic jams. 

However, in the region where the control policy successfully treats the traffic j am 

(coloured areas), the results show that, the total delay may be reduced slightly by 

carefully increasing a beyond 0.50. However, the benefits of such changes are small , 

suggesting that interference with the a parameter is best avoided. This (Note, we are 

not so much interested in the exact shape of the areas, but more in the size of the 
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coloured régions. VVe are interest ed in observing as large a région as possible with 

lowest corresponding delays. ) 

The results for a = 0.33 deserve specific attention. This layout allocates tvvo lanes 

of turning traffic for each lane of ahead traffic) and would almost never be used 

in practice. Even so, the results indicate a relatively large feasible région where 

the strategy is successali. This confinns the hypothesis suggested in Chapter 4. 

that allocating a larger proportion of stopline width to the turning traffic would aid 

dispersai. However, by comparison with the results for a = 0.50, one can observe 

that for high levels of demand and low turning proportions the strategy fails when 

G = 0.33 but works when a = 0.50. In addition, the delays incurred when a = 0.33 

(for example p = 24, p = 0.3) are much higher than the corresponding delays when 

a = 0.50 as indicatori by tho respective colours. A similar effect can be observed for 

other combinations of thèse parameters. 

5.4.3 The complexity of congestion phenomena 

In Chapter 4. we described the transition from traffic j am growth to dispersai in three 

phases. The transition was induced by removing the original obstruction with no other 

forms of intervention being installed. This led either to the controlied dispersion of 

the traffic j am. or to an oscillatory state, in which the traffic jam expanded and 

contracted over a short period or to a 'fai Iure' phase where the traffic j am did not 

disperse at ail and continued to grow as before. This was due to the closure of the 

gridlock cycle. 

However, further experiments with control stratégies lias revealed some additional . 

unexpected outcomes which were not apparent in the aforementioned study. For 

example, in certain situations, the installation of a single block strategy forced the 

original gridlock cycle apart, but eventually the traffic jam developed a round a new 

gridlock cycle at a nearby location. We refer to this as traffic j am migration. Other 

forms of traffic j am migration bave also been observed using the queueing and re-
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routing versions of the boundary strategy. Thèse wi l l be described later on. 

But unlike the traffic jam growth process. which develops in a predictable way. traffic 

j a m dispersai phenomena are less straightforward. This is due mainly to the variety 

and unpredictability of dispersai outcomes which may arise. Thèse can be summarised 

as follows. 

(a) traffic jam clears completelv within a few time-slices 

(b) traffic j am expands and contracts at regular intervais. This period of oscillation 

is usually followed by dispersai or resumed growth. The fluctuations are due to 

the migration of the original gridlock cycle to a nearby vic ini ty : in other words 

the congestion transfers itself and does not always clear. 

(c) traffic jam assumes a static nature - it neither expands nor contracts 

(d) traffic jam migrâtes to a fresh location 

(e) single j am splits into two mini-jams which: 

- resonate unti l one dies out followed by the other; or 

- resonate until one grows and other dies out; or 

- resonate until both become gridlocked and extend over the network. 

(f) traffic jam continues to grow regardless of the control measures introduced 

(g) traffic jam develops over network without an obstruction ever having been 

présent (the spontaneous traffic jam) 

We bave already dealt with catégories (a), (b) and (f) in Chapter 4 and subséquent lv 

in Appendix B. In the next section, we describe some of the unexpected traffic jam 

dispersai phenomena (c). (d). (e) and (g) which hâve arisen during the experiments 

with the varions control stratégies. The phenomena are important because they high-

light the significance of the online graphical display in analysing congestion pat teins. 
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We bcgin with the static trame jam vvhich is a degenerate case on the boundary be-

tween successful dispersion and failure. Although it is not a distinct phenomenon as 

such, nevertheless. it highlights some interesting points about traffic j am dispersai. 

Later, we describe the spontaneous traffic jam and discuss various forms of traffic j am 

migration. 

The static traffic jam 

The static traffic j a m arises in situations where the road network is operating at or 

close to saturation level. Under thèse conditions, the application of counter-measures 

may resuit in partial success. Traffic j am growth is contained, ie the congestion does 

not spread over the network, yet, the original traffic j am does not entirely dissolve. 

A typical snapshot of a 'static 1 traffic j am can be seen in Figure 5.7. The traffic 

jam was simulated with relatively high levels of demand (p, = 24,25), low turning 

proportions (p = 0.2) and with the channelisation parameter set at a = 0.33. The 

implementation of the integrated control scheme led to the picture shown in Figure 

5.7 which was taken during the fortieth time-slice. Queues can be seen both at the 

centre of the traffic j a m , as well as along the periphery of the control area. 

But, as shown in Figure 5.8, there is little variation in the j am size from one time-

slice to the next. Al though not shown on the graph, the traffic j am had sti l i not 

cleared completely by the two thousandth time-slice. This demonstrates how slow 

the dispersai process of static trafile jams may be. 

It follows that the delay experienced by drivers trapped in static congestion remains 

approximately constant, with little variation from one time-slice to the next. How-

ever, since the traffic j am never appears to clear completely, the total delay increases 

without bound each time-slice. 
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Migrat ing traffic jams 

A n essential aspect of good congestión management is the evaluation stage of traffic 

control. Evaluation takes on two forms: short and long term. In the short term. 

traffic engineers need to disentangle the traffic queues. Ilovvever, the situation should 

also be monitored with a long term perspective. This is because a control strategy 

might only relieve the situation temporarily, in other words the traffic j am recurs 

el se where in the network. 

F i g u r e 5 . 9 highlights this idea graphically. W i t h no intervention, the traffic j am 

continúes to grow regardless of the fact that the original obstruction has been el imi

nated. B y contrast, applying the single block strategy (B\), forces the original gridlock 

cycle apart and the traffic j am appears to clear. This accounts for the drop in the jam 

size unti l the fifteenth cycle. (In other words, the strategy achieves partial success.) 

However, the relief is shortlived, as the period of decay is immediately followed by 

renewed growth. Effectively, the congestión has been transferred to a new gridlock 

cycle from which the traffic j a m evolves. 

This shows that reactive control may not always be sufficient when clearing traffic 

jams. In other words, traffic controllers need to be able to predict where the congestión 

is most likely to go and implement control measures in advanee. In this example, the 

traffic j am is eliminated completely by installing the múltiple block strategy ( £ 3 ) . 

This strategy has the desired effect because it tackles the original gridlock cycle but 

more importantly, it reduces the possibility of fresh gridlock eyeles forming in the 

vicinity. This is because the mechanism of the block strategy ideases vehicles into 

potentially sensitive locations, ie áreas where partial gridlock eyeles have already 

developed. The excess traffic can cause these eyeles to lock up completely. If this 

happens, the treatment is rendered useless. Múltiple block strategies address this 

problem since they ensure that both the original cycle is eliminated and also, that no 

new ones are completed as a result of the treatment. 
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Unfortunately, it is not always easy to reliably predict vvhere the trame j am is likely 

to go. Figure 5.10 shows a more eomplex form of trame jam migration. Again , a 

trame j am was simulated under particular conditions with the demand level set at 

p = 25, the turning proportion p = 0.24 and a = 0.75. This road layout allocates the 

stopline widths in proportion with the demands. The top part of the figure shows the 

trame j am prior to the installation of the integrateci control scheine. In the bottoni 

figure, the trame j am lias split into two small trame jams which interact with each 

other as follows. Whilst one grows. the other eontraets. Then the jams reverse roles 

and the process repeats itself. Howevcr, neither trafile j am dominâtes. Eventually, 

one of the trafflc jams dies out followed by the other, see Figure 5.11. 

The behaviour of the paired traffie jams may be explained as follows. The arrange

ment of the mini-jams on the grid may imply a mutuai attraction so that the output 

from one mini- jam serves as the input to the second mini- jam and vice versa. Neither 

jam dominâtes since the input total is balanced by the output total and so the jams 

expand and contract at regulär intervais. This phenomenon seems to represent a 

special case of the oseillatory" phase of trame j am dispersai. 

We have also observed other situations, where tins period of mutuai oscillation is fol

lowed by renewed growth of one or both of the trame jams. Ult imately, the opération 

of the network is paralysed by the rapid escalation of queues. 

Spontaneous traffic jams 

The graphical display of trame jams has highlighted an interesting phenomenon which 

arises when a = 0.33. This layout allocates one third of the stopline vvidth to the 

ahead queues and the remainder to the turning queues, and would almost never be 

used in practice. Nevertheless it gives rise to spontaneous trame jams which develop 

over the network without an obstruction ever having been installed. Instead. the 

conditions for a steady-state system are satisfied. ie the total input to the network 

is balanced by the total output and there is l itt le variation from one time-slice to 
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the (See Appendix A for more détails.) However. locai pockets of trame queues are 

distributed in a number of locations in the system. These do not dissipate freely as 

expected (to create a truly isotropie network), but sometimes develop, albeit slowly. 

often one at a t ime. until one or more trame jams have formed and extended over the 

entire network. 

The aftermath of congestion 

Simulation experiments have also revealed a hystérésis effect whieh affeets the process 

of dispersai. By this we mean that the road network may be affected by congestion 

long after it has been cleared. In some cases, the road network rot unis to its steady 

state ( as defined at the start of the simulation) wi thin a short t ime period, but in 

others, it is necessary to wait a long time before the return of 'normal ' conditions -

where the number of vehicles waiting in the system corresponds to Ce. Thus, although 

the network conditions may appear to be isotropie, the impact of congestion may stili 

be felt through the excess number of cars (over w) traversing the system. A similar 

effect is rioscribed in OK( ' I ) (1981). 

5.4.4 Extending the control principles 

The dispersai of traffic jams on one-way grid networks has focussed on the imple-

mentation of banning mechanisms at spécifie locations in the congested région. The 

research pointed to an integrateci control strategy for trame jam élimination. We now 

consider how the control strategy could be applied to treat gridlock in other types of 

road network. 

Returning to the relationship between a traffic jam's structure and the wav it dis

perses, we define a friction point as one where a number of traffic streams converge 

from more than one approach. These streams are eompeting for the vacant road 

space in the sanie exit link. Examples of friction points in one-way and two-way grid 

networks are shown in F i g u r e 5 .12. 
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Figure 5.11: Decay process of resonating trajfic jam 

In order to re-start vehicle movement, it is necessary to separate out the converging 

streams otherwise they themselves lead to fresh gridlock cycles. Each friction point 

which forms may be vievved as an obstruction whose severity dépends on the particular 

trame conditions. It follows that each friction point represents a potential location 

for a gridlock cycle, and, that the number of friction points increases proportionately 

with the size of the trame jam. 

This explains the opération of the block strategy in one-way grid networks. Imposing 

a turn ban on link L 2 in Figure 5.12 forces the queueing vehicles to go ahead. This 

then allows the ahead queue in L 3 to dissipate using the spare capacity created in 

L I . This idea is applied to each of the four interlocking turns which comprise the 

gridlock cycle, and eventually leads to the dispersa! of the traffic j a m . 

A sirnilar approach can be applied to clear traffic jams in two-way rectangular grid 

networks and also for networks which do not possess a grid topology. These cases are 

more complicated because there are more than two streams of traffic converging on 
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each friction point. In the one-way network, each friction point involves streams of 

trafile arriving from two approaches (ahead and either of left turning or of right turn-

ing vehicles, but not both). W i t h the two-way network, there are three approaches 

to consider: ahead, left turning and right turning. A l i three streams compete simul-

taneously for the vacant road space in the same exit l ink. 

In addition, the one-way trafïic j am evolves from a single gridlock cycle (either of left 

turning or of right turning vehicles, but not both). W i t h the two-way network, j a m 

development focusses on two gridlock cycles: one of left turning vehicles and one of 

right-turning vehicles. The increase in the potential number of friction points and 

the number of competing streams increases the likelihood of gridlock formation, and 

makes j a m dispersai more difHcult. 

However, regardless of the underlying network structure, the principles of control 

remain similar, namely, treatment of the trame jam internally whilst simultaneously 

reducing the incoming flow into the congested région. The Implementation of the 

control techniques st i l l requires further research since these would need to be tailored 

to suit the trafile j am under considération. Nevertheless. the mechanisms summarised 

in T a b l e 5 . 3 do yield qualitative insights which can be used to develop a set of 

guidelines for clearing gridloek-based trame jams. 

5.5 Conclusions 

This chapter began with a survey of various control measures which had been de-

veloped to tackle urban congestion. The stratégies were classifled in three groups: 

stratégies which prevented the onset of congestion, stratégies which alleviated con

gestion once it had occurred, and methods which could lead to an expéditions recovery 

from gridlock or severe congestion. However, the study found that whilst most trame 

congestion control measures which are currently being used could increase capac-

ity and hence postpone the onset of severe congestion, they were not suitable once 
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Detection 

1 identify and remove source of obstruction 

2 locate any gridlock cycles 

3 determine the extent of their development 

Treatment 

4 separate any interlocking turning movements (gridlock cycles) 

using ahead only restrictions 

5 define a cordon which encloses the currently developed traffic j a m 

6 reduce the incoming flow into the congested région using an appropriate 

system of gates or diversion mechanisms 

7 identify ali potential friction points 

8 tackle friction points one by one from the centre of the traffic j a m outwards 

using mechanism similar to criterion 4 

Evaluation 

9 remove the cordon of gates once congestion at centre dissolves 

10 remove internal restrictions, and continue to monitor events unt i l system 

has returned to originai free-flow state 

Table 5.3: Guidelines for clearing gridlock-based traffic jams 



gridlock had set in. 

The recovery from severe congestion (gridlock) was considered in three stages, each of 

which led to the next. The stages were detection, treatment and évaluation. Detection 

included establishing the type of congestion, determining its severity and ascertaining 

whether gridlock had occurred. This represents an important factor in the control 

process because, whilst many existing trame Systems can detect the formation of 

queues at individuai or paired intersections, few were capable of recognising patterns 

or chains of queues, and hence were déficient in treating gridlock phenomena. 

The detection stage was followed by the implementation of appropriate control mea

sures. This was known as the treatment stage. The performance of the measures was 

subsequently evaluated both in the short and long term. 

The treatment of traffic jams focussed on the installation of bans at specific network 

locations. The bans came in two forms: turn or ahead. Turn bans were imposed 

on selected links to break gridlock cycles at the nucleus of the traffic j a m . This 

was known as nucleus intervention and was implemented via the block strategy. B y 

contrast, ahead bans were implemented around the trafile j am envelope to reduce 

input into criticai sections of the road. These ahead bans were used in two vvays. 

Vehicles using the banned junctìons were either queued outside the congested région 

or else re-routed away from the jam. This type of control was referred to as boundary 

intervention. 

A sélection of dynamic stratégies involving various arrangements of bans was de-

veloped for each type of intervention. These included the block strategy which was 

applied to fragment gridlock cycles that had formed at the j a m centre, and the en

velope strategy which protected the congested région from excessive demand. The 

simulation tool described in Chapter 3 was used to examine the individuai and com-

bined performance of these measures under a range of network conditions. This led 

to the formulation of integrated control scheine for the élimination of traffic jams in 



one-way traffic management strategies. Simulation experiments involving this and 

other strategies found that dispersal was more difficult under increasing levéis of de-

mand and turning proportion and that it vvas best to allocate equal stopline widths 

between ahead and turning vehicles. grid networks. 

The results are stil l at an early stage and are not immediately applicable i n practice. 

Nevertheless, they do yield some qualiative insights into the vvay gridlock-based traffic 

jams disperse and it is hoped that these could be incoroporated into existing and 

future traffic management strategies. 

Whils t in certain situations counter measures dispersed the traffic j a m , they didn't 

always work. In some cases, the traffic j am appeared to clear but later on, it recurred 

elsewhere i n the network ( j am migration). The complexity of such phenomena high-

lighted the importance of monitoring the efTects of control on a local level whilst 

sirnultaneously maintaining a long term perspective. In addition, reactive control was 

sometimes ínsufficient for treating traffic j am migration problems, whereas advance 

implementation of control measures at potentially sensitive locations could sometimes 

help. 

Bui ld ing on the results of the study of one-way traffic jams, the chapter concluded with 

a brief discussion of how the control ideas could be extended to treat traffic jams in 

other types of road network. The principies of control were to remain similar, namely, 

treatment of the internal parts of the traffic j a m whilst sirnultaneously reducing the 

flow into the congested región. However, the mechanics of control would need to be 

tailored to suit the specific requirements of the traffic j a m under consideration. This 

topic wül form part of future work, dealt with in the final chapter. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the characteristics of traffic jams causée! by 

incidents in rectangular grid networks and to suggest effective control mechanisras 

which would aid their dispersai. In this final chapter, the principal éléments of traffic 

j am growth and decay are summarised; some limitations and possible extensions of 

the research are then discussed. 

6.1 Traffic jam development and dispersai 

The characteristics of area-wide traffic jams (as opposed to queues on isolated sec

tions of road) have been investigated using a combination of theoretical and simulation 

models which have been applied to one-way and two-way rectangular grid networks. 

This enabled us to identify those features of traffic jams which would apply indepen-

dently of the underlying network configuration. 

The approach was first to develop aframework which explained the structure of traffic 

jams and use this to formulate control stratégies for their successful élimination. The 

main results are summarised below. 
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6.1.1 Fundamental concepts 

The behaviour of traffic jarn phenomena was described in two phases: development 

and dispersai. The development of a traffic j am was initiated by creating an ob

struction towards the centre of the network. This led to one or more queues which 

were effectively indépendant. Subsequently. thèse branched out to cause interférence 

with upstream links, and eventually, the queues encircled the cause of the obstruction 

leading to gridlock. 

This was identified as an important stage in terms of j a m development because once 

this threshold had been reached, it became increasingly more difficult to disperse the 

résultant traffic j am. Furthermore, it was shown that it was best to postpone gridlock 

for as long as possible in order to maximise the chances of achieving total dispersai. 

However, there appeared to be a direct conflict between the requirement to maximise 

the time to gridlock. and the requirement to minimise the overall growth rate of the 

traffic j am and hence reduce delays to drivers. 

The dispersai phase was activated by removing the original obstruction. This led to 

one of three distinct phases. Thèse were (a) traffic jam disperses at varying rates, (b) 

traffic j am growth accélérâtes and décélérâtes at regular intervais and (c) traffic j a m 

fails to clear. 

A secondary characteristic of traffic jams was the starvation mechanism which i n -

teracted with the primary stages of growth and decay. Starvation occurred in the 

internai régions of the traffic j a m (queue starvation) as well as along its boundary 

(boundary starvation). 

The overall pattern of traffic j am development was the same for one-way and two-way 

grid networks. The pattern was affected, amongst others, by the queue propagation 

ti mes associated with the ahead and turning queues. Whils t the theory pointed to 

two possible spatial configurations for traffic jams on one-way grid networks (Type I 

and II). simulation h as highlighted a broader spectrum of structures. The research 



found that while Type II trafíic jams developed at a slower rate than Type I trame 

jams, the latter type of j am was easier to disperse. This was mainly due to the 

queue structure of the j am. Type II traffic jams were compact and developed in tight 

gridlock eyeles and queue starvation effeets were less noticeable. Type I traffic jams. 

on the other hand. were more spread out and incorporated a substantial proportion of 

'anti-queues' at specific locations. These played an important role in the j a m dispersal 

process. 

But some differences between one-way and two-way traffic jams were observed, for 

example, traffic j am development on a one-way network emanated from a single loop 

of locked vehicles, whereas with the two-way network, the development focussed on 

two such loops which developed in parallel. The problem of gridlock in a two-way grid 

network was therefore potentialty more severe than in the one-way network. Also , on 

the two-way network, the size of the right-turn storage áreas (known as r ight-turn 

bins) was critical where traffic j a m dispersal was concerned, although this was not 

the case wi th the rate of traffic j am growth. 

In addition, when a link blocks back to the upstream junct ion, a point of friction is 

created between the streams of traffic requiring this junction. In a one-way network, 

the friction is created between two streams: ahead traffic and one of left or right 

turning traffic. W i t h the two-way network, there are three such streams (ahead. left 

and right) competing at each blocked junction. This makes the dispersión of two-way 

traffic jams more complicated. 

Two approaches for controlling traffic queues were outlined. These were referred to 

as ; static ' or 'dynamic ' in nature. A selection of traffic management measures which 

could be implernented as part of a 'static' control seríeme were examined. However. 

these were l imited since they could not be applied once gridlock had already set i n . 

This led to the development of a range of responsive measures for clearing gridlock-

based traffic jams. 
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6.1.2 Control principles 

The past few décades have seen the development of a sélection of control measures 

to treat urban congestion problems. Thèse included stratégies which prevented the 

onset of congestion, stratégies which alleviated congestion once it had occurred and 

methods which could be applied once gridlock had already set in . This research has 

been concerned mainly with the development and testing of varïous queue control 

stratégies for protecting networks frorn gridlock and dissipating trame jams once 

they have occurred. 

Three stages, each one leading to the next, formed the basis for the control of trame 

jams affected by gridlock. These were detection, treatment and évaluation. Detection 

included establishing the cause of congestion, determining its severity and ascertaining 

whether gridlock had occurred. This was an important part of the control process 

because, whilst many existing trarrle Systems were capable of detecting queues at 

individuai or at paired intersections, few could recognise patterns or chains of queues, 

and hence were déficient in representing gridlock phenomena. 

Following the detection stage, various control measures were implemented. Th is was 

known as the treatment stage, and was usually followed by an évaluation stage in 

which the impact of the measures was assessed in the short and long term. 

The treatment of trame jams in one-way grid networks focussed on the installation 

of bans at spécifie network locations. The bans carne in two forms: turn or ahead. 

Turn bans were imposed on selected links to break gridlock cycles at the nucleus of 

the trame j a m . This was known as nucleus intervention and was implemented using 

the block strategy. B y contrast, ahead bans were implemented around the trame j am 

envelope to reduce input into criticai sections of the road. These ahead bans were 

used in two ways. Vehicles using the banned junctions were either queued outside 

the congested région or else re-routed away from the jam. Tins type of control was 

referred to as boundary intervention. 
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A sélection of dynamic stratégies involving various arrangements of bans was devel-

oped for each type of intervention. These included the block strategy which was ap

plied to fragment gridlock cycles that had formed at the jam centre, and the envelope 

strategy which protected the congested région from excessive demand. The simula

tion tool described i n Chapter 3 was used to examine the individuai and combined 

performance of thèse measures under a range of network conditions. In particular. 

the study found that although boundary intervention was useful in that it improved 

the quality of traffic flow within the congested région, it did not help if gridlock had 

already occurred. 

This led to the formulation of the integrated control scheme for the élimination of 

traffic jams in one-way grid networks. The integrated control scheme combined two 

control plans to provide a comprehensive strategy for clearing one-way trame jams. 

The strategy involved the application of turn bans at the j a m centre to treat gr id

lock cycles that had formed there, together with a cordon of ahead bans which were 

implemented along the j a m boundary, to reduce flow into the congested area. S imu

lation experiments involving this and other stratégies found that dispersai was more 

difFicult under increasing levels of demand and turning proportion and that it was 

best to allocate the stopline widths between ahead and turning vehicles in proportion 

to the respective turning movements. 

Whils t in certain situations the proposed control mechanisms dispersed the traffic 

j am, they didn't always work. This was mainly due to the mismatch between the 

selected strategy and the traffic j am structure being cleared. In some cases, the 

trame j am appeared to clear but later on, it recurred elsewhere in the network ( 

jam migration). The complexity of such phenomena highlighted the importance of 

monitoring the effects of control on a local level whilst simultaneously maintaining 

a long term perspective. In addition, reactive control was sometimes insumeient for 

treating traffic j am migration problems, whereas advance implementation of control 

measures such as block stratégies at potentially sensitive locations could sometimes 
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help. 

Bui lding on the results of the study of one-way traffic jams, we then considered how 

the control principles developed for one-way trame jams could be applied to tackle 

traffic jams in other types of road network. This could be achieved in theory by 

treating the internal parts of the traffic j am whilst simultaneously reducing the flow 

into the congested région. However. the practical Implementation of thèse principles 

would need to be tailored according to the traffic j a m under considération. This 

represents a future goal for this researeh. 

6.2 Possible extensions of the researeh 

The researeh in this thesis was based on the formulation of a working theory which 

explains the évolution and decay of traffic jams in idealised rectangular grid networks. 

Whils t the approach sacriflced a degree of realism and the results could not be applied 

immediately to real networks, nevertheless, they yielded qualitative "msights concern-

ing the congestion problem in general terms. In particular, they predicted certain 

features of j a m behaviour that were not accessible in any other way. 

In the next section, some possible extensions of the researeh are discussed. These can 

be divided into two main areas: theoretical studies concerning the rôle of gridlock 

and practical developments to extend the results to real networks. 

6.2.1 Theoretical studies 

Predicting the likelihood of gridlock 

The formation of gridlock was identified as an important stage i n terms of j am devel-

opment because once this threshold had been reached, it became increasingly more 

difficult to disperse the résultant traffic j am. There are a number of approaches which 

can be adopted in order to ascertain or predict the likelihood of gridlock occurring. 

These include (a) spatial analysis of congestion patterns (b) statistica! surveys or 
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(c) spécifie tests such as the one developed using the simulation tool, in which, if 

the trame j am contînued to grow regardless of the original obstruction having been 

removed, then gridlock was deemed to have set i n . 

However, the latter technique would only be feasible within a simulated environment 

and could not be implemented in practical situations. This highlights the need for a 

set of criteria which could be used to help traffic engineers predict and decide whether 

gridlock had occurred. The expert system methodology developed by Scemama (1995) 

points in this direction because it uses a knowledge base of rules and facts to compose 

'congestion chains 1 v ia inference and deductive reasoning. B y combining this with 

the spatial analysis of congestion patterns, it may be possible to establish whether a 

gridlock had formed at a particular location. 

But traffic engineers would also want to be able to predict the l ikelihood of gridlock. 

B y this we mean that it would be useful if, given particular input conditions such 

as traffic demands and turning proportions, one could develop a set of guidelines 

which would determine whether gridlock was l ikely to occur and if so, how severe 

the conséquences would be. This is a difficult problem because grîdlocks of the type 

considered i n this research are comparatively rare events and there is l i t t le relevant 

data available. Even so, the data described by Allsop and Bel l (1995) might offer 

scope for a preliminary analysis of this type. 

Comparisons between one-way and two-way grid networks 

The development of control stratégies for trame jams in one-way and two-way grid 

networks raises the question as to which network configuration is to be preferred 

where the objective is to minimise traffic j am development and inhibit gridlock. 

Our earlier analysis suggests that there is no simple solution since there are obvious 

différences between the two types of network. For example, with the two-way network 

there is the complication of right-turning Storage areas and the vehicles associated 

with them. 
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Nevertheless. the models developed in the context of this research could be used 

to provide a partial solution to this problem. For example. we have seen that the 

growth of a two-way traffic j am ernanates from two loops of locked vehicles which 

form simultaneously whereas one-way traffic j am growth focusses on a single loop. 

Consequently, the problem of gridlock in a two-way network is potentially more severe 

than in the one-way network. 

Bui lding on these ideas, two comparable systems could be set up with the one being 

a two-way grid and the other a one-way grid. However, the problem of comparability 

should not be underestimated and the resuíts of the study wil l be restricted by the 

idealised nature of the modelling tools being used for the analysis. 

6.2.2 Practical developments 

A number of simulation tools, mostly developed over the past few decades, exist 

for the formulation, verification and implementation of traffic management strate-

gies. However, none of these models can fully meet the requirements of simulating 

large-scale traffic networks in faster than real t ime. At the operational level, the 

models are currently undergoing extensive enhancement to incorpórate state-of-the-

art technologies such as mainline traffic control, real-time route guidance and incident 

management. 

In order to extend some of the recommendations of the thesis to real urban networks, 

an interface wil l need to be developed between one of these commercially available, 

state-of-the-art models and the simulation tool described in Chapter 3. One possi-

bility is the M I T S I M model currently being developed in the U S A , Yang and Kout-

sopoulos (1996). This model is suitable for modelling dynamic traffic networks and 

incorporates functionalities such as advance traffic control, route guidance and inci

dent detection systems. The model satisfies many of the congestión modelling criteria 

described in C h a p t e r 2 of this thesis. For example, M I T S I M represents networks and 

queues in detall and is fully microscopic. It includes a graphical user interface for 
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animating vehicle movements and can be used to develop and test general control 

stratégies. Furthermore, it possesses a flexible, modular software structure which can 

be adapted to suit spécifie needs. 

Thus, the limitations imposed by the idealised networks used in our research wil l need 

to be modifiée! in order to cope with traffic conditions in modem urban networks. For 

example, so far, in o u i simulation tool, origins and destinations h ave not been specified 

for individuai vehicles. This will. need to be incorporated in the simulation model so 

that variable turning proportions may be calculated for ali the links comprising the 

network, ft wi l l also be necessary to develop the model so that it could handle more 

realistic features such as variable link lengths and types, pedestrian interaction, on 

and off-street parking facilities and driver behaviour information. 

However, as with many commercially available models, the network size and the 

number of vehicles allowed in M I T S I M are l imited by the available computer memory, 

and the running time increases proportionately with increases in network size and the 

number of existing vehicles. This problem wil l need to be addressed in order to model 

the growth and decay of area-wide traffic jams. Assuming this can be overcome, the 

résultant traffic simulator could then be used (a) to determine how queues propagate 

and disperse in irregular network types and (b) to implement stratégies for breaking 

the résultant gridlocks which may subsequently form. 

Al though the principles wi l l remain the same, nevertheless, there are likely to be 

some différences in détail. In particular, the envelope of the traffic queues is l ikely 

to dépend on the position of the original obstruction and the traffic flows there, and 

the traffic locking mechanism may be more complicated than the simple patterns 

sirnulated in this project. 

In addition, the problem of re-routing of vehicles defiected away from the congested 

région wi l l need to be addressed specifically. Ult imately, it is envisaged that the s im

ulator could be used to help select appropriate control stratégies to disperse incident-
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induced traffic congestion on generic network types. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix describes the technique which has been implemented in the simulation 

model to detect the steady state of the system. The appendix begins wi th a brief 

survey of a sélection of standard methods available for this purpose and then contrasts 

them with the technique used in this research. Following this, a number of simulation 

experiments are conducted in order to détermine the effect of random seeds on the 

steady state detection algorîthm. 

A . l Introduction 

W h e n activated, most Systems pass through what is commonly known as a transient 

state before settling down into a steady state. A simulation is said to be in its steady 

state if its current behaviour is independent of its init ial starting conditions. Most 

simulation programs wi l l attain a steady state if they are run in for a long enough 

peri od. 

W i t h a steady state simulation, the starting conditions (the init ial values of the 

simulation parameters) wi l l influence the tirne taken to reach the steady state. If 

results are collected over the entire simulation period, then the results from the run 

in period wil l influence the overall results and the parameter estimâtes. Consequently, 

for accurate results, it is advisable to ensure that the simulation should be i n a steady 

state during the period when statistics are collected. This can be achieved in a number 
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of ways. Davies and O'Keefe (19S9). 

1. Start the simulation in an empty state and run the simulation for sufficiently 

long time so that the effect on the raean and variance of the statistics being 

collected is small . 

2. Start the simulation nearer to its steady state by priming the model with in

formation frorn a 'real-life system'. This requires good knowledge of similar 

system :s characteristics. 

3. Simulation is run up to the steady state once and its finishing point is used as 

a starting point for subséquent runs. 

4. A simulation is run from empty up to the steady state. Statistics are collected 

from the simulation once it lias reached the steady state. Results from the run 

in period are discarded. 

W i t h the first three methods, there is a danger that the simulation is biased. There 

is also the danger that a simulation which starts in a steady state with one set of 

values may not start in the same steady state if thèse values are changed. The last 

approach is thus generally considered more reliable. This is the approach we have 

adopted here. 

A.1.1 Location and application of steady state 

In the original simulation model, trame flow was deterministic and, providing the 

différence between the system input and output remained constant, it was possible 

to establish the road network :s steady state. In other words, the flows of trame in 

the road network converged to a state in which there is no gradient and no extrema 

and the différence between system input and output remained constant from one 

time-slice to the next. Once this condition had been established, it was possible to 

conduct experiments regarding trame jam development and dispersai relative to the 

steady state. 
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However, in the stochastic équivalent. ìt is not sufficient to examine the différence 

between the total input to the system and the corresponding output sirice the séquence 

wilì not necessarily converge. 

In order to discuss possible methods for locating the steady state of a stochastic 

system, we first provide a définition for the steady state. Suppose that a stochastic 

process, say {Xt, ¿ = 1 ,2 ,3 . . . } , is being observed for which a set of ini t ia l conditions, 

denoted by I, exist at t = 0. W i t h i n the context of our simulation, Xt could represent 

the différence between system input and output and / could describe the init ial values 

of the simulation parameters. We suppose that the first moments of these random 

variables exist and tend to an asymptotic l imit , independent of /, ie 

l i m E{Xt\\[) = ^ 

where ^ is defìned as the steady-state mean. We are interested in determining the 

m i n i m u m t, cali it £*, for which the equil ibrium condition holds. 

Several methods for determining an estimate of t" exist in the literature. Gafarian 

et al (1978) discuss the applicabil ity of fìve common heuristic rules for predicting the 

approximate end of the run in period. Each mie is introduced and then evaluated 

for effectiveness according to criteria such as accuracy, précision, generality, cost and 

simplicity. 

For example, one particular rule is the 'crossing-the-mean test 1, F ishman (1973). This 

test spécifies that a running cumulative mean be computed as the data are generated, 

and a count be made of the number of crossings of the mean looking back from the 

beginning. When the number of crossings reaches a pre-specifìed number, then one 

has reached the steady state. Thus, with a séries of observations { . T i , #2 • - - xn}, defìne 

W j = 1 if Xj > x~^. Xj+i < or Xj+i > x^ 

= 0 otherwise. 
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Note that 
1 " 

X n = ~ S x i 
n 3 = 1 

The method then computes 
71-1 

tin = Y, W J 

which gives the number of times that the series { x i , :c2 - • • xn} crosses the mean. One 

computes S i i , S Ì 2 , . . . fit, whence for the first time, the number of crossings is greater 

than or equal to a pre-assigned number. The intuitive notion is that the larger this 

number is, the greater is our confidence that bias due to ini t ia l conditions has been 

resolved. For example, if one starts with an empty system one would expect the 

cumulative average x~^ to increase and level out to its equil ibrium value. W h e n this 

happens, the individual xfs, measured in the near equil ibrium state would be scat

tered on either side of the equil ibrium value and thus contribute to an increasing Q,n. 

However, during the early stages, the individual Xj's would fall above this cumulative 

mean, and therefore add nothing to the Çln. 

The test is popular as it wastes no data. However, G afar i an et al (1978) observe 

that for certain conditions, the rule tends to overestimate the time taken to reach the 

steady-state value. This may sometimes present a problem in terms of the number of 

excess observations required before the steady state is detected. 

In their evaluation of the remaining four tests, the authors concluded that none were 

satisfactory and they did not recommend their use for practitioners. In particular, 

they found that a number of the rules ( Conway and Modif ied Conway) badly under

estimated the steady-state, were costly in the sense of wasting data and no practical 

procedure could be identified for determining either the length or the number of ex

ploratory runs. The 'crossing-the-mean' test was found to be biased and for certain 

parameter values was not always precise. For a more comprehensive evaluation of 

these rules, see Gafarian et al (1978). 

As a result, we have considered a combination of two other tests described by Kendal l 
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and O r d (1990). The tests are similar to the 'crossing-the-rneaif test although there 

are some différences. The first test establishes that there is no trend in the data, 

whilst the second test détermines the lack of turning points. The authors describe 

the individuai application of each test to différent data sets, for example, i n a data 

set describing sheep population i n the U K over a certain time period, the authors fail 

to detect any trend in the sheep séries. 

Our technique combines thèse two tests to provide a method for establishing the 

steady state condition for the traffic simulation network. The method has the advan-

tage that it is general (it makes no assumption about the underlying séries) and is 

easy to apply. Moreover, the steady state is detected extremely quickly and the cost 

i n terms of computer time is negligible. 

However, there are a number of restrictions, for example, to apply the tests, the 

séquence needs to be partitioned into a number of samples. The outcome of the tests 

may sometimes be affected by an inappropriate sample size. The method for locating 

the steady-state of the system is described next. 

A.1.2 Technique for establishing steady state 

Suppose the stabilisation phase involves n time slices, where n needs to be determined. 

A t the end of each time slice T , - , where i € {1 - - . n}, the program records the total 

input to the system along wi th the corresponding output. The différence between the 

input and the output can be denoted by y , . . . yn. The séries forrns a séquence which 

can be tested for stationarity as follows. 

The séquence yi... yn is partitioned into k samples of consecutive intervais each of 

size v. Each sample is considered separately as a time séries and is tested for trend 

and absence of turning points. The sample size, is chosen empirically, not so long 

as to cause the stabilisation process to terminate prematurely, but not so short as to 

be over-sensitive to locai stationarities and turning points. 
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If a particular sample {yj\j = {k — \ )u + 1. -. - ku) satisfies the conditions for station-

arity then the system has achieved its steady state. Hence n ~ kv. Once n has been 

determined. it is possible to compute the average number of vehicles waiting in the 

steady-state network. This is denoted by w and is defined as 

The standard déviation sw of the mean w may be defined intuitively. 

As stated above, the conditions for stationarity have been adapted from a set of 

statistica! tests described by Kendal l and O r d (1990). The first test examines the 

tïme-series data for trend by comparing successive terms and examining them for 

increases or decreases. The test counts the number of points of increase in the séries 

by employing a 'difference-sign' test. This wi l l be described later. 

The second test examines the data for turning points. A turning point is defined 

eïther as a 'peak' when a value is greater than its two neighbouring values, or a 

'trough' when the value is less than its two neighbours. A simple test is given by 

counting the number of peaks and troughs. 

Test 1: testing for trend 

Consider a time-series consisting of n values yi,y2i... ,yn- The test for trend is 

achieved as follows. Let 

qij = 1 if yi> yj where j > i 

q{j = 0 otherwise. 

Then let 

W = Z L. 10 J 
j=(A--l)H-I 

where Wj is the number of vehicles waiting in the system at the end of time-slice j. 

(Al) 

Under the null hypothesis that the séries is random, we can deduce that 

P(% = 1) = P(«fc = 0) = 7 

1 
2 
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Since there are |n(n — 1) pairs in e q ( A l ) , it follows that 

E(Q) = l-n(n - l) 

If Q is less than the expected value, this ìndicates a rising trend, whereas Q > E(Q) 

suggests a fall ing trend. Note that Q is knovvn as the number of discordances in the 

séries and is related to the rank corrélation coefficient knovvn as Kendall's r , Rendali 

and Gibbon (1990). Consequently, vve may set 

r _ 1 4 9 

n(n — 1) 

Under the null hypothesis (ie, no trend), E(r) = 0 and 

2(2n + 5) 
var{T) = — — 

9n(n — 1) 
lt follows that 

z= T ~ / V ( 0 , l ) 
Jvar(r) 

Test 2: testing for turning points 

Again , consider a time-series consisting of n values 2/1,3/2,. - - ,y„ . Three consecutive 

points are needed to define a turning point; thus y, > y,-_j and t/(- > defines a 

peak at t ime i whereas y, < y ,_ ! and y; < y ; + 1 defines a trough at time i. (This is 

similar to the 'crossing-the-mean' test.) 

Then for i = 2, 3 , . . . , n — 1 we defìne the indicator variable Ui as follows: 

U i ~ 1, when there is a turning point at time i 

lji z= 0, otherwise 

Kendal l and Ord (1990) show that the number of turning points is given by 

n - l 

i=2 
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and 

£(p) = E £ ( ü i ) = f ( " -2 ) 

By an extension to this argument (see Kendall et al . 1983, Section 45.18) vve find 

that the variance of p is 
, . 1 6 n - 2 9 

var(p) = 

As n increases. the distribution of p approaches normality. Consequently, we may 

carry out the test using 

, = - l ^ ^ V ( 0 , l ) 

VVhen the nuli hypothesis is true, (ie, there are no turning points) then the distribution 

of z is approximately the standard normal. 

A L G O R I T H M 

The simulation model is run for a fixed number of t ime slices, typically 200 although 

this value may be increased further depending on the outcome of Test 1. The interval 

length is also fixed, typically at 40 although this may be increased depending on the 

outcome of Test 2. The différence between the total input to the system and the 

corresponding output is then tested for absence of trend using Test 1. 

IF the nuli hypothesis is rejected ( ie, trend is detected) incrément the duration of 

the simulation and repeat Tes t 1 

E L S E 

Perform Test 2; 

IF the nuli hypothesis is rejected (ie, there are turning points) incrément the interval 

pattern and repeat Test 2 

E L S E 

accept séquence as steady and record the mean and standard déviation of the total 

number of vehicles in the system. 
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A.1.3 Convergence of system to steady state using random 

seeds 

In C h a p t e r 3 we showed a single example of the graduai approach of the road network 

to its steady state. This experiment was repeated fifteen times using différent seeds 

which were generated at random by the program. The results indicate a similar trend 

and the steady-state of the system is detected within a short period of time. Table 

A . l summarises the results of the experiment in which al i the pararneters remained 

fixed for each trial except for the seed which changed from run to run. The pararneters 

were a — 0.50, p = 0.4, p = 31, a = 0.4, K — 50, r = 1.00 and the Storage capacity of 

a link was fìfty vehicles. 

For each t r ia l , the system was deemed to be steady after one hundred and twenty 

time-slices and the average number of waiting vehicles in the steady state system was 

estimated to be in the région of 9400 vehicles. Each of the time séries exhibited similar 

characteristics although some variation was observed from one time-slice to the next. 

A sample time-series is shown in F i g u r e A . 1. This is similar to the séries shown in 

F i g u r e 3 . 8 of the thesis. The first twenty five data items (describing the différence 

between system input and output) from a sélection of simulations are provided in 

T a b l e A . 2 to show the variation described above. 

A.2 Summary 

In this appendix, we have provided a brief survey of some of the standard techniques 

available for detecting the steady-state of a stochastic system. We then described how 

a similar set of tests can be adapted in order to locate the steady-state of the trame 

simulation model . The application of this method using random seeds demonstrated 

the robustness of the procedure to fluctuations in the arrivai patterns. In the next 

appendix. we describe how to calculate delays in the system relative to its steady 

state, and test the validity of the proposed algorithms under various assumptions. 
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Test N o . Seed V a l u e w 

SI 46359 9436.56 53.12 

S2 46629 9450.53 50.95 

S3 46791 9490.83 39.30 

S4 46937 9462.11 52.75 

S5 43737 9436.92 64.20 

S6 43777 9461.65 64.05 

S7 43819 9417.30 42.30 

SS 43856 9426.55 S9.72 

S9 43S95 9474.67 78.34 

SIO 43938 9446.42 91.20 

S i l 44027 9450.30 71.18 

S12 44067 9440.85 51.81 

S13 44107 9417.22 89.20 

S14 44147 9442.53 56.48 

S15 44578 9515.20 31.60 

Table A . l : Convergence to steady stale using different seeds 
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Figure A . l : The gradual approach to stationarity using a random seed 
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T S I S2 S3 S4 

1 1173 1160 1153 1177 

2 1040 1057 989 1033 

3 909 935 875 897 

4 745 772 740 761 

5 651 66 L 677 694 

6 547 622 617 564 

7 511 501 565 506 

S 518 397 494 481 

9 401 461 435 4SI 

10 326 422 411 383 

11 352 331 332 388 

12 305 318 272 319 

13 252 27S 287 251 

14 231 217 259 171 

15 201 159 180 210 

16 187 155 192 194 

17 151 163 157 129 

18 120 103 165 151 

19 147 153 148 150 

20 126 U S 109 135 

21 97 9S 117 58 

22 93 110 49 86 

23 101 143 78 66 

24 SI 41 38 81 

25 95 59 58 37 

rPaole A . 2 : Time-Series data (Input - Output) for steady state conuergence usìng 

different seeds 
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Appendix B 

This appendix provides the algorithms which have been implemented to measure 

the total delay incurred by the system as a resut of a trame jam. Following this, a 

number of simulation experïments are described. Thèse include the évaluation of the 

effect of random seeds on the patterns of j am dispersai described in C h a p t e r 4 of the 

thesis. In addition, the effect of random seeds on the patterns of delay for various 

combinations of demand, turning proportion and channelisation parameters is also 

described. Whi ls t some variation was observed from one simulation tr ial to the next, 

the overall patterns remai ned unchanged with respect to variations induced by the 

random seed. 

B. 1 Background 

In order to compare the efBciency of various stratégies for controlling trame jams a 

statistical measure is required. The total delay incurred by the road network is often 

deemed a suitable measure. In most trame models. the total delay can be estimated 

without too much dimcuìty sìnce the routes of drivers are goal driven and vehicles 

travel from particular origins towards spécifie destinations. 

In the simulation tool described bere, vehicles are not indivìdually traeked and as a 

resuit we needed to develop a measure which would enable us to estimate the delay 

incurred by the trafhc j a m . This could then be used to quantify its severity. 



Two methods have been developed for calculating the total delay incurred as a result 

of a trame j a m . The first method compares the total number of vehicìes in the 

system i n the steady state with the corresponding number in the congested state. 

The estimated delay denoted by A " , represents the total delay in the system incurred 

as a result of the traffic j am. assuming that the originai obstuction has been removed. 

This method wil l be referred to as the w a i t t o t a l s method. 

However, this method is deficient in two ways. 

1. There is a time lag between the placing of the obstruction and the observation 

of an increase in delay. This is caused by the fact that excess levels of vehicìes 

in obstructed queues are compensated by lower levels in queues downstrearn. 

2. Having delay dependent on the total number of vehicìes in the system may cause 

an underestimatìon of the actual delay particularly when control strategies rely 

on rapid expulsion of vehicìes from the system. In addition, random fiuctuations 

in the demand levels may generate some undersaturated links which would also 

reduce the delay experienced in the network. 

A second method has been devised to cope with the aforementioned problems. This 

method uses a direct approach to the excess queueing of vehicìes at each link in the 

system. The average size of a queue which has formed on a l ink when the road network 

is in the steady state is recorded prìor to the simulation phase. A comparison is then 

made between this value and the size of the queue during the congested state. The 

difference between these two values represents the excess queueing due to congestion 

and as a result forms a measure of delay. The total delay. A " , represents the total 

delay incurred in the system as a result of the traffic j am on the network. This 

method is described later in the Appendix and wil l be referred to as the p o s i t i v e 

excess q u e u e m e t h o d . 

This method addresses the problems associated with the first method but in so do-

ing, it may overestimate the actual delay experienced by drivers. This is because 
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random fluctuations in the demand levels may cause some links to become temporar-

i ly oversaturated. This excess vvill be considered as delay caused by congestion. The 

implications of this are that delay may, in some cases, be over estimated using this 

technique. 

Hence, whilst the first method may undeiestimate the total delay, the second may 

overestimate it. Consequently. the attuai delay incurred by the présence of a trame 

j a m is estimated as the mean of thèse bounds. We shall use this statistic to compare 

the relative efficiency of certain control stratégies in various congested situations. 

This appendix introduces tvvo algorithms which have been developed to measure the 

total delay incurred as a resuit of a trame jam in a rectangular one-way grid network. 

B . l . l Delay - wait totals method 

The algorithm, referred to at the end of Chapter 4, which has been used to estimate 

the total delay, A * , is described in this section. 

In a 20 x 20 one-way road network there are 40 entry points. During each time slice, 

the sum of the vehicles arriving at each entry point represents the system input for 

that time slice. The system input over ali entry points at time slice j is denoted by Uj. 

The corresponding system output over ali entry points is denoted by Vj. In addit ion, 

let W be the total number of vehicles waiting in the system. We assume that W is 

approximately normal with mean u and standard déviation aw. 

Let E(U) = v and y = 40// where // is the mean demand per entry point defined by 

the demand parameter. The mean value of input wi l l remairi close to the steady state 

throughout the simulation. Also, let r be the cycle time length for a single time-slice. 

Now in a statistical sense, the true mean number of vehicles in the network (UJ) can 

be estimated by the actual number of vehicles when the system has stabilised (iv0). 

In other words, ia0 is an estimator of the parameter ÙJ. Simiiarly, y — 40/f is the true 
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mean number of vehicles entering the network (according to this design) and £ «i is 

the actual su m of entries in i cycles. This estimâtes ^ in a statistical sensé. 

Hence, if WQ is the total number of vehicles in the system just before the obstruction 

is placed, then the number of vehicles in the system at the end of time slice i wi l l be 

given by: 

•Wi = W0 + Uj - Y, V3 

J=l 3=1 

This can be approximated by: 

i 
Wi W 4- XV — ^ Vj 

3 = 1 

where w represents the true value for the number of vehicles waiting in the system. 

Rewrit ing and approximating again we obtain: 

i 

S'ince S Ai = r ^ _ i ( i / — Uj) it follows that the contribution to the total delay f r o m 

time slice i is: 

6/\i ~ r(wi — w) 

Hence the total delay in the system at time slice i is given by: 

Ai ^ T^2(wj ~ ™) ( v e f l ~ min) 

If the implementation of a control measure in time slice s successfully treats the 

trame j a m so that the system recovers its steady state at time slice i. it is possible to 

compute the total delay incurred from time slice s to i v ia the définition that follows. 

( The total delay in this case has been computed relative to time slice s and is hence 

denoted by A * ). 
s+i 

A* — r X ^ ( Î O J — "0 ( v e^ ~~ m m ) 
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B.1.2 Delay - Positive excess queue method 

This method. referred to at the end of Chapter 4, is known as the positive excess 

queue algorithm because it uses a direct approach to estimating the excess queueing 

at each node in the system. The algorithm can be described as follows: 

We first define rj = u/r as the expected number of vehicles in each queue in the 

steady state. The number of links in the system is defìned by r. Let w be the mean 

number of vehicles in the system, rj can be estimated using w/r = f (say). 

The size of a queue in link / at the end of time slice i is denoted by fu. Let L be the 

set of ail links with queues in the system, with L = {l \ l & 1 . . . r } . P is the set of 

ail links P C L with fu > f. Then the contribution of t ime slice i to the total delay 

is given by: 

5A{ = r {j2(fu -f)- KJ (veh - min) . 

where K is the expected value of 5 Ai when the system is i n the steady state. In other 

words K is the expected value of Y2iep(fu ~ /)• when the system is in the steady 

state and can be estimated empirically during the R U N U P stage v ia 

U i=(k-l)v+l \IZP } 

where u is the samplc size (defìned in Appendix A). (Note that K using the 

mean déviation for the normal distribution). The total delay at t ime slice i is thus 

given by: 

*i: = TÌ2 (E(/« " /) " U { ) (veh " m i n) ' 
3=1 \ ( 6 P / 

A s in the previous method, the total delay incurred f r o m a time slice s may be 

defìned intuitively. 

This method of delay estimation has been implemented in the simulation model by 

considering each of the phases (east-west and north-south) separately and summing 
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the results. Thus. the average number of vehicles in the isotropie system (tû) and 

the corresponding average queue length (/) bave been calculated separately for each 

phase of the simulation v ia w = ibç + wn and / = fe + fn- The reason for this is 

to account for the slight asymmetry in the simulation caused by processing the East-

West phase prior to the North-South phase. (The subscripts e and n respectively 

refer to the separate east-west and north-south phases of the simulation. Thus, wc 

refers to the total number of vehicles waiting ori eastbound or vvestbound links in the 

network. The other symbols can be defìned intuitively ). 

B.1.3 Comparison between two methods 

The positive excess queue method differs from the wait method in one respect, this 

being the fact that whilst the wait method takes the starvation effect into account, 

the positive excess method only considers the effect of those links containing an excess 

of vehicles above the average. 

If this condition is relaxed, ie ali différences between the queue lengths and the corre

sponding average are considered regardless of whether they are positive or negative, 

then the two methods are équivalent. This can be seen in the sample output from 

the program. 

Useful Statistics: 

fi no. of cycles entry points 

23 32 40 

Average Delay using W A I T method 0.190 veh-mins 

Average Delay using Q U E U E (+ queues) method 0.395 veh-mins 

Average Delay using Q U E U E (+/- queues) method 0.190 veh-mins 

The question arises as to which of the two methods is to be preferred. O n the one 

hand, the wait totals method provides a global measure of the total delay in the 
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system, yet the statistic may be fìawed, vvhen stratégies rely ori the rapid expulsion of 

vehicles. In this case the actual delay might be severely underestimated. By contrast, 

the positive excess method would accurately estimate delay in thèse situations, yet, 

the total delay is a system characteristic and the global effects of starvation are 

ignored using this technique. Thus, one can view the wait-totals method as a lower 

bound for the total delay and the positive excess method as au upper bound. We have 

found that the average between thèse two bounds provides a more realistic refìection 

of the delay patterns. We have adopted the average of the upper and lower bounds 

in calculating the total delay incurred by the system. 

B.2 The effect of random seeds on the dispersai 

pattern of a traffic jam 

In C h a p t e r 4 we described the dispersai mechanism according to three distinct phases. 

Thèse were decay, oscillation and growth. In a séries of simulation experiments, a 

traffic j a m was grown for a fìxed number of time-slices. This was followed by the 

removal of the obstruction. The t iming of the removal varied and appeared to have 

a crit icai impact on the dispersai outcome. 

The results of the experiment can be summarised as follows: W i t h the élimination of 

the incident in the sixth cycle of the simulation the traffic j a m clears wi th in a short 

period of time. However, when the removal of the incident is delayed a further cycle, 

the dispersai pattern is not smooth but undergoes a séries of oscillations before dying 

out. The third category highlights the build-up of the trame jam until the extraction 

of the incident, which occurs in the eighth simulation cycle. Thereafter follows a re-

arrangement of the vehicles within the queues, which sometimes causes a temporary 

réduction in the j am size. 

The above experiment was repeated using différent seeds which were generated at 

random at the start of the simulation. The results indicate similar phases i n the 



dispersai mechanism (decay, oscillation and growth). The results are provided i n 

Figures B . l , B.2 and B.3. 

Figure B . l shows four examples of traffic jams in which the incident was rernoved 

in the sixth cycle of the simulation. The trame jams werc grown with identical 

simulation parameters to the one shown in the thesis. The value of the seed varied 

from one example to the next as indicated. The results show a similar although not 

identical pattern of j am decay. 

Figure B.2 shows a further six examples of traffic jams in which the extraction of 

the incident was delayed unti l the seventh cycle of the simulation. This led to the 

oscillatory phase where the traffiejarn undergoes a séries of fluctuations before settling 

into a distinct pattern of decay or growth. In a séries of twenty simulations where 

the seed varied between each experiment, i n most cases the traffic jams oscillated and 

then began to decay, whilst for the remainder they oscillated and then began to grow. 

The oscillations appear to arise as a resuit of the original gridlock cycle migrating to a 

nearby location. This new cycle does not always lock up entirely causing fluctuations 

in the traffic j am size. If the cycle locks up the traffic jam begins to expand whereas if 

the cycle disintegrates the traffic j am clears. This suggests that the oscillatory phase 

is a delicate one which represents the boundary between success or failure with regard 

to dispersai. 

The results for the transitionary state were not unexpected. In the original model 

where traffic demands were uniform (ie, no stochastic élément was présent) similar 

results were achieved. It was dernonstrated that when the removal of the obstruction 

indueed the fluctuating phase, it was not possible to predict the final outeome of the 

dispersai pattern. In some cases, the traffic j am eventually cleared, whereas in others, 

the j am appeared to disintegrate but then began to grow. As a resuit, we defined 

the oscillatory phase as a transitional state on the border between growth and decay. 

This pattern continued with introduction of stochastic input and the use of random 

seeds. Again , in the majority of cases, the traffic jams oscillated and then decayed 
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but there were some examples when the trame j a m subsequently began to grow. 

F i g u r e B . 3 shows a further four examples of trame jams vvhere the incident vvas 

removed in the eighth cycle of the simulation. The graphs show how the extraction of 

the incident may in some eases (although not always) lead to a temporary reduction 

in jam size which is followed by renewed growth. This pattern was observed using 

different random seeds. 

B.3 The effect of random seeds on the level of de-

lay 

In C h a p t e r 5. S e c t i o n 5 .4 we described an experiment which explored the impact 

of several control strategies on the dispersal process of a trame j a m . In the experi

ment, a trame j a m was grown over a hxed number of time-slices, following which the 

obstruction was removed. The control strategy was then implemented over a further 

time period. A n estimate was made of the total delay incurred as well as the length 

of the dispersion period. However, the results correspond to a series of tests in which 

the value of the seed was maintained at a Constant value of 5. In this section, we 

describe the effeets of three different seeds on the total delay and the length of the 

dispersion period for a selection of control stratgies and network conditions. 

T a b l e s B . l and B . 2 summarise the effeets of random seeds on the total delay and 

the length of the dispersion period under increasing levels of demands. T a b l e B. 1 

shows the results using the B3 strategy whereas T a b l e B. 2 describes the results using 

the f?3/?e strategy. These two strategies were selected sirice they appeared to be most 

representative and useful in clearing the jammed structures. 

Referring to T a b l e B . 1 one can observe that changing the value of the seed does not 

alter the operation of the strategy in a substantial way. The B3 strategy works well 

under low and moderate demands (p = 1 8 . . . 23) but fails as the level of demand 
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Seed = 48489 Seed = 48614 

5 10 
Time-Slice 

15 5 10 
Time-Slice 

Seed = 48723 Seed = 48823 

5 10 15 
Time-Slice 

20 5 10 
Time-Slice 

Figure B . l : Dispersal Mechanism I: Traffic jam clears 
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Figure B.3: Disperseti Mechanism HI: Traffic jam grows 
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increases. Whi ls t the patterns of delay are not identical, a similar trend can be 

detected by comparing the respective columns of results. In addition, it appears that 

the time taken for the strategy to work does not change substantialfy vvith changes in 

the value of the seed. It follows that the mechanism of the B3 strategy is robust with 

respect to increasing demand levels and does not appear to be affected by random 

fluctuations in the flow pattern. 

Similar conclusions may be drawn concerning the B^RQ strategy. Again , one can 

observe that the strategy works only within the parameter set of fj, = 1 S . . . 2 7 but 

fails as the level of demand increases further. B y observing the columns in T a b l e 

B . 2 it can be seen that the patterns of the delay follow similar trends and so do 

the lengths of the respective dispersion periods. However, there does appear to be 

some variation in the total delay which becomes more noticeable under increasing 

demands. A possible reason for this might be the method of delay estimation. Both 

methods rely on the average number of vehicles i n the system in the steady state (tu) 

and the standard déviation (sw) of this figure. Both w and sw wi l l be affected by the 

value of the random seed. The différence between the congested and steady state, 

when accumulated over a relatively long period (eg thirty or more time-slices) might 

contribute to the apparent fluctuations in the total delay. Nevertheless, the overall 

pattern of increasing demands implying increasing delay appears to apply regardless 

of the value of the random seed. 

Note that with both the stratégies ( 5 3 , B3RS) there does appear to be quite a large 

standard déviation with respect to the delays incurred. This occurs as a result of the 

cumulative nature of the delay algorithms in which the delay is calculated relative to 

the number of vehicles in the system in the steady state. Following treatment, if the 

system returns to its steady state relatively quickly (eg \x — IS). the variation between 

the levels of delay is not large. This is because the différences between the congested 

state and the steady state do not accumuUite over too long a period. (The change 

in random seed induces a close yet différent steady state for each trial) . B u t , where 
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Demand Seed = 41475 Seed = 42815 Seed = 43570 Seed = 5 

18 2156.99 2695.55 2653.5 2581.2 

(16) (15) (14) (15) 

20 4044.78 4836.14 4600.26 5767.2 

(16) (22) (17) (27) 

23 18358.74 13904.S1 17931.95 16455.1 

(35) (34) (32) (33) 

25 F A IL F A I L F A I L F A I L 

27 F A I L F A I L F A I L F A I L 

29 F A IL F A I L F A I L F A I L 

Table B . l : Total Delay incurred under increasing demands using strategy B3 for 

varions seeds 

the stratégies are implemented over relatively longer periods, and the system takes 

longer to converge back to its originai state (eg // = 27) the efTects of this variability 

are more noticeable, and these accumulate from one time-slice to the next. These 

différences cannot be ignored, but. one can see that the tirne taken for the stratégies 

to work is less sensitive to the value of the random seed. 

Let us novv consider the behaviour of the B4RG strategy under a fìxed level of demand 

p = 25 but with increasing turnìng proportions (p = 0 . 1 . . . 0.5) using différent ran

dom seeds. This strategy h as been selected over the other three alternatives because 

it was most effective. 

In S e c t i o n 5.4 of the thesis, we noted that the strategy performed less satisfactorily 

as the turning proportion increased. However, it was dihcult to measure this effect 

because the behaviour of the strategy did not follow a systematic trend wi th respect 

to increases in p. ( See the bottom right figure reproduced in F i g u r e B.4). The 

oscillation effect in the total delay did not lessen even when the interval between 

successive values of p was reduced. 



Demand Seed = 41475 Seed = 42815 Seed = 43570 Seed = 5 

1S 2348.73 2228.59 3101.1S 2950.2 

(7) (7) (9) ( H ) 

20 3972.76 3763.48 5045.44 5409.6 

(9) (9) (10) (14) 

23 11692.82 9906.53 11297.6 9376.6 

(29) (29) (27) (28) 

25 23963.67 26339.45 19055.82 19415.0 

(45) (45) (36) (35) 

27 44869.46 52486.67 41271.44 49450.5 

(84) (84) (88) (99) 

29 F A I L F A I L F A I L F A I L 

Table B.2: 7b¿0/ Delay incurred under increasing demands using strategy B^RQ for 

varions seeds 

The séries of experiments using différent random seeds was performed in order to 

identify a possible cause for thèse apparently random fluctuations. The remaining 

graphs in F i g u r e B.4 exhibit similar patterns of delay (the data for the graphs is 

provided in T a b l e B .3) . A U four graphs are characterised by a drop in delay which 

is followed by a rise as p increases from 0.2 to 0.35. In ail but the bottom right graph. 

the delay then drops again and is then followed by an upward trend as p approaches 

0.5. B y contrast, the delay in the bottom right graph fluctuâtes. The reason for this 

could be a random fluctuation in the demand which induced additional delay. 

The above results suggest that the pattern of delay is fairly insensitive to the value of 

the random seed. This resuit is confirmed in T a b l e B .3 by observing the comparative 

length of the dispersion periods. 

Finally, let us consider the contribution of random seeds to the leve! of delay for 

various channelisation régimes and proportions of tuxning. For this experiment, we 
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T u r n i n g (p) Seed = 42899 Seed = 54321 Seed = 49086 Seed = 5 

0.1 20214.S3 18647.13 17125.13 20064.0 

(47) (52) (50) (64) 

0.15 11774.21 18893.04 10714.56 17250.0 

(28) (68) (19) (46) 

0.2 11472.4S 11683.88 10407.03 12465.0 

(21) (31) (29) (30) 

0.25 23S25.21 22056.76 18301.19 16560.0 

(47) (43) (43) (45) 

0.3 18275.66 19465.14 17043.8S 19602.0 

(42) (36) (30) (33) 

0.35 35713.5 33251.16 25115.65 34020.0 

(98) (90) (64) (81) 

0.4 17523.46 14669.44 19403.46 14658.0 

(50) (40) (60) (28) 

0.45 14053.46 12891.44 13435.S5 33056.0 

(31) (24) (25) (64) 

0.5 14638.2 14650.65 15121.24 14742.0 

(34) (34) (40) (27) 

Table B.3 : Total Delay incurred under increasing turning -pro-portions using strategy 

B±RQ for various seeds 
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Turning Proportion Turning Proportion 

Figure B.4: The performance of control strategy B4CQ for increasing turning propor

tions and random seeds 



Channelisation a = 0.5 

Turning (p) Seed = 42899 Seed = 42979 Seed = 45253 Seed = 5 

0.1 41565.28 34179.01 41S7S.98 36525.0 

(60) (46) (59) (58) 

0.15 25814.73 38343.13 27266.97 44148.0 

(47) (68) (55) (156) 

0.2 22475.58 20729.71 23042.31 23264.0 

(38) (27) (31) (32) 

0.25 47698.50 39133.95 43590.61 43004.0 

(60) (47) (53) (52) 

0.3 35166.56 35438.76 36801.03 36850.0 

(42) (41) (58) (50) 

0.35 54422.53 44405.76 47941.02 55826.0 

(99) (86) (91) (103) 

0.4 28715.23 20743.42 23572.65 26864.0 

(43) (25) (25) (46) 

0.45 23210.24 24393.57 23753.65 45152.0 

(31) (26) (26) (64) 

0.5 26403.13 31528.86 296S1.2S 26610.0 

(32) (47) (27) (30) 

Table B.4: Total Delay incurred for increasing turning proportions using strategy 

B4Qe with a = 0.50 for various seeds 
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,4 Seed = 42899 x 1 0
4 Seed = 42979 

Turning proportion Turning proportion 

Figure B.5: The performance of control strategy B4Qe for fixed a, increasing turning 

proportions and random seeds 
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bave chosen to investigate the behaviour of the B4QQ strategy under a = 0.50 - the 

most common road layout. In the previous strategy, ahead bans are implemented 

around the j am boundary to channel vehicles away from the congested région. VVith 

B'ÌQG, vehicles are queued at the periphery of the j a m . but are not deflected away. 

The results in F i g u r e B . 5 show the patterns of delay for différent seed values. B y 

comparing the bottom-right figure with the remaining graphs, it is possible to observe 

some similarities even though the overall trend is not identical. For example, al i four 

graphs exhibit a maximum peak when p = 0.35 and a second, lower peak at p = 0.25. 

Similarìy, the lowest point on ali four graphs occurs at p = 0.2 and subséquent low 

points appear in the vicinity of p = 0.4. The data for the figures is provided i n T a b l e 

B .4 along wi th the lengths of the dispersion periods. Overall . these appear to be 

similar wi th respect to différent seeds, although some exceptions have been observed 

(see for example p = 0.1). However, one would expect the dispersion periods to vary 

as stochastic fluctuations could give rise to increased demand at spécifie locations 

inducing extra delay. This would cause a longer dispersion period. 

The delays incurred using the B 4 Q 6 strategy follow a fluctuating pattern with respect 

to increasing turning proportions. This pattern has been observed for the other values 

of a . The results do not appear to be sensitive to the value of the random seed. 

B.4 Summary 

This appendix described two algorithms for calculating the total delay incurred as a 

resuit of a traffìc j am. Following this. a comparison between the two methods was 

provided. A number of simulation experiments were then conducted. These evaluated 

the effect of random fluctuations in the arrivai patterns ori (a) the patterns of jam 

dispersai and (b) the levels of delay induced through the implementation of various 

combinations of control stratégies. The overall conclusion was that the patterns of 

dispersai and delay were found to be relatively insensitive to changes in the random 
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seed value. 
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Appendix C 

In this appendix, vve describe a theoretical approach to trame j a m modelling. The 

material for this appendix has been adapted from Wright and Roberg (1997) and 

Abbess and Roberg (1995) and has been divided into two parts. The first part deals 

with spatial aspects of traffic jams on an idealised, one-way grid network. The latter 

part of this appendix is devoted to the fractal characteristics of trame jams. The 

theoretical results are based on analytic approach to trame j a m modelling which 

sacrifices a degree of realism, for example, stochastic effects are not accounted for. 

Nevertheless, the results point to certain characteristics of traffic j am growth which 

would not be accessible in any other way. The fractal analysis has been conducted 

using the simulation tool which has been adapted by the author for this purpose. 

Both the theoretical work and the fractal analysis have been restricted to Type I 

traffic jams, since thèse are more likely to occur in practice. 

C. 1 Background 

In this section, we derive some results concerning queue spilback and link spillback 

times and then show how certain features in the road layout can be manipulated to 

curb traffic j am growth and inhibit gridlock. We then describe the fractal nature of 

idealised traffic jams. 
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2.1.1 Queue spillback times 

Vny road link in the network is divided into three distinct queue Storage areas. It is 

.iseful to derive a basic resuit that applies to each of them. Suppose that owing to 

congestion donstream. the discharge rate from the Storage area in question is reduced 

to a value equa! to a constant c times the demand. where c < 1, causing a queue to 

form. Eventually, the queue wi l l grow untiì it fìlls the Storage area. 

Suppose the Storage area is of length L\ the maximum number of vehicles that can 

be stored in it being N ' . Let the journey time of vehicles through the Storage area 

when vehicles are moving normally under unobstructed conditions be T ' . and let the 

demand (ie, the input flow at the upstream end) be of vehicles per unit t ime. 

Define the origin as the moment when discharge is inìtially obstructed. There wi l l be 

q'T' vehicles in the area at this moment. Let the time taken for a queue to develop 

and fi l i the Storage area be t'. Then the number of vehicles in the queue at the 

moment when the Storage area fìlls wil l be equal to the number in the area at time 

zero plus the number entering during the interval t'. minus the number leaving during 

that interval. It follows that 

J\ — q J -f qt — cqt 

Rearranging 7 we get 

q'(\ - c) 

The value of i' represents the time taken for a capacity restriction to propagate from 

one end of a queue Storage area to the other. 

CI.2 Link propagation times - dérivation 

Referring to F i g u r e 3 . 2 in the thesis, let NA and N^R respectively be the m a x i m u m 

number of vehicles that can be stored in the akead&nd turning segregated areas. Also, 

let jVf denote the maximum number of vehicles that can be stored in the réservoir 



proportion of the link. Then., N. the maximum number of vehicles that can be stored 

on a link, is equal to NA -f NLR + N'F-

Now, let TA be the journey time of vehicles through an ahead Storage area, when there 

is no obstruction, to the flow, and let TIR and TF be the corresponding journey times 

through the turning segregated Storage area and the upstream reservoir respectively. 

Since the ahead Storage area has the same length as the turning Storage area, we 

assume TA and TLR are equal. Also, T , the journey time of vehicles along a whole 

link when there is no obstruction to flow, is equal to TA + TF or T^R + TF. 

Using e q ( B l ) , we can now evaluate each of the two propagation times tA and ÌLR 

as the sum of the relevant segregated Storage area spillback time and the reservoir 

spillback time thus: 

= (VA-qATA) + (ÌVF ~ qTF) 
A 9/1(1 - c) q(\ - c) 

and 

t = (NLR~qLRTLR) } {NF~gTF) 
L R <?Lfì(l - c) «7(1 - c) 

Now since NA = cmN, NLR = (1 - a)crN, NF = (1 - q, 4 = (1 - p)<7, ({LR — P<? 

and T A + T F = T L R + TV = 7\ it follows that 

cr(a - 1 + p) _ 
(52) 

9 ( 1 - c ) _ 

and 
/V f rrt 1 T I r»\ f,T' 

(Bd) 
N 

t>LR = 
q ( l - p - t t ) _ q T 

•p iV 9(1 - c) 

A litt le algebra yields 

N o - ( o - l + p) 

r/(l - c ) p ( l - p ) 

Note, that the above equation relies on the assumption that the journey time through 

the turning segregated Storage area and the corresponding time through the ahead 

Storage area are the same. However, even if they were difTerent, the effect woulcl only 

be to add a Constant term to the equation. This does not alter the behavjour of the 

model fundamentally. 
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C l . 3 Minimising trame jam growth 

It is useful to examine the effect of varying some of the network parameters on the 

traffio jam's growth rate. Thèse include the proportion of l ink area that is devoted 

to segregated Storage space (<r), and the allocation of stopline widths between ahead 

and turning traffic (a). We shall consider Type I traffic jams only since thèse are 

most likely to occur in practice. 

Now, Type I traffic jams have a diamond-shaped boundary with the original blockage 

located in the centre. The ini t ia l queue propagates upstream from link to link in the 

opposite direction to the ahead flow, and the tai l of this queue defines one corner of 

this boundary. After an elapsed time r , the number of links covered by this queue 

wil l be T/IA-

The diagonal of the square wi l l be twice this distance, and the area, (denoted by A), 

of the traffic j am at t ime r w i l l be given by 

LA 

blocks. Clearly, in order to minimise the rate of growth of the traffic jam we need to 

maximise the value of the ahead link propagation time. 

Now, from eq(B2) it follows that this link propagation time is given by 

N [ g ( q - l + p) qT 
A 9 ( 1 - c ) [ ( 1 - p ) iV 

which, when substituted into eq(B4) gives 

where 
2 / V V ( a - l + p ) 

J = 7- Wlth 1 = ( i + n 2 ( i V - q T ) d - p ) 

and 0 < a < 1 — p. 

The quantity ./ is a constant, which we refer to as the ' jam area coefficient'. The 

larger the coefficient, the faster the jam grows. 
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Now, under appropriate conditions, a could lie anywhere within the closed interval 

(0,1). B y considering ali the possible cornbinations of a values that could occur 

together with the other parameters, one can show that the lowest possible value that 

F could assume is — 1. 

The smallest possible value of J for Type I jams, and hence the smallest rate of j am 

growth, occurs precisely when F = 0. This is due to the constraints a < 1 — p and 

that T never assumes a value less than —1. 'Ffiis condition wil l be met if either 

(a) a —ï 1 —p, ie, a 'balanced layout in which the wîdths allocated to the segregated 

approach queues are in exactly the sanie ratio as the demands, or 

(b) (7 = 0, ie, the area and hence the length of road link over which the queues are 

segregated is equal to zero. 

The two configurations (a) and (b) are alternative ways of achieving the same thing: 

they both avoid wasted space i n the 'ahead' and ' turning' areas that cannot be filled 

because of queue interférence between arriving vehicles. Consequently, they delay 

spillback to the upstream junction. This conclusion applies to any road link in any 

network, not just the idealised models described here. 

So it seems désirable to a im in practise for 

• a balanced layout insofar as ît can be achieved 

• the m i n i m u m length of segregated queue Storage consistent with the need for 

lane discipline under normal operating conditions 

C l . 4 Inhibiting gridlock 

VVe now turn to the question of gridlock, where the situation is quite différent. Con-

sider a set of four links that surround a city block, and suppose that an obstruction 

occurs at the stopline on one of thèse four links. A queue wi l l forrn and eventually 
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propagate to the the other three links in turn, so that the tail of the queue eventually 

arrives at the starting point of the j am. 

Let us refer to the time required for the queue to tail back around the four sides of 

the block as the : gridlock t ime' . Initially, the obstruction may affect only the turning 

trafRc on the link under considération, or the ahead trafTic, or bot h simultaneously. 

We wi l l assume that it affects the turning trame: the other cases differ only in detail 

and the overall conclusions are the same. The gridlock time, denoted by t3, is given 

by 

tg = 4tÙR (05) 

But , from eq(B3) we bave 

N o r ( l - p - q ) ((T_ 
p /V 

which when substituted into eq(B5) gives 

*' - - w ^ r ° 

where G, which we refer to as the 'gridlock time coefficient', is a function of the layout 

Parameters, and is given by 

P 

Other things being equal, we would wish to postpone gridlock for as long as possible, 

and hence maximise G. Now by définition the proportion of ahead vehicles 1 — p 

satisfies the condition 0 < 1 — p < 1 so that > 0. It therefore follows that G 

is greatest when V is large and negative. This implies q < 1 — p. In other words 

proportionately more stopline width is atlocated to the turning traffìc so that a — 1 - fp 

is strictly less than zero. We wil l have a Type I trame j a m , and it wi l l be advantageous 

to set a = 1, in other words, to segregate the ahead and turning queues along the 

whole length of each l ink. 

Qualitatively, it is easy to see that to postpone gridlock, we reserve as much Storage 

space as possible for turning vehicles reducìng the rate at which spillback proceeds 

around the four sides of the block. 
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Such a strategy contrasts markedly with that required for minimising the j am growth 

rate, where we would a im for a balanced layout ( a = 1 — p, Type III jam) and 

m i n i m u m segregation. There is a direct conflict between the requirement to maximise 

the gridlock t ime, and the requirement to minimise the overall growth rate of the jam. 

C.2 Fractal aspects of traffic jams 

The fractal dimension of a particular shape can be estimated in a number of ways 

Mandelbrot (1983). One technique described by Morse et al (1985) is known as a box-

counting method. In their paper, the authors apply their box-counting method to 

estimate the fractal dimension of certain forms of vegetation. The technique relies on 

superimposing a grid network over the object and counting the number of intersections 

of the vegetation with the grid at increasing levels of magnitude. In this section, we 

describe how to adapt this algorithm to assess the fractal dimension of traffic jams. 

The algorithm has subsequently been incoporated as part of the simulation too! so 

that it is possible to estimate the fractal dimension of a traffic j am automatically. 

C.2.1 Box-counting technique 

The technique can be summarised as follows: 

• The simulation tool is used to generate a traffic j am image over a network com

prising M2 interconnecting nodes, arranged in the form of an M x M gr id , 

where M — 2k. (The nodes are connected by streets and in effect act as junc

tions.) The components of the traffic j am image are precisely those streets 

which have assumed a blocked status. A blocked street is one which is full and 

can accomodate no more vehicles. 

• A square grid of side L is drawn to enclose the traffic j a m image. The grid is 

superimposed upon the road network so as to avoid coincidence of the road net

work with the super-imposed grid. This eliminates possible ambiguities which 
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rnay arise during the counting procedure. 

• The square grid comprises 22k square boxes of unit area. (In other words, 

k = log2L.) The grid can be partitioned into 2 2 ^ - 1 ' square boxes of side 2 l , 

where i = 0 . . . k. 

The grid is then partitioned in a number of ways, this procedure being referred 

to as the divisions process. Initially, there wi l l be L boxes of side 1, followed by 

(i//2)2 boxes of side 2 in the second stage, up unti l the final stage when there 

wi l l be a single box of side L. A t this point the divisions process terminâtes. 

• At each stage in the partit ioning procedure, the number of boxes of side r = 2', 

denoted by Af(r), that intersect the components of the trame j am image is 

recorded. A plot of ln{N(r)) vs ln(i/r) is then obtained. Providing the résul

tant graph is approximately linear with gradient 0 , then D can be interpreted 

as the fractal dimension of the proposed image since 

ln(N(r)) = Dln(\/r)+ln(P) 

where P is constant, whence 

N{r)rD = P 

The algorithm presented above can be applied in principle to networks of any size. 

Howe ver, large networks require a large amount of computer tirne and resources, and 

so we have l imited the size of the networks to 512 x 512 nodes. This , in practice, is 

very large compared with real road networks. The experiments have been conducted 

on a Digital Alpha A X P 3000 workstation. 

C.2.2 Discussion 

The fractal nature of the trame j a m boundary is eurrently only of theoretical interest. 

However, there may be some practical use for this resuit. Cunent ly , it is difflcult to 
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measure the extent and severity of a trame jam that occurs in an irregular network 

since the traffic j a m does not develop in a uniform manner. By estimating the fractal 

dimension of the traffic jam. by adapting the technique described above, it may be 

possible to quantify the density of congestion in an affected région. Thus, a fractal 

dimension close to 1 would indicate low severity whereas a dimension approaching 2 

would point to severe congestion (See Chapter 4 for reasoning). In other words, the 

fractal dimension of a traffic j am could act as a congestion index or scale which would 

reliably classify the congested condition. The appropriate forni of control could then 

be implemented accordingly. 

Unfortunately, the fractal analysis in this research has been restricted to Type I 

traffic jams only. The practical constraints of the research programme have not made 

it possible to pursue this aspect further. However, if the resources had been available 

at the time, the research would have been conducted in the following way. First, the 

fractal dimension of Type II traffic jams would be estimated. Comparisons between 

thèse dimensions and the results for Type I traffic jams would then be made. The 

comparisons would focus on the relationship between traffic j a m structure and the 

associated fractal dimension. This would lead to traffic jams on two-way networks. 

The structure of two-way traffic jams has been shown to be more dense than the 

one-way counterpart and this would be reflected in the fractal dimension. Eventually, 

wi th the development of the irregular network prototype, one could conduct further 

dimension estimation tests and develop an overall picture of the relationship between 

traffic j a m structure and the associated dimension. This quantification of j am density 

would serve as a useful indicator when attempting to disperse the traffic jams since 

less dense structures are more l'ikely to clear. 

C.3 Summary 

This appendix builds on some of the earlier analytic modelling work (described in 

Chapter 4) to provide a comprehensive analysis of traffic jam structures from a the-
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oretical viewpoint. A number of practical recommendations related to reducing traffic 

jam growth and inhibit ing gridlock are proposed. The algorithm which has been used 

to study the fractal characteristics of traffic jams is then described along with a 

discussion concerning the application of fractal research to the study of traffic jams. 
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Appendix D 

Appendix D consists of the USERGUIDE for the simulation software. A floppy 3.5 

inch disk can also be provided. This contains the P C version of the simulation tool 

and can be used for exploratory purposes. The simulation algorithms used in the 

model are described i n a separate appendix, (Appendix E). 

D . l Introduction 

D . l . l Software objectives 

The software portrays a screen simulation of the build up of traffìc congestion on an 

idealised network. The software allows the user to explore the growth of congestion on 

the network by experimenting with the values of the key parameters. these being the 

level of demand, the proportion of turning vehicles and the geometrie configuration of 

the road network. As well as these aspects, other related factors can also be adjusted 

culminating in a graphical description of a congested system. The software aims 

to gain a fundamental understanding of the nature of traffic jams, their causes and 

effects. 

D.I.2 Userguide structure 

The USERGUIDE is structured on a number of levels. Each level attempts to clarify 

problems at increasing levels of detail. A t the lowest level the USERGUIDE is aimed 
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at helping the unfamitìar user cope with the software environment. This includes 

understanding the basic design of the software but mainly focuses on ways and means 

of getting the simulation to run and produce results. When running the simulation 

a number of options wi l l be displayed. Section 5 provides a useful overview to the 

simulation in the form of a 'hands-on' tutorial. 

Following this, the user should be directed to Sections 2 and 3 of the guide in order 

to interpret the screen images. In-depth descriptive algorithms are best omitted at 

this stage. The introductory approach should be supplemented with expérimentation 

with the software. À study of Section 4 wil l help the user digest some of the textual 

output produced by the simulation. Following this. it would be useful to study the 

algori thms which constìtute the simulation. In particular the user should refer to 

Section 3 and Appendix E which describes the main algori thms i n detail . 

D.I.3 Software versions 

Currently, there are two versions of the software, one developed for the workstation 

environment and the other, for the P C environment. The USERGUIDE is intended to 

accompany the P C version which is attached on a 3.5" floppy disk at the end of this 

guide. 

The workstation version is U N I X based and was developed on a Digital A l p h a 3000 

A X P workstation. It differs from the P C version in a number of respects, for example 

it incorporâtes a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to assist the research process as well 

as other facilities which have been described in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

D.2 The screen display 

O n running the program a séries of white inter-connecting roads wi l l be drawn on 

a tight blue background. The roads run both horizontally and vertically aeross the 

gr id. The size of the grid is set at 20 x 20 which implies that there wi l l be 760 links 
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and 400 intersections. The position of each intersection can be described as follows: 

The conventional x and y axes in a Cartesian system have been renamed East and 

North axes respectively. The origin is fixed at the bottoni left corner of the screen. 

The intersections are ordered pairs of the form ( i , j) where 1 < i . j < 20. 

Each intersection is marked by a square yellow filled box. This is supposed to emulate 

the yellow grid-like box painted at junctions of busy roads. This means that vehicles 

can only proceed if the destination road is clear. Othervvise they must vvait at the 

particular road on which they are currently situated. 

The roads are laid out in a staggered mariner. This is to help identify the ' S O U R C E S ' 

and ' S I N K S : on the network. The sources are the extended roads around the network 

boundary. The sinks appear üush w'ith the border of the gricl. TrafFic arrives at the 

edges directly into the sources and leaves via the sinks. 

Once the skeleton network has been displayed, the distribution of vehicles appears on 

the screen. First , the trafile layout on the East/West road system is shown followed 

by the North/South counterpart. 

D.2.1 Traffic directions on the network 

The road network is aone-way system. A t each intersection, vehicles must choose from 

one of two possible directions: ahead or turning. If one takes a glance at the screen 

display, a quick method to interpret the system of directions is to identify a road. and 

observe the position of the source/sink. If the source is situated on the left of the 

screen then vehicles travelling on this road wil l be progressing eastwards. Similarly if 

the source is on the right of the screen, then the trafFic wi l l be moving westwards. A n 

identical approach can be adopted for determining Northbound/Southbound trame 

movements. 
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D.2.2 Road link layout 

A road is divided into two distinct zones: a downstream queue Storage area where 

vehicles are organised into separate turning movements and an upstream réservoir 

where the turning movements are mixed. 

The queueing areas are coloured according to the foLlowing scheme. In the segregated 

lanes the turning trame wil l either be represented by a green rectangle (right-turning) 

or a rectangle (left-turning). The ahead trafhc wil l be coloured in black. Trame in 

the réservoir wil l be represented by a dark-blue rectangle. 

A blocked road link can take on two forms, which are essentially permutations of one 

another. In both cases, the réservoir area is full and is drawn as a solid blue rectangle 

extending the full width of the road. If the 'ahead 1 lane is blocked, then no ' turning' 

trame wil l be allowed to leave the réservoir due to the vehicles wishing to move ahead 

which are blocking their exit. As a resuit the turning queue becomes empfcy (due to 

the lack of new vehicles entering). A similar pattern of events oceurs if the turning 

lane becomes blocked. 

D.3 Movement of vehicles 

As stated above, if a vehicle (c) wishes to move from one road to another, in other 

words from A to B, then c wi l l progress from A to B providing there is space in B 

to accommodate c. Otherwise. c wi l l wa'it in A . For each intersection, the program 

therefore, must cal culate the capaeities of both the link directly ahead as well as the 

link into which turning cars wi l l move. 
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D.3.1 Calculation of spaces 

Vehicles turning left or right 

The calculations in this subsection rely on the assumption that a vehicle turning 

(L/R) vvill not turn (L/R) in the immediately following move. In other words, a 

vehicle wi l l not reverse on itself. 

To determine a movement, one uses the state of the réservoir in the link into vvhich 

a vehicle wi l l turn. If the réservoir is empty. then vehicles turning from link A , can 

fi l i up any empty spaces in the on queue (see assumption) and the rest can enter the 

réservoir. If, however, the réservoir is not empty, this implies that the segregated on 

queue is full and as a resuit the number of spaces available in the réservoir is given 

by (total capacity of réservoir) - (total number of spaces already occupied). 

Vehicles moving ahead 

Again , the state of the réservoir is used as a test. However, the vehicles moving 

from one link to the l ink directly ahead, wi l l not ail wish to continue their journey 

in this direction, and may wish to turn after moving ahead. If the réservoir is not 

empty, then vehicles wi l l gain entry providing there is space. If the réservoir is empty, 

then the segregated lanes must be filled, but vehicles must be placée! in the correct 

segregated lane. This is why the calculation in this case involves sorting the traffic 

into those who stili wish to move ahead and those who wil l want to turn. To do this 

one first calculâtes which of the segregated lanes has the least available spaces. This 

lane (say L l ) is then chosen and vehicles wishing to go in that direction wi l l enter 

L I . A t the same time, the other lane (say L2) is also being filled but L l wi l l reach 

capacity faster than L2 resulting in the réservoir being filled. This in turn, wil l ensure 

that no more cars wi l l be able to enter L2. This implies that some spaces remain 

available in L2. 

To summarise, let 
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n = no. of cars wishing to move into the link ahead 

u = no. of spaces in turning lane (in link ahead) 

v = no. of spaces in ahead lane (in link ahead) 

p = probability that a vehicle turns 

Then . u = pn =ï n = u/p and v = (1 —p)n n = v/(l — p). The chosen lane is then 

mÌ7i(u/p,v/(ì — p)). 

D.3.2 Calculating spillback lanes 

The simulation involves the movement of trame around the network. The progression 

of a vehicle from one link to another consists of two parts. Both parts, together. 

eonstitute an opération known as the release mechanism which is performed using a 

'bottom-up' approaeh. This mechanism works as follows. Consider a particular link, 

say A. Vehicles moving out of A can either move forward into a link which wi l l be 

referred to as BF (B forward) or turn into the adjacent link which wi l l be referred 

to as BT (B turning). Tò complete a successful release opération, vehicles from the 

upstream réservoir in A must be moved to the downstream queue Storage area of A, 

and vehicles from the downstream queue Storage area of A must be moved into their 

appropriate positions in BT and BF. The queue lengths in .4, BT and BF must 

then be adjusted accordi ngly. 

It is important to note that if the upstream réservoir in a link is empty then no 

spillback lanes wil l be generated during the release mechanism. However, if vehicles 

are présent in the upstream réservoir, then the movement of vehicles from the down

stream queue Storage area wi l l in turn create space into which the réservoir vehicles 

can subsequently move. If there is insufHcient space for ail thèse vehicles, one lane 

wi l l spillback into the upstream area of the link. 

The amount of available space in BT and BF was calculated in S e c t i o n 3 . 1 of this 
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appendix. Thèse results are utilised m this section when calculating spillback lanes. 

Upstream réservoir movements 

This section deals with spillback définitions within .4. 

In the downstream queue Storage area, the tane with the least available spaces is 

defined as the spillback lane. 

It so happens that the total number of vehicles that wi l l move out of A w i l l be the sanie 

as the total that can be released from the réservoir. This number consists of two parts. 

The first is dres defined by the number of vehicles leaving the réservoir and wishing 

to travel in the spillback lane direction. The second, otheres. is similarly defined yet 

the vehicles wi l l move in the other direction. If ali the vehicles moving into the none 

spillback lane can be accommodated then the spillback définition remains unchanged. 

If this is not the case, then a situation referred to as spillback crossover arises. This 

in volves re-defìning the spillback lane and repeating the procedure described above. 

The queue totals in the respective areas in the link are then adjusted. 

Downstream réservoir movements 

This section deals with spillback lane définitions for BF and BT. 

Vehicles moving into BT: 

The turning case is straightforward due to the assumption that a vehicle wi l l not 

reverse on itself. If an upstream réservoir exists, then vehicles w i l l be appended to 

the réservoir, their destination being ahead. If no upstream réservoir exists in BT. 

then vehicles will be allocated positions in the downstream ahead segregated lane. If 

there is not enough room for ali the vehicles then the ahead lane assumes a spillback 

status, whence the remai ni ng vehicles wi l l begin to spillback into a newly formed 

upstream réservoir of BT. 

Vehicles moving into BF: 
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The vehicles moving ahead must be divided in the correct proportions into vehicles 

that wish to continue in the ahead direction and those that wish to turn. As in the 

previous case, if an upstream réservoir already exists, then vehicles wi l l be appended 

to this réservoir. However, if no réservoir exists, there are two possibilities. Either 

there wi l l be enough space in the downstream queue Storage area for ali the vehicles to 

be accommodated generating no spillback effect, or there wi l l not be sufficient space. 

If there is not enough space, then there exists a crit icai point such that adding an 

extra vehicle wi l l trigger a spillback. Thus, one can only allow a number of vehicles 

into this segregated lane such that a spillback is not generated. A corresponding 

proportion may be released into the none spillback lane. A n y remaining vehicles that 

could not be accommodated in the segregated lanes wi l l then be allocated appropriate 

positions in the upstream réservoir. The queue lengths in BT and BF can then be 

updated. The Storage capacities of BT and BF must then be adjusted accordingly. 

D.3.3 Capacities and obstructions 

Capacity initialisation on the network 

The maximum number of vehicles able to cross the lights per lane is described by the 

parameter ocap. This value can be seen as an upper bound l imit ing the capacity of 

each junction. Associated with each intersection are two capacity variable, known as 

ecap and ncap, one for the east flovv direction, and one for the north flow direction. 

Thèse variables must be set for each intersection as follows. 

The flow of trame is governed by a set of crude trame signais. Two possibilities exist: 

either trame wil l flow in the E / W direction or in the N/S direction. The trame lights 

alternate between red and green allowing one system of roads to be processed at a 

t ime. Thus if traffio is being processed in the E / W direction ali the signais in the 

N/S direction will be red and vice versa. During a cycle or time-slice, there wi l l be 

a percentage time for which the trafile lights wi l l be green (pegreen) as well as a 

percentage time for which the lights wi l l have changed. Furthermore, the maximum 
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number of intersections which a vehicle can cross in the ahead direction during a single 

time slice is fi ve. The number of vehicl.es allowed through at each intersection wil l be 

described by two values, (one for upstream capacity. the other for turning capacity). 

The turning capacity t e is represented as a fraction of the upstream capacity. 

Thus 

ecap(on), ncap(on) = ocap * cyclet * pegreen 

ecap(tn), ncap(tn) = te * ecap(on) 

Obstructions - a restriction on capacity 

As the capacity of a destination link governs whether a vehicle shall proceed upstream, 

it follows that an obstruction on the network can be represented as a réduction in 

capacity at a particular intersection. The degree of severity of an obstruction can 

vary between 0 . . . 1 0 0 percent. If the percentage capacity is zero, no vehicles can 

pass through the junction, creating a total blockage. Other levels of blockage can be 

achieved by varying the percentage capacities. 

D.4 Filenames in TSN 

D.4.1 TSN.PAS 

T S N is an acronym for Trame Simulat ion Network. The Pascal source code for the 

simulated system of roads can be found in the filename TSN.PAS. Accompanying 

TSN.PAS wi l l be an object code file called TSN.OBJ and an exécutable file which 

runs on any P C called TSN. EXE. The P C version was developed using a version of 

Pascal known as Prospero Pascal. 
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T U R N A H E A D 

E W S 1 12 

E W R 2 15 

N W S 1 12 

N W R 2 9 

Table D . l : Interprétation of TSN.PAR data 

D.4.2 TSN.PAR 

As part of the simulation exercise. T S N utilises an input file called TSN.PAR. O n 

vievving the document a séries of numbers wi l l be displayed. The first line describes 

the simulation parameters, the second lists some of the simulation constants caìcu-

lated during the stabilisation period. The remainder of the file constitutes some 6400 

numbers displayed with no annotation. To interpret these numbers, one must first 

divide the page into sections consistìng of two columns and then infco sections con-

sisting of four rovvs. As a resuit one has twenty horizontal blocks of eight numbers, 

and a corresponding number of vertical blocks. Each block represents an intersec

t ion. Taking an example block such as the one shovvn in T a b l e D . l : one observes 

that each number corresponds to the number of vehicles in a particular queue. The 

left column in the block describes turning vehicles whilst the right column describes 

ahead vehicles. The top two pairs of numbers represents the number of vehicles in 

the E / W road links of the intersection, whilst the bottoni two represent the corre

sponding number in the N/S road links of the intersection. The first and third pairs 

characterise vehicles in the segregated queue Storage area of the l ink whilst the second 

and fourth pairs characterise vehicles in the upstream réservoirs of the road link. 

D.4.3 TSN.DAT 

Besides the graphical output, T S N produces some textual output in a file called 

TSN.DAT. The file records the simulation constants as well as variables calculated 
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during the stabilisation perìod. FoHowing this a summary of the simulation is tab-

ulated includìng the position of the obstruction, the t iming of its remo val as well as 

the t iming of ban installation and removal. A t the termination of each tirne suce, the 

number of blocked links in the network is recorded as well as the number of waiting 

vehicles. These totals are decomposed into E/W totals and N/S totals. A n example 

of TSN.DAT iollovts: 

t s n JAMS LISTING 

Parameter Values 

Runup Parameter values 

steady wbar ewbar nwbar 

80 7132.77 5195.90 1936.88 

sw esw nsw KQE KQN 

53.06 34.99 20.37 133.90 73.59 

SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

nmax runup linkm ocap f lush cyclet zone demand probtn 

200 80 50 50 2 1.000 10 24 0.500 

Obstruction Locations on the Network 

Cycle I E or N l Position I Percentage ! 

1 E ( 7,10) 0.0 

Current Link Information: 
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I F u l l Links I Waiting Vehicles | 

Cycle I E/W N/S Total I E/W N/S Total| 

1 0 7193 991 989 

1 0 7248 1029 974 

2 1 7244 969 973 

3 2 7208 933 969 

4 3 7252 1021 977 

5 6 7224 940 968 

6 10 7205 926 946 

7 13 7176 921 949 

8 20 7172 931 935 

D.4.4 TSN.LIS 

In addition to the simulation data, T S N records the calculations for the delay incurred 

as a resuit of a trame jam using tvvo methods (see Appendix B for détails). Sample 

output froin a typical delay calculation exercise is provided below. In this example, 

the obstruction was removed in the tenth time-slice and the simulation required a 

further twenty time slices to re-achieve its steady state. 

Cycle WAIT T Cycle QUEUE T 

11 354. 75 11 1469. .70 

12 770. 50 12 3297. .06 

13 1334. 25 13 5490. ,44 

14 2105. .00 14 7725 .32 

15 3113. .75 15 10229 .85 

16 4348. .50 16 13045 .37 

17 5844. .25 17 15387 .80 

18 7539. .00 18 17578 .05 
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19 9330.75 

20 11171.50 

21 12986.25 

22 14719.00 

23 16260.75 

24 17647.50 

25 18875.25 

26 19999.00 

27 20968.75 

28 21880.50 

29 22636.25 

30 23248.00 

31 23711.75 

32 24104.50 

33 24368.25 

34 24504.00 

35 24571.75 

36 24590.50 

37 24526.25 

Useful S t a t i s t i c s : 

mu no of cycles 

25 27 

Average Delay using 

Average Delay using 

19 19641.95 

20 21616.68 

21 23441.57 

22 25149.66 

23 26687.69 

24 28084.35 

25 29292.98 

26 30386.53 

27 31328.57 

28 32164.23 

29 32874.85 

30 33454.37 

31 33909.77 

32 34278.86 

33 34536.59 

34 34699.04 

35 34802.04 

36 34854.74 

37 34836.32 

entry points 

40 

WAIT raethod i s 0.908 

QUEUE method is 1.290 

D.4.5 SCR**.SSC 

During the simulation, the screen display is updated and changed. Implici t ly . the 

screen display is saved to a file which can be retrieved at some later date and printed 
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if required. The frequency of saving screens is set by utilising a variable called period. 

If period divides the cycle number exactly then the screen displayed at the end of 

the cycle is saved to a file of the form S C R * * . S S C vvhere the ** represents the cycle 

number. 

D,5 Running the simulation 

D.5.1 Basic instructions 

The simulation model T S N , examines the propagation of queues over a fixed time 

period. This time period is divided into equal slices, each slice representing a sim

ulation cycle. During each cycle, ali the E/W roads are processed in turn, starting 

with the link at the downstream end, and moving progressively upstream from link 

to link. Then, ali the N/S roads are dealt with in a similar way. Initially this cycle is 

carried out several times without any obstruction being présent, to allow the system 

to stabilise. (This period is known as the runup period. The number of cycles in the 

runup period is given by the variable r u n u p . ) An obstruction is then placed on a 

link and the jam evolves from the obstruction. 

To run the simulation type TSN at the prompt. The following information will 

appear on the screen. 

Variable parameters: Codes and Values 

l:nmax=200 2:runup=20 3:linkm=50 4:ocap=50 5:flush=2 6 :cyclet=l.00 

7:zone=10 8:demand=31 9 :probtn=0.40 0:period=10 

Change defaults? (Y/N): 

Simulation constants 

Number of Cycles t i l l steady 80 

Mean values: wbar = 7994.58 ewbar = 5376.05 nwbar = 2618.52 

Standard devs s(w) 128.28 es(w) 96.16 ns(w) = 34.51 



Default obstruction? Y/N: 

D.5.2 Change Defaults ? No 

This response éliminâtes the need for the runup phase since the program retrieves 

the parameters of the simulation from the previous run and uses the statistics which 

bave already been calculated and remain unchanged. This improves the efuciency of 

the program. 

D.5.3 Default Obstruction ? Yes 

A single obstruction will be introduced on the network. The position of a default 

obstruction is seven blocks in the East direction and ten blocks in the North direction 

(7,10). This obstruction is placed on the E / W road to establish a blockage there. The 

blockage is total: no vehicle can pass through. This causes a trame jam to evolve. 

D.5.4 Change Defaults? Yes 

This response invokes a second-level menu with the command: 

Enter r é f é r e n c e (0 . .9) , C=Confirm, F=Finish: 

Each variable parameter is associated with an integer value in the range {0... 9}. To 

change any parameter, it is necessary to specify the associated numerical value which 

will in turn enable the change. 

Example 

Changing the Storage capacity of a link: 

Enter reference(0..9),C=confirm,F=finish: 3 

linkm=(max. no. vehicles in l i n k ) : 60 

Enter reference(0..9),C=confirm,F=finish: 



Typing C at this stage will cause all the pararneters to be displayed including any 

updated values: 

l:nmax=200 2:runup=20 3:linkm=60 4:ocap=50 5:flush=2 6 :cyclet = l.00 

7:zone=10 8:demand=31 9:probtn=0.40 0:period=10 

This will be followed by the question Enter r é f é r e n c e (0 . .9) ,C=conf irm ,F=f inish : 

When ail necessary changes have been macie the user will respond with F which will 

cause the program to initiate the runup stage of the simulation and re-calculate the 

associated statistics. 

D.5.5 Default Obstruction ? No 

Once the shape of a jam evolving from the default obstruction bas been recognised, the 

user may wish to explore further possibilities. By requesting a non-default obstruction 

the user will be prompted with Enter coords. (East, North) and */, Capacity: . 

To satisfy this question, the user must specify the relative position of the obstruction 

(x,y) along with a percentage value. The percentage may vary between 0 . . .100 

percent. A total blockage is represented by zero percent, whereas 100 percent signifies 

the removal of the obstruction. A valid answer to the above question would be x y 

p where 1 < x,y < 20 and 0 < p < 100. Any value not satisfying this range will not 

be accepted and the program will wait until a satisfactory answer is supplied. 

Having specified the position of the obstruction, the next command will be Enter 

Direc t ion , E=E/WJ N=N/S:. Since traffic can travel in the E/VV network as well as 

in the N/S network, it is necessary to outline the position of the obstruction relative 

to the direction of flow. If E is typed. then the blockage will be installed in the E/VV 

network, allowing the N/S vehicles to proceed unobstructed). 

Multiple obstructions may be installed by providing a positive response to the next 

question More Obstructions ? (Y/N). This will invoke the Obstructions menu 

once again. 
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D.5.6 Turn Bans 

During the simulation period, the user may experi ment with the installation of various 

patterns of bans. These include single bans at particular locations, 'core stratégies' 

which target gridlock cycles and 'diamond stratégies' vvhich protect the developing 

j am from excessive demand during the control period. The Tum ban menu may be 

invoked by pressing the ENTER key during the simulation. The user wi l l then be 

prompted as follows: 

Would you l i k e t o some (more) bans ? ( Y / N ) : y 

Group bans ? (Y/N) Y 

S e l e c t S t r a t e g y 

( 1 : Core 2 : Remove Core 3 : Diamond 4 : Remove Diamond:) 

Generally, one would ìmplement the grouped bans since these are designed for the 

trafile j am structures. However, one can explore différent patterns of ban arrangement 

using non-grouped bans. 

Core Strategy 

To specify the location of a core strategy one requires the coordinates of the bottoni-

left intersection which comprises the gridlock cycle, for example, with the default 

obstruction at 7,10 one would specify 7,10. This would then invoke the second-level 

option as to which type of ban: 1 : ahead o n l y 2 : t u r n o n l y . The user should 

specify option 1. M u l t i p l e core stratégies may be implemented in a self-explanatory 

way. The removal of core stratégies is achieved by selecting option 2 in response 

to the question 1 : Core 2 : Remove Core 3 : Diamond 4 : Remove Diamond: . 

The user needs to specify the bofcfcom-left coordinate of the gridlock cycle whereupon 

the restrictions wi l l be lifted. 

Diamond Strategy 

W i t h this arrangement, the user encounters the following options: 
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Enter r é f é r e n c e coordinates (E,M): 

Enter r é f é r e n c e direct ion E=E/W N=N/S 

Enter size parameter (2,4,6,8) 

Enter (old) ban type 1: ahead only 2: turn only 

Would you l i k e some (more) bans ? 

For example, to instali a diamone! strategy centered on the gridlock cycle whose référ

ence coordinates are (7.10), enter thèse coordinates in response to the first question, 

then specify E for the direction, then choose a size parameter which would enclose the 

jam, eg 6 and finally set the ban type to option 2. This would cause an envelope of 

ahead bans to be set around the trame jam, centred on the original gridlock cycle and 

extending six blocks in each direction. This envelope would channel vehicles away 

from the congested région. The restrictions can later be removed by selecting option 

4 in response to the Select strategy question. 

The user is advised to practice installing various patterns of bans to become familiär 

with the séquence of events. 

D.6 Quitting, suspending and re-starting the sim

ulation 

To hait the simulation during any cycle, press the ENTER key. At the end of the cycle, 

a message will appear in the form ESC = stop. If the ESC key is then pressed the 

simulation will be stopped. Alternatively, to resumé the simulation, the ENTER key 

should be re-pressed. 

D.7 Summary 

This appendîx provides some of the technical detail associateci with the simulation 

tool in the form of a USERGUIDE. In addition, some practical examples of the 
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application of the model are described. The next appendix summarises some of 

key algorithms which have been developed as part of the tool. 
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Appendix E 

This appendix describes the main algorithme used in the simulation program. Thèse 

have been condensed in the forni of truth tables to assist the reader in gaining an 

overview of the methodology which has been employed. The fotlowing algorithms are 

provided: 

• Simulation of demand 

• Vehicle progression mechanism 

• Trame directions on the network 

• Implementation of ban patterns 

E . l Simulation of Demand 

Input: p. u 

Output: Array of 1 . . . 40 values corresponding to the demand at each entry point 

divided into ahead and turning vehicles 

Procedure 

• Simulate the distribution of numbers with mean given by p (specified as the 

level of demand at the start of the simulation) and standard déviation a = y/pi 

using the approximation 
12 

RD = a(Y,ri - 6) + p 
i=i 
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where 7", is a ranclom number in the range 0 . . . 1. 

• Each number represents the demand at a single entry point. The demand is 

split into demand for ahead movement and demand for turning movement. The 

results are then stored. 

• A record is made of the total input to the network for each cycle. This statistic 

is printed in the TSN. DA T file and used amongst others, when calculating the 

total deiay incurred. 

The above procedure is carried out at the start of the simulation and repeated for 

each simulation cycle. The seed for the randorn number generator is set at random 

at the start of the simulation. 

E.2 Vehicle progression 

The movement of vehicles through the road network is described in detail in the 

U S E R G U I D E for the software (Appendix D, S e c t i o n D.3 as well as in C h a p t e r 

3 of this thesis. In this section we describe the release procedure via a séries of 

tables. This greatly simplifies the problem since the source code for this procedure is 

complicated. The release mechanism is central to the simulation program. 

Using the notation adopted in S e c t i o n D.3 the release opération consists of pro-

gressing vehicles from link A to links BT and BF respectively. In order to do so. a 

number of calculations are required. These include the calculation of space availabil-

ity, denoted by Q, the saturation capacity for the intersection, denoted by cap, the 

actual space available in practice, denoted by R and the actual number of vehicles 

that wish to proceed, denoted by 5'. 

Input: Queues in links .4, BT, BF, cap 

Output: Adjusted queues in links A, BT, BF 

Procedure: 
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C A S E Q > 0 cap > 0 A C T I O N 

1 T T IF Q > cap T H E N /? = cap E L S E = Q 

2 T F fl = 0 

3 F T fi = 0 

4 F F R-0 

Table E . l : Calcxdation of space availability in links BT and BF 

1. Calcitiate the spare space available in BT and BF respectively for each indi

viduai queue (turning and ahead) and compare with corresponding saturation 

capacities (Table E . l ) . During this stage, one needs to be aware of the ban 

status on links A, BT and BF since this wi l l affect the amount of space avail

able. 

2. Calculate the respective totals of vehicles that vvish to leave link A in principle 

and compare with amount of spaee available in practice (calculated in (1)), 

T a b l e E . 2. During this stage, the effect of releasing the vehicles on the vehicles 

left behind is calculated. This includes working out the direction of spillback 

and whether a spillback crossover occurs. This arises when for example, init ial ly, 

the ahead segregated area spills back to the réservoir, but as a resuit of a release 

opération, thèse vehicles clear whereas the turning queue does not. This leads 

to a change in the spillback direction. 

3. Having considered the effect of the release opération on link A, the procedure 

then deals with the re-allocation of vehicles in links BT and BF respectively. 

Here, one needs to add the newly arrived vehicles (maintained in the S vari

able) in their appropriate positions and consider the effects of spillback where 

appropriate. Once ali the queues bave been adjusted, the release opération for a 

single link is complete. The entire procedure then repeats itself for the adjacent 

l ink. 
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C A S E R > 0 S > 0 A C T I O N 

1 T T IF S > R T H E N S = R 

2 T F S = 0 

3 F T 5 = 0 

4 F F 5 = 0 

Table E.2: Actual number of vehicles that are released from link A 

E.3 Traffic directions on the network 

The vehicle progression mechanism described above is invoked each time vehicles 

move from one link to another. In the program, there are two procédures which deal 

with the movement of vehicles through the street network. Thèse are called East-

West and NorthSouth. Procedure EastWest deals with vehicles travelling eastwards 

through the network and westwards through the network. Procedure NorthSouth 

deals with northbound and southbound vehicles. The opération of each of procédures 

is described next. 

Initially. the capacities of ail intersections in the network are reviewed. Then, the 

demand at each entry point is refreshed using the algorithm described in Appendix 

E, Section E . l . The program then considers the east-west trame phase and when 

complete, the north-south phase. 

Introduction: 

A particular intersection in the network can be referred to as an ordered pair [i.j)-

The first coordinate represents the intersection in the E A S T direction and the second 

coordinate represents the N O R T H direction. Associate with each intersection pair 

(i.j) there wi l l be queues corresponding to the E A S T - W E S T trame phase and queues 

relating to the N O R T H - S O U T H traffic phase. Thus. E(i,j) represents the east-

west bound queues waiting at intersection (i.j) and N(i.j) desciïbes the north-south 

bound queues waiting at intersection (i, j). One can determine the direction of traffic 

using the following rule: For E(i,j), if j is odd then traffic is moving to the east and 
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if j is everi then it is going to the west. Similarly, for /V(Î, j) if i is odd then traffic wi l l 

be travelling northwards, whereas when ï is even, traffic wil l be moving southwards. 

Input: 

• E(i,j)i N(ijj) - east-west and north-south queues on the network 

• cap(i,j) - capacities of each intersection 

• ban(i,j) - ban status of each link 

Output : 

• E(i,j),N(i,j) - adjusted queues 

• input statistics - total input during time slice 

• output statistics - total leaving network during time slice 

The input and output processes are identica! for both procédures. However. the 

différences between the procédures arises in the direction of traffic movement which is 

explained next. We first describe the east-west movements and then the north-south 

ones. 

Eastbound traffic movements: 

For traffic travelling from west to east, the program processes trame beginning at 

link E(20,j) and proceeding towards link E(l,j) where j G {1 . . .20} . There are a 

number of special conditions which may arise. These are 

(A) j = 20 and odd(ï) or j = 1 and even(i) 

(B) i = 20 

(C) IF odd(i) T H E N ine = 1 E L S E ine = - 1 

These conditions relate to traffic reaching the edge of the network. A s a result, 

vehicles are sent out of the grid. This is denoted by o . o . g . The combined affect of 

thèse conditions is summarised in T a b l e E . 3 . 
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E{i,j) A no t .4 

D ahead: E(iJ) => o.o.g j ) =>" °-°-g 

turn: E(i,j) o.o.g =̂  j 4- inc) 

not # ahead: £(¿,.7) => E(i + 1. j") j ) £ ( i + 1,;) 

turn: E(i,j) => o.o.g E(i.j) => N(i,j + me) 

Table E.3: Eastbound traffic movements 

E{iJ) A no t A 

5 ahead: E(i,j) => o.o.g E(i,j) => o.o.g 

turn: E(i,j) => o.o.g =>• ^ ( 2 , j + inc) 

not H ahead: £(¿,.7) £ ( i - 1, j) E(iJ) => E{i - 1J) 

turn: E(i,j) => o.o.g E(i,j) => N(i,j 4-me) 

Table E.4: Westbound traffic movements 

Westbound traffic movements: 

For traffic travelling westbound, the program processes traffic from link E(\, j) up to 

link £(20,3) where j 6 {1 . . . 20}. Due to the network configuration, the conditions 

that may arise are slightly simplifled and can be summarised as follows: may arise. 

Thèse are 

(A) j = 20 and odd(i) 

(B) i = l 

(C) IF odd(i) T H E N inc = 1 E L S E me = - 1 

The cornbined effect of thèse conditions is summarised in T a b l e E . 4 . 

Northbound traffic movements: 

For traffic travelling from south to north, the program processes traffic beginning at 

link Af(î,20) and proceeding towards link N{i,i) where i € {1 . . .20} . As in the 

previous procédure a number of spécial conditions arise. Thèse are 
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/V(i. j) A no t A 

B ahead: N(iJ) => o.o.g A'*(i, j) => o.o.g 

t u m : => o.o.g + inc , j ) 

not B ahead: /V(i, j) # (» , j + 1) N{i,j) iV(-i, j + 1) 

turn: N(i.j) o.o.g ^ £ ( * + i-nc. j ) 

Table E.5: Northbound traffic movements 

(A) Î = 20 and odd(j) or 2 = 1 and euen(j) 

(B) j = 20 

(C) IP odd{j) T H E N me = 1 E L S E î n c = - 1 

The combined afFect of thèse conditions on the movement of northbound trame is 

summarised in T a b l e E . 5 . 

Southbound traffic movements: For traffic travelling from north to south, the program 

processes trafHc beginning at l ink N(i, i ) and proceeding towards link # ( ¿ , 2 0 ) where 

i € {1 . . .20} . As in the previous procédure a number of special conditions arise. 

These are 

(A) i = 20 and odd(j) 

(B) j = l 

(C) TF odd(j) T H E N inc = 1 E L S E inc = - 1 

The combined affect of thèse conditions on the movement of southbound traffic is 

summarised in T a b l e E . 6 . 

E.4 Turn Bans 

The installation of turn bans takes place as follows. Each road link is referenced by 

a pair of coordinates For example, consider the road link on the East/VVest 
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N(iJ) A not A 

B ahead: N(itj) = > o.o.g => o.o.g 

t u m : N(i.j) => o.o.g M M ) => E(i + me, j ) 

not B ahead: i V ( i , j) = > * ( t , j - l ) 1) 

turn: N(i,j) o.o.g A''(^J) =4- £ ( Ï + inc.j) 

Table E.6: Southbound traffic movements 

Old Ban Status 

New Ban Status 0 1 2 

0 No Change Ahead Only Turn Only 

1 Turn ban removed No Change Ahead only 

to Turn Only 

2 Ahead ban removed Turn only No Change 

to Ahead Only 

Table E.7: Implementation of bans 

network whose coordinates are given as (7,10). The data structure associated with 

each link can be divided as follows. There are numbers which re fer to the respective 

sizes of queues in the turning and a/iearflanes as well as a number which describes the 

status of the ban on this l ink. Initiaüy. the status of all bans is set to zero representing 

the fact that no restrictions exist on the network. Howe ver, the status of the ban 

can be changed during the simulation. There are a number of cases to consider. 

These h ave been summarised in Table E.7. The change in ban status invokes the 

program to re-organise the vehicles into appropriate positions. For example, when 

an ahead only ban is installed, ail vehicles are stored in the ahead segregated area 

since no turning is allowed. Similarly, when a turn only ban is installed all vehicles 

are accommodated in the turn segregated area. When a ban is removed, the vehicles 

must first be divided according to fixed proportions into ahead &n<\ turning vehicles. 

These vehicles are then accommodated in the segregated zones. However, if thèse 
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totals exceed the capacity of the segregated areas, then a spillback wi l l occur and the 

remaining vehicles are put m the réservoir area. 

The T U R N B A N procedure uses Table E . 7 to instai) bans bot h at spécifie intersec

tions as well as in groupée! patterns. T w o additional procédures have been developed 

to assist the user. Thèse are the CORE procedure which targets gridlock cycles with 

turn bans and the DIAMOND procedure which produces a cordon of bans around 

the j am origìnating at the référence position specified by the user. The size of the 

cordon can be altered relative to the référence position. 

E.4.1 The C O R E Algorithm 

The ai m of the C O R E procedure is to assist the user in specifying ban locations in 

particular patterns. B y specifying the 'bottom-left ' junction in a gridlock cycle, along 

with the phase direction (East or North) and the ban status ( typically ahead only), 

the program then proceeds to instali the bans for the entire cycle. The procedure can 

be summarised as follows: 

Input: ban_type {0,1,2}, direction [E, N} 

Output: Junctions comprising the gridlock cycle are banned 

Procedure: The program considers the junct ion spécification given by the ordered 

pair The procedure first tests the legality of the location and then proceeds to 

instali the bans in the appropriate locations. Table E .8 summarises the results of 

thèse tests. 

For example, the spécification (7.10), East, ban = 1 wi l l instali turn bans in junctions 

E(7,10), N(S,10), E ( 8 , l l ) , N ( 7 , l l ) as described in Table E . 8 . 

E.4.2 The DIAMOND Algorithm 

A second arrangement of bans which appears to be particularly effective is the in

stallation of a cordon of ahead bans around the developing traffic j am. Because the 
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odd(i) even(i) 

odd(j) Illegal Clockwise 

N ( i j ) , E ( i j + 1 ) 

N ( i + l j + l ) , Ë ( i + l , j ) 

euen(j) Anti-Clockwise Illegal 

E( i j ) , N(i+1 j ) 

E ( i + l . j + l ) , N ( i j + l ) 

Table E.8: Implementation of COIÌE Algorithm 

East orientation odd(i-hj) even(i-f-j) 

odd(j) 1 2 

even(j) 3 4 

Table E.9: East oriented diamond cordon situations 

shape of the emerging jam is predicted to be diamond-shaped, it is possible to deduce 

the locations of the bans at particular distances from the developing jam. To aid 

the user, the program automatically calculâtes thèse positions and installs the bans 

accordingly. A n almost ideutical process îs invoked in order to restore the network to 

its unrestricted conditions. 

Input: ( t , j ) , size_parameter {2,4,6,8}, direction E / N , baïutype {0,1,2} 

Output: Diamond shaped cordon of East and North bans whose référence is given by 

and whose extent is spécifiée! by the size_parameter. 

Procedure: 

There are a number of cases to consider. These are summarised i n T a b l e E . 9 and 

E. 10 respectively. 

For each situation, we need to specify a number of parameters. These are (x, y) which 

represent the start position of the cordon as well as a number of matrices which are 

used to calculate the remaining locations on the cordon. These are known as sstep 

for the offsets and xtjincr for the incréments. These pairs of matrices are différent 
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North orientation odd(i-hj) even(i-t-j) 

odd(j) 5 6 

even(j) 7 S 

Table E.10: North oriented diamond cordon situations 

D I R C A S E X Y 

W => E 1,2 

E => W 3,4 

N => S 5,6 

i-(l-hsize_p) j 

i+(l+size_p) j 

5 => A' 7,8 

j -(l+size_p) 

j+(l4-size_p) 

Table E.11: Starting point for cordon 

for each case. Table E. 11 summarises the start positions for the cordons for each of 

the eight cases. Tables E. 12 and E. 13 provide the matrices required for each of the 

eight cases. The matrices are calculated on the basis of a dot-product. The results 

are provided to enable the user to understand how each of the cordons is traced. 

Following the présentation of thèse two tables, we describe a Condensed form of the 

algorithm. The section concludes with an example of the application of the algorithm. 
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C A S E S S T E P X Y I N C R 

0 - 1 1 - 1 

1 0 1 1 

0 1 - 1 1 

- 1 0 - 1 - 1 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 1 - 1 

0 - 1 - 1 - 1 

- 1 0 - 1 1 

0 1 - 1 1 

- 1 0 - 1 - 1 

0 - 1 1 - 1 

1 0 1 1 

0 - 1 - 1 - 1 

- 1 0 - 1 1 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 1 - 1 

Table E.12: Matrices for cases 1-4 required for offsets and increments 
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C A S E S S T E P X Y I N C R 

- 1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 

- 1 0 

0 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 

- 1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 

- 1 0 

0 1 

- 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

- 1 

1 

1 

1 

- 1 

- 1 

i 

l 

1 

- 1 

- I - 1 

- 1 ~l 

- 1 

1 

1 

- 1 

- 1 - 1 

- 1 1 

1 

1 

1 

- 1 

- 1 

Table E . 13: Mairices jor cases 5-8 required for offsets and increments 
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PROGRAM DIAMOND 

PROCEDURE SETUP 

{ Set up start ing l i n e of cordon} 

BEGIN 

id = i d mod size_p 

j d = 1 + id mod size_p 

x = x + SSTEP(jd.l) 

y = y + SSTEP(jd,2) 

dr = other(dr) */, Changes direc t ion drom E to N and vice versa 

xinc = XYINCR(jd.l) 

yinc = XYINCR(jd,2) 

END 

PROCEDURE INCREMENT 

{ Calculate next junction on cordon line} 

BEGIN 

x = x + xinc 

y = y + yinc 

dr = other(dr) 7, Changes direct ion drom E to N and vice versa 

END 

BEGIN{DIAMOND} 

id = 1 

WHILE (id <= 4*size_p) DO 

BEGIN 

i f (id mod size_p = 1) SETUP 

CHECK EXISTENCE OF JUNCTION 

SETBAN(x,y,bantype,dir) 
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dir=other(dir) 

i f (id mod size_p <> 0) INCREMENT 

END 

END 

E x a m p l e 

Consider the diamond cordon of size four blocks, centered on the initial obstruction 

(7,10) with East orientation. This corresponds to case 3. Referring to Table E . l l 

the cordon start position can be calculated as 

x - 12, y = 10 

The application of P R O G R A M D I A M O N D wi l l produce ahead bans at the following 

junctions: 

id = 1 

x = i , y = j + 1 > xinc = -1 , yinc = 1 

N(12, 11) 

E ( l l , 12) 

N(10,13) 

E(9,14) id mod 4 = 1 

x = i - 1» y = j , xinc = -1 , yinc = -1 

N(8,14) 

E(7,13) 

NC6.12) 

E ( 5 , l l ) i d mod 4 = 1 

x - i» y - j - 1, xinc = 1, yinc = -1 

N(5,10) 

E(6,9) 
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N(7,8) 

E(8,7) id mod 4 = 1 

N(9,7) 

E(10,8) 

N ( l l , 9 ) 

E(12,10) 

In this example, bans wi l l subsequently be installed at the junctions listed above. 

Similar arrangements of bans can be implemented using différent combinations of the 

size parameter and the start position. The pattern described in F i g u r e 5 .5 of the 

thesis shows a scheme of ahead bans where the start position is given by E(7,10) and 

the size parameter is set at six blocks. This is known as the integrated control scheme 

and h as been tested extensively in the thesis. 

E.5 Summary 

In this appendix, we described the main algorithms used in the simulation program. 

The following algorithms were considered: simulation of demand, the vehicle progres

sion mechanism, the trafhc directions on the network and the banning techniques. 

Thèse help provide a flavour for some of the intricate modelling work which plays a 

central rôle in the simulation tool. 


